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1.0 SUMMARY 
The AGTIOI Power train, pictorially shown in Figure 1, consists of 
a re9~nerated single shaft gas turbine englne (flat-rated at 
100 horsepower), a spli t differential gearbox and a Ford Automatic 
Overdrive (AOD) production transmission. The powertrain is controlled 
by an electronic digi tal microprocessor and associated actuator:s, 
instrumentation, and Sensors. Standard automotive accessor ies are 
driven by engine power provided by an accessory pad on the gearbox. 
The AGTlOl power section, Figure 2 is characterized by a sing1e-
stage 5:1 backward swept centrifugal compressor and single-stage 
ceramic radial inflow turbine mounted on a common shaft" This rotat-
ing group is supported at the output pinion gear by an angular contact 
ball bearing and an air lubricated foil bearing located between the 
compressor and turbine. Maximum rotor speed of. the AGTl01 is 
100,000 rpm. Ceramic combustor and hot section structural components 
are utilized in conjunction with the ceramic radial turbine rotOr. 
'rhis allows engine operation at turbine inlet temperatures ('l'IT) of 
2500 0 F (maximum power) and 2150 0 F (idle) to maintain maximum thermo-
dynamic efficiency over the operating range. Var iable geometry has 
been utilized in the compressor and combustion sections to vary engine 
airflow and control combustion primary zone temperatures to approxi-
mately 3000 0 F. Table 1 summarizes the power section salient features. 
The gearbox, Figure 3, is a split-path differential design accep-
ting power directly from the output pinion gear. Power is split in the 
differential planetary gears with a portion taken through an output 
gear on the planetary carrier directly to the AOD tr.ansmission. The 
remaining power continues via the same differential planetary to a 
rotati og .r ins gear and associated gear train to the var iab1e stator 
torque conver ter (VSTC). The VSTC provides a var iable speed ratio 
output that is fed back to the planetary carrier and combines with the 
power delivered to the transmission. 
AGTIOl power train development was initiated in October 1979 
through detail design activities based on prior studies conducted and 
reported in References 1 and 2. Design ,efforts on the Reference 
Powertrain Design were approved in January 1980 by NASA. Evolutionary 
progress toward the realization of the RPD continued with design 
approval in April 1980 of the Mod I, powertrain con.cept. As shown in 
Figure 4, the AGlrlOl evolution begins wi th the Mod I, Build 1 all 
metallic (except regenerator) version of the engine. As ce[amid hot 
section structural components are qualified in dedicated test rigs, 
the Mod I, Build 1 is selectively upgraded to the Mod I concept 
(2100°' TIT, metal rotor, ceramic structures). This stepwise evolu-
tionary process enables ear 1y ver ification of component technology 
development, controls interface and validation of computer programs 
used to predict engine performance. In addition, based on "systems 
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Figure 1 . AGT101 Powertrain Configuration. 
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'l'ABLE 1. AG'rlOl DESIGN SUMMARY (MAXIMUM POWER) 
COMPRESSOR - C1l:NTRIFGUAL 
Material 
Design flow, lbs/sec 
Number of blades 
Backward curvature, d09rees 
VIGV type, number of Vl,lft<;ll 
oil: fUser type 
Predicted stage efficiency, percent 
~J!.!lli.!!~:m - RADIAL I~ 
Material 
Maximum ir.let tempe u'l:.ur e , <!IF 
Maximum tip speed, fpa 
Number of bladel:l 
St~tor tFpe~ number of vanea 
Diffuser type 
Predicted stage efficiency, percent 
MQ.!lli..~OR - Mll'AR!, 
Material, fabrication process 
Active matrix diameter, in 
Matrix thickness, in 
Hydraulic diameter, in 
Support type, drive 
Predicted effectiveness, percent 
Predicted seal leakage, percent 
90MBUSTOR - PILOTED, VARI~~GEOMETRY 
Material 
Outlet temperature, OF 
Maximum primary zone temperature, OF 
Aluminum 
0.85 
12/.1.2 
50 
Articulated, 17 
20 v~ne island cascade deswirl 
BO.S 
SiC or Si3N4 
2500 
2300 
13 
Radial, .1.9 
Radial 
90.1 
AS or MAS, extruded 
18.2 
3.3 
0.020 
Rim, rim drive 
92.9 
3.6 
Ceramic 
2150 to 2500 
3000 
BALL BEARING - SPLIT INNER RACE, ANGULAR CON~ 
Material 
She, mm 
Maximum load - radial/axial, Ibs 
FOIL BEARING 
Number of foils 
Diameter, 1'0 
Length, in 
Maximum load - steady state, Ibs 
Maximum load - shock, g'a 
52100 
15 
9/255 
7 
1.35 
1.075 
3 
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Figure 3. AGTIOI Gearbox and Transmission Layout. 
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design" phil .. osophy wherein distinct recognition is given to the AGT10l 
operating range over the crDC, an interactive component/engine design 
feedback loop is established to fUrther optimize program goals (i.e., 
fuel economy, driveability, emissions, etc.). The evolutionary 
process continueH with the introduction of the ceramic radial turbine 
rotor into the Mod I powertrain* This configuration has been entitled 
Mod II and is equivalent to the Rill) at thls time. Incorporation of the 
ceramic rotor will allow TIT to be increaset.1 -to 2500 oF. Mod I 
equipped vehicles will be delivered to EPA prior to May 1984 for eval-
uation and demonstration of progress toward the program goals. Mod II 
equipped vehicles will be delivered prjor to May 1985 for final evalu-
ation. Table 2 shows the AGT10l powertrain performance summary and 
sali~nt component configuration. 
As noted herein, AGT101 project analytical and empirical results 
through June 1980 indicate that all contract goals, objectives, and 
milestones, can be achieved. 
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TABLE 2. AGTI0l POWERTRAIN SOM!I~~Y 
r --71--------~----y-----------------~ 
Reference Fuel 
Ambient Conditions (CFDC) 
Mod I 
Build 1 
Gasoline 
Mod I 
Gasoline 
85~F, SOD ftl 85°F, 500 ft 
CFDC (mpg) (3163 Ib Vehicle}1 N/A 30 
0.309 
100,000 
93 .. 6 
2100 
Cruise sfc 
Maximum rpm 
Maximum Power (hp net) 
Turbine Inlet Temp (OF) 
Regenerator Maximum 
Temperature (OF) 
Power section Configuration 
Compressor 
Combustor 
Turbine 
Regenerator 
Structures 
Controls Configuration 
ka 5ttm'2nt 
0 .. 503 
100,000 
50 
1600 
1441 
2219 T6 
Diff Flame 
Metal 
NGK-Thick 
Metal 
Analog 
1936 
PM Alum 
Var Geom 
Metal 
J Corning Thin 
f Ceramic 
Digital 
Mod II 
DF-2 
59°F, SL 
41.4 
0.329 
100,000 
100 
2500 
2000 
PM Alum 
Var Geom 
Ceramic 
Extruded 
Ceramic 
Digital 
·W ~ ...... , 
RPD 
Gasoline 
85°F, 500 ft 
36 
0.329 
100,000 
130 
2500 
2000 
PM Alum. 
Var Geom 
Ceramic 
Extruded 
Ceramic 
Digital 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Thia report is the first of a series of Semi ... ll\nnual Technical 
Summary reports for the Advanced Gas ~urbine (AGT) Power train Srstam 
Development Project, author ized under NASA Contract DEN3-167, and 
sponsored by The Departme~t of Energy. This report has been prepared 
by the AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona, a Division of The 
Garrett Cot'poration, and includes information provided by !>')ord Motor 
Company, The Carborundum company, AiResearch Casting Company and The 
Pure Carbon Company. The project is administered by Mr. Roger Palmer, 
Froject Manager, NASA-Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. This 
report presents plans and progress from contract start (October 1979) 
through June 1980. 
Project effort conducted under this contract is part of the DOE 
Gas Turbine Highway Vehicle System Program. This program is oriented 
at providing the United States automotive industry the technnlogy base 
necessary to produce gas turbine power trains for automobiles that will 
have reduced fuel consumption and reduced environmental impact. It is 
intended that technology resulting from this program be capable of 
reaching the marketplace by the early 1990's. 
The goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate, by 
May 1985, an adv~nced automotive gas turbine powertrain system which, 
when installed in a l.985 production vehicle of the Ford Fairmont class (3125 pound inertia weight), meets the following objectives: 
o A combined federal driving cycle (CFDC) fuel economy of 36 
miles per gallon based on Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) test procedures and gasoline fuel. The AGT powered 
vehicle will substant.ially pLovide the Game overall vehicle 
driveability and performance as a comparable 1985 production 
vehicle powered by a conventional spark ignition power train 
system 
o Gaseous emissions and partiCUlate levels less than the fol-
lowing: 
o 
NOX ::n 0.4 gm/mile 
HC ~ 0.41 gm/mile 
CO = 3.4 gm/mile 
and a total particulate of 0.2 gm/mile, using the same fuel 
as used for fuel economy measurements 
Ability to use a variety of alternate fuels 
9 
j 
1 
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Progress toward aohieving these objectives will be demonstrated 
in dynamometer and vehicle testing of AGT power trains at several 
points during the project. In addition to the objectives to be demon~ 
atrated, the following are syat~m design objectives: 
o Reliability and life <aqual to or better than powertrains 
cUrrently on the market 
o A competitive initial cost and a life cycle cost nQ greater 
than that of a oomparable conventionally-powered automotive 
vehiCle 
o 
o 
Acceleration suitable for safety and consumer considera-
tions 
Noise and safety character istics that meet the currently 
legislated and the Federal Standards and those projected for 
1984 
The following are major contr~ct milestones: 
o Complete initial R~ference P~wertrain Design (RPD) and Mod I 
powertrain preliminary design review 
o Complete dynamometer characterization and assessment of 
first build of Mod I powertrain by May 31, 1982 
o Complete dynamometer characterization and assessment of 
Mod I powertrain by May 31, 1983 
o Complete vehicle testing of fuel economy and emissions USil,g 
the Mod I powertrain system by May 31, 1984. Testing to be 
performed by the EPA on two vehiCles 
o Complete dynamometer characterization and assessment of 
Mod II powertrain prior to May 31, 1984 
, 
o Complete vehicle testing of fuel economy and emissions using 
the Mod II powertrain syst~~m by May 31, 1985. Testing to 
be perform~d by the EPA on two vehicles 
The advanced Automotive Gas Turbine Powertrain System has been 
designated the "AGT10l" and is shown installed in a 1980 Ford Fairmont 
in Figure 5. The AGT10l reprelsents a significant advancement in gas 
turbine state-of-the-art. A significant quantity of ceramic parts ate 
employed to enhance high temperature operation and provide low cost 
manufacturing potential for automotive application. 
The AGT10l project team is depicted in Figure 6. AiResearch 
Manufacturing Company of Arizona, A Division of The Garrett Corpora-
10 
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AGT Power train Installed in 1980 Ford Fairmont Vehicle. 
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tion, hereafter refe.rred to as AiResearch Phoenix is the prime con-
tractor responsible for overall powertrain design and development, and 
project management. Ford Motor Company as !. major subcontractor, is 
responsible for providing the vehicle~related tasks (i.e., production 
ma.nufactur:ing and marketing studies), regenerator technology, and 
major ceramics development efforts. The Corning Company, located in 
Corning, New York, is providing ceramic regenerator oores and one of 
the major. ceramic structural oomponents t under subcontract to Ford 
Motor Company. As Rho\'1n in Flgure 6, there are three other major sub-
contractorst 
o 'llhe Carborundum Company, a Di vj"aion of Ket'mecott, located in 
Nlagnl''' li'alls, Nc;n'1 Yor k r devt?loping and providing ceramic 
com}'I.·mt"nt,~l 
o A:tRes~al'ch Casting Company, located in 1J.10rrance, California, 
alao ~lev(\lopin'1 and providing ~cramic compOnel'lts 
Ail~NJear,ch Manllfact,\.u: lng Company of California, 1 Qcated in 
fl'or l~allC(\ r Cali fornia, developi.ng and prov iding th~ elec-
trnni~ control aystem 
'1'h(\ Garr~tt/r~ol'd AG'l'lOl proj('~t team 017gani~ation is shown on 
Figur(' 7. Th0 AiRpnrarch Pho~nix organization falls under the Power 
Systems Pl:(.1(lUCC IIi l\e :i n l'hocl'dx, whi 10 the Ford organization is 
loea~,('ld in th('\ HCH,Clru:<,"'h Dep~u:t:ment at Dearborn, Michigan. Both com-
pal'\iC"s pl'ovidl' upper llHmag~ment visibility via an execut.ive review 
team ,\,hh::ll mN~l:n (H\ n quarterly basis to review pl~o9rGSs. 'rhe team is 
compr ieed of thl'{\('" l"Xc:'\C!U t, i VI;Hl of var tOllS disoipli nes from each organi ... 
zaticm prov'lcting ~1uidanl.'·('l to help llssure the success of th~ AG'l'lOl 
I'l,'oject. Yn udditlon, n ('eramie Advl.S01:Y Committee, comprised of mem-
bers ~r bt'lth organi:'Hrtions t meets on a ~)er :lodic basi 13 to review 
ceramic d(wo1.opment rH~C'9rNH1' 
The 1\G'l'lO 1 Pl'oj N'1t schedule I shown in Figur~ n, il"lcludes the 
eight project tasks Rnd six major contract milestones. The project 
duration is 68 months Rod is comprised of Phase I (45 months) and Phase 
II (23 months) • At. t.he ct)llclnsion of: Phase :t, DOE and NASA will eval.-
uate pragr~s8 of thG AGT project prior to preceeding to Phase II. 
The RPD design (Task 1, Figure 8) reflects the ultimate power-
train configuration to be achieved at the end of this project. Ford 
mllW \ltiliz~' the RPD as ~ baseline to proceed into automotive prepro-
duction and production phases which is the overall goal of the DOE Gas 
rl'l!rbiO(~ lU\Jhway Vehicle Systems Program. Mod I and Mod II al:e seq\,18l,\-
tiaJ. d(1v€'lopment versions of the ~ll timate RP,,) power-tr.ain. 'J'he Mod I 
01'\g ina initially beg ins ,,,1 th an. all, metallic power section. As Mod I 
development progresses, ceramic structural parts will be il'ltegrated 
into!.:.he Mod I pO\\lEn: sect~ion until, at the end of Phase I, all. hot 
section components \\,:1.,11 be tleramic except for the t\.ll~bine rotor. 
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Mod II development initiates with the inclusion of the ceramic turbine 
rotor into the final Mod I and continues through developmE:mt to the 
end of Phase II. 
Extensive component development is planned throughout the project 
(Task 2, Figure 8) and is discussed in deta;.l in Section 4 of this 
report. Powertrain development (Task 3) includes engine, gearbox and 
transmission testing and is discussed in Sectio~, 3 herein. Vehicle 
development (Task 5) incorporates powlertrains from Task 3 into 
production-styled vehicles, and provides f("r. testing by AiResearch and 
Ford, and ultimately by EPA. This task is also discussed in Section 3 
herein. 
As depicted in Figure 8, the AGT10l team has successfully com-
pleted the first major contract milestone; The Preliminary Design 
Review for the RPD and Mod I powertrains. These were respectively 
completed on January 30, 1980, and April 30, 1980. The majority of 
component designs have been completed for the planned first design 
iteration, and hardware procurement and fabrication of the component 
tets rigs has been initiated. Early testing has been initiated on the 
regenerator cold flow test rigs and the foil bearing test rig. It cur-
rently is planned that the first build of the Mod I power section will 
begin testing by July 31, 1981. 
As of the end of this reporting period (June 30, 1980) all activ-
ities relative to meeting the project contractural milestones are on 
schedUle. 
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3.0 POWERTRAIN DEVELOPMENT 
Figure 9 depicts the planned evolution of the AGT10l. As noted 
earlier, the Mod II pow'u: section is oompr ised of oeramio hot end oom-
ponents inoluding the radial turbine rotor. Since the ceramic teoh-
nologies to be demonstrated for this p);ogram (in particular, the 
ceramic turbine rotor) represent the highest risk and longest lead 
items, initial development will begin with an all-metallio Mod I, 
Build 1 engine (except regenerator). AGT10l development then pro-
gresses through stepwise evolutionary changes inoorporating ceramic 
oomponents from the component/subsystem development aotivities to the 
Mod I configuration (ceramic hot end components less oeramic rotor) 
and culminates with the Mod II all-oeramio hot end power section. 
This evolutionary development permits component/subsystem teoh-
nologies to be fully tested in dedicated test rigs and later in the 
Mod I, Build 1 engines to verify aerodynamic, thermodynamic, and 
mechanical designs. Activities are time-phased to allow design inter-
action based on test rig evaluation and engine development. This 
interactive rig/engine development program thus provides adequate time 
for the more difficult ceramic struct.ural components (required for 
Mod I and Mod II engines to be developed in parallel with the compo-
nent/subsystems Mod I, Build 1 development. As ceramic structural 
hardware is "qualif ied" in appropr iatel test rigs, selective introd'~c­
tion into the Mod I powertrain is made. Time also is available for 
ceramic structures design iterations that now may result from engine 
operation at the 2100 0 F TIT for Mod 1. 
In concert \'lith Mod I development, the most difficult component 
development task (ceramic turbine rotor) progresses in parallel. The 
ceramic turbine l:otor undergoes thorough component development to 
assure that Mod II deSign requirements are satisfied. Thus the most 
difficult development task is permitted maximum development time with-
out impacting other activities. Introduction of the turbine rotor 
ini tiates final power train testing i Mod II development. Time-phased 
design iterations also are planned dur ing Mod II development due to 
operation at 2500 0 F TIT. 
Upon satisfactory completion of powertrain testing, the power-
trains will be installed in the 3l25-pound inertia weight class Ford 
Fairmont production vehicle. Ford will provide vehiCle installation 
modifications and initial Checkout. AiResearch Phoenix, in conjunc-
tion with Ford, will provide contractor testing to validate the 
vehicle operation and performance requirements previously stated. 
Following contractor 'testing, two vehicles will be equipped with AGT 
power trains for EPA fuel economy and emissions testing. As noted 
earlier, Mod I vehicles ~qill be delivered to EPA prior to May 1984, 
and Mod II vehicles prior to May 1985. 
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304 ORIGINAL PAGE \S OF POOR QUAUTY 
3.1 Referenoe ,Powertrain Desig~ (RPD) 
The RPD consists of three major elements, the advanced gas tur-
bine engine, gea~box, and transmission, as shown in Figure 10, and the 
powertrain controls. Projected fuel economy of the AGT powered base-
line vehicle is 36 mpg (gasoline) or 41 mpg (DF2,. Zero to 60 mph 
acceleration time is 11. 6 seconds with a 4-second acceleration dis-
tance of 68.9 f·eet which provides the AGT vehicle with driveability 
equal to or better than the baseline spark ignition (61) vehicle. 
3.1.1 ?owertrain.pescriPtion 
The RPD has been established through an iterative design process 
using a total "systems design" philosophy. The philosophy of "systems 
design" incorporates a distinct recognition of the duty cyole of a 
passenger vehicle over the ernc and, in particulat, the amount of time 
that is expended at low power levels. Therefore, in the "systems 
design" approach, optimization of the components is being made at the 
intermediate power levels and not at maximum power which is typical of 
normal gas turbine design techniques. 
Based on the "systems design" philosophy, the RPD is a sin91e-
shaft regenerated gas turbine engine utilizing ceramic hot end compo-
nents I coupled to a split differential powertrain with an available 
VSTC and an available Ford AOD. 
The controls feature microprocessor digital technology inte-
grating all powertrain control functioltS into one master control 
system, stressing driveability and integrated performance as related 
to consumer acceptance. The drivetrain package has the flexibility of 
either providing front or rear wheel drive. 
As shown in Figure 11, ambient air, after paSSing' thrqugh an 
inlet barrier filter, is routed through the variable inlet guide vanes 
(VIGV) to the compressor. The bJelve full/twelve sp11 tter bladed 
centrifugal impeller compresses the inlet air to a pressure ratio of 
5 atmospheres at maximum shaft speed (J.OO, 000 rpm) and radially dif-
fuses the air through a t~ree-stage radial vaned diffuser to maximum 
static pressure recovery. Pressurized air then is ducted through the 
high pressure side of the rotating ceramic regenerator, collected in a 
toroidal plenum and routed to the low emissions variable geometry com-
bustion system. Fuel is introduced along with the heated pressurized 
air in the burner premix/prevaporizing section and then is efficiently 
burned in the primary zone of the ceramic variable geometry combustor. 
The 2500 0 F vitiated air then is accelerated through the turbine tran-
si tion duct to the nineteen-vane nonparallel walled ceramic stator. 
The stator accepts the 2500°F vitiated air, and routes it to the thir-
teen-bladed ceramic radial turbine rotor. The air is expanded across 
the turbine rotor, radially diffused to a collector plenum and 
exhausted through the low pressure side of the rotating regenerator. 
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As shown in Figure 11, the centr ifu9al compressor and radial 
turbine are (Ioupled using proven curvic coupling technology, loaded 
through an axially-stretched tiebolt. The rotating group is supported 
on the compressor end by a hydraulically mounted angular contact lSmm 
ball bea~ing (202 series) and between the turbine and compressor by a 
gas lubrlcated foil bearing (1,35 inch diameter). The thicknes~ of 
each of the seven foil. leave~ iii 0.005 inch including coating. At 
maximum power, load on the ~oil bearing is approximately 2 psi, and 
bearing power loss is estimated at 150 watts. The ball bearing 
accepts the total thrust load of the rotating group (255 pounds at 
maximum shaft speed). 
AGT critical speed analyses are complete. The first, second and 
third critical speeds, using 4000lb/in stIffness and 25,0001b/in 
stiffness for the foil bearing and ball bear ing, respectively, have 
been calculated to occur at 5850" 38,260, and 135,200 rpm. The first 
and second cr i tical speeds are predominately rig id body modes and 
AiResearch Phoenix experience shows that with hydraulically mounted 
bearings these modes are sufficiently damped to allow transient oper-
ation through the first and second critical· speeds with acceptable 
shaft excursions. The third critical is 35.2 percent above the max-
imum operating speed and consistent with Garrett/Ford experience. 
Structural design of the AGT10l is characterized by simple sym-
metd.oa1 ceramic structures (except the flow separator housing) and 
flow path ar.ranged to keep the lowest temperature gas outermost to 
minimize heat loss. The structural load path, as depicted in Fig-
ure 11, originates at the combustor dome. A mechanioal spring load of 
approximately 150 pounds is applied to the combustor dome to hold the 
structural compo:1ents in pOSition when the engine is not operating. 
This spring load combined with the aerodynamic loads acrosS the indi-
vidual components is transmitted through the combustor inner liner to 
the combustor transition duct, across the three struts, through the 
combust6r baffle and turbine backshroud to the turbine stator, across 
the stator vane leading edge section to the turbine shroud conical 
webs and through the duct spacer and axial/radial piloting keys to the 
compressor outer housing. 
The aerodynamic load on the regenerator is reacted by the exhaust 
~ousing and the flow separator housing. The exhaust housing transmits 
load directly into the compressor outer housing. The flow separator 
hous ing por tion of the regenerator load, combined wi th aerodynamic 
loads, is reacted by the flow separator support ring which transmits 
the load to the compressor outer housing. 
Output power fr.om the gas turbine is delivered to the vehicle via 
a variable high speed single-stage differential planetary gearbox in 
conjunction wi th a modif ied four-speed Ford AOD transmission. This 
combination res-alts in a continuously variable speed transmission 
required for the optimization of a single-shaft gas turbine vehicle 
system. 
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The planetary gearbox (schematically shown in Figure 12) incor-
porates a differentia). in which powe.r is split into two paths. Gas 
turbine PQwer ie input at the planetary sun gear and eKtracted from 
the planetar:y car.rier. One power path extends directly to the carrier 
while the second path passes through the planetary ring gear to a VSTC 
utilized as a speed changing device.. The variable output .speed of the 
VSTC is conn~cted to the carrier via a clutch that is open during 
vehicle idle and closed during normal driving modes. Speed ratio 
modulation across the VSTC results in a var iable output speed of the 
planetar.y carrier which in turn is geared directly to th& AOD trans-
mission. Step ratio changes in the AOP are phased with off-setting 
speed ratio changes in the var:iable speed gearbox. This produces a 
continuously var iable dr ive line system which allows the engine to 
operat(3 at optimum speeds to deliver high effioiency cruise power, 
acceleration power, or engine brakin~ power. 
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3.2 Performance 
The vehicle performance model presently in use is a rigorously 
distributed inertia analysis of the engine, gearbox, driveline and 
vehicle. Included Ll these analyses are the latest performance models 
for each of the components. 
Changes in the predicted RPD and Mod Xl performance from January 
1980 to present are the oumulative effect of: 
o Dngine performance model refinement 
a 
o 
o Updated and more accurate turbine map 
o Refined heat rejection model 
o Refined internal heat transfer model 
o Regenerator map replaced with off-design analytlcal 
model 
o Off-design regenerator seal leakage model added 
Vehicle dynamics model refinement 
o Improved dynamic model of the split path gearbox 
o Redefined power split between engine and vehicle accel-
eration 
o Incorporation of VSTC map based on recent test data 
Changes in engine deSign requirements and rating point 
a Cooling flow reduced and internal bleed path redefined 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Ambient:. conditions for rating changed to 59°F" sea 
level 
Reference fuel changed to diesel No. 2 
Cruise condition redefined to approximate 55 mph steady 
state 
Engine flat rated at 100 shp net 
Figure 13 summarizes the engine performance presented at the RPD 
preliminary Design Review (January 1980). Current engine performance 
for the Mod II engine is presented in Figure 14. Note that the 
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ambient temperature value, fuel lower heating value, and idle speed """, 
have been changed when SFC comparisons are made between schematics. 1 
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since lhe inception of the RPD which had a 4-second acceleration 
requirement of 69 feet, the definition of "driveability" has been mod-
ified to incorporate Ford effort to define consumer acceptance on a 
1985 vehicle with a conventional 81 engine. Ford is conducting tests 
with a simUlation vehicle, to determine minimum time/distance rela-
tionships that will apply to the AGTIOl powered vehicle. Preliminary 
reqUirements from this testing are: 
1 second 1 foot 
2 seconds - 8 feet 
3 seconds 23 feet 
4 seconds - 50 feet 
A procedure to maximize fuel economy and meet the above prelim-
inary time/distance requirements has been developed using the optimum 
combination of engine idle speed and gearbox clutch engagement speed. 
Figure 15 shows the composite relationship between englne idle speed 
and clutch engagement speed required to achieve the t:ime-distance 
criteria. Note that the 1- and 2-second criteria determine the selec-
tion, whereas the 3- and 4-second criteria do not influence the selec-
tion. A point at approximately 53,700 rpm idle (57,750 rpm clutch 
engagement) meets all cr iter ia. A point at 52,000 rpm idle 
(64,500 rpm clutch engagement) meets the 2- through 4-second criteria 
while sacrificing only a few inches in I-second distance. This figure 
will be updated to determine the appropr iate idle speed for 59°P 
ambient conditions. 
The CFDC mileage estAmate for the AGTIOl Mod II cur~ently is 
41.39 mpg with diesel fuel (3149 Btu/mile) compared to 36 mpg with 
gasoline (3185 Btu/mile) for the RPD system. Note that due to the large 
difference in fuel density and lower heating value used in each case, 
only Btu/mile values should be used for comparison. 
Performance predlctions for the ~~od I are shown in FigUre 16. 
Turbine inlet temperature to maximize Jife of the metal turbine rotor 
has been limited to effect a 1930 0 F turbine blade relative tempera-
ture. Figure 17 character izes the relationship between engine idle 
speed, 4-second distance, and CFDC mileage estimates for the Mod I 
power train. 
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3.3 Vehicle Integration 
preliminary packaging studies have been completed for incorpo-
rating the RPD in Ford rear-wheel and front-wheel dr i1re conf igura-
tions. The rear-wheel drive configuration is the reference powertrain 
design (Figures 18 and 19) and can be installed in a Fairmont without 
modifications to the engine compartment structure. The same configu-
ration with a modified gearbox and transmission was repackaged and 
shown to fit a front-wheel drive vehicle. 
A preliminary des ign study has been ini tia ted and preliminary 
results indicate that the AGT engine, with a suitable gearbox and 
transmission arrangement also could be installed in a front-wheel 
drive Ford Escort for demonstration purposes. Thus it appears that 
the AGTlOl power train is capa.ble of being incorporated in a wide range 
of Ford vehicles. 
The passenger heating system for the Ford Fairmont was investi-
gated using AGT engine exhaust gas as the heat source. Calculations 
indicate insufficient exhaust temperatllre and flow to give desired 
passenger compartment heating on a OOF day. Other heating concepts 
are being investigated wi th the mos t promis ing being the use of 
ehgine/transmission oil as the heat source. If the oil temperature 
proves to be insufficient, the heater can be supplemented by heated 
air from a separate fuel-fired burner. Selection of the heater system 
will be reported in subsequent reports. 
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4.0 COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Task 2, Component Subsystem Development, activities comprise the 
design, test and developmental efforts for each major component and/or 
subsystem. Development of each component will be undertaken using 
dedicated test rigs specifically deSigned to fully evaluate the com-
ponent both for performance and mechanical integrity. Performance 
rating stations are def ined as shown in Figure 20. Three distinct 
design iterations have been planned for each component/subsystem, such 
that, as information from Task 2 - Testing and Task 3 - Power train 
Development becomes available, an interactive rig/engine feedback loop 
is realized. This allows further optimization of the "systems design" 
philosophy as related to program goals (Le" fuel economy, manufac-
turing compromises, marketability, packaging, etc.) 
, 
This section discusses t.he efforts to date on each major component/ I 
subsystem. , 
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4.1 Compressor Development 
The AG~lOl Compressor System is comprised of a single-stage back-
ward swept aluminum centrifugal impeller having 12 full blades and 12 
splitter blades, a three stage radial diffuser wlth one stage of dif-
fusion vanes and two stages of deswirl vanes, and an upstream set of 
seventeen variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV). Current performance pre-
dictions of this compressor system at maximum power operating condi-
tion are as follOWS: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Mass Flow (85'I)F, sea level) 
stage Pressure Ratio 
Stage Efficiency, Total-to-Total 
Rotational Speed 
0.8542 lb/sec 
5 
0.805 
100,000 rpm 
These performance goals are quoted at maximum power1 however, as 
pre v iously stated, the AGT10l is being designed using a "systems 
design" philosophy with a distinct recognition of CFDC duty cycle. 
Therefore, since a significant portion of operation is at low power 
levels, dur lng the course of development, maximum power per formance 
goals most likely will be sacrificed fot' more important program goals, 
i. e., fuel economy over the duty cycle. The design point ultimately 
chosen will be the result of further cycle studies based on detailed 
compressor system tests and related aero/thermodynamic component and 
engine testing to arrive at the optimUm system. 
'1.1.1 Aerod~namic Design 
Compressor system aerodynamic deSign continued, as a result of 
the Reference 1 and 2 studies. Final blade geome,try, loading, and 
vector diagrams have been completed. Optimization of the radial dif~ 
fuser system has been accomplished and reported herein. The predicted 
compressor map without V.IGVs is shown in Figure 21. 
4.1.1.1 Irnp~l~er Design 
The aerodynamic and geometric impeller design summary is shown in 
Tables 3 and 4. The final impeller flowpath is shown in Figur.e 22. 
Aerodynamic boundary conditions used in the detailed blade shape 
design are shown in Figures 23 ahd 24. These conditions include 
impeller exit crosspassage distr ibu tions of the entropy function, 
which relates total pressure to total temperature and blade deviation 
angle. The entropy function (Q) and aerodynamic blockage (Aeff/Ageo) 
were distributed linearly through the impeller along each streamline 
from the leading to trailing edge. Deviation was distr ibuted para-
bolically from the point of inception to the exit according to an 
established method. 3 
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TABLE 3. AGTIOI IMPELLER DESIGN AERODYNAMIC DESIGN SD~}ARY. 
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE 
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE 
SPEED 
544.70 R 
14.431 PSIA 
100,000 RPM 
F LOW RATE 0.8542 LB/SEC 
TIP SPEED 1872 FPS 
IMPELLER EFFICIENCY, TOTAL/TOTAL, NO. DUMP LOSS 89.67 PERCENT 
SPECIFIC SPEED 57.2 
SHROUD INLET RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.125 
., 
SHROUD RELATIVE VELOCITY RATIO (PO ANALYSIS) 0.600 (0.529 CAPS) 
SHROUD/MEAN MERIDIONAL VELOCITY RATIO (PD ANALYSIS) 1.25 (1.194 CAPS) 
AVERAGE EXIT BLADE DEVIATION 3.27 
INLET AERODYNAMIC BLOCKAGE 0.98 
EXIT AERODYNAMIC BLOCKAGE 
AVERAGE SLIP FACTOR 
0.90 
0.9488 
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TABLE 4. AGTIOI IMPELLER DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN SUMMARY .. 
INLET HUB/TIP Rt;TIO 
INLET HUB RADI US 
INLET sweEP ANGLE (MERIDIONAL PROJECTION) 
EXIT RADIUS 
EXIT B-WIDTH 
BLADE NUMBER 
AVERAGE EXIT BLADE ANGLE 
EXIT RAKE ANGLE 
AXIAL & RADIAL CLEARANCE 
INLET SHROUD NORMAL THICKNESS 
INLET HUB NORMAL THICKNESS 
EXIT SHROUD NORMAL THICKNESS 
EXIT HUB NORMAL THICKNESS 
ALL ANGLES !N DEGREES 
0.464 
0.600 IN 
7.47 
2.146 IN 
0.154 IN 
12/24 
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The blade/air angle relationship at the inducer leading edge is 
shown in Figure 25. For completely subsonic flow conditions, the 
impact-free incidence rel.ationship4, corrected for compressibility, 
the normally is used. However, proceeding outward to the inducer tip, 
Mach number exceeds 1. For this region, blade incidence was modified 
(ft'om impact free) according to transonic axial compressor blade 
design rules (toward O-degree meanline incidence). Higher blade 
angles resulting from this correction will be advantageous for part-
speed operation. 
Final air/blade angle distributions are shown for shroud, mean, 
and hub streamlines in Figure 26. Resulting blade suction and pres-
sure surface velocities are shown in Figures 27 through 29 for the 
shroud, mean (50-percent flow), and hub streamlines. These velocity 
distributions compare favorably with previously designed, successful 
compressors of similar pressure ratios~ 
To assure adequate impeller flow area at design point conditions, 
a check of available inducer throat area was made using a ratio of 
local geometric (blade-co-blade) area to the area required for sonic 
flow condi tions at leading edge stagnation condi tione. A minimum 
value curve of this parameter across the inducer is shown in 
Figure 30. Current design procedure requires that the local value not 
be less than 1.04, a condition met for all streamlines. 
The final main blade normal thickness distribution is shown in 
Figure 31. This distribution was required to satisfy blade stress and 
vibration criteria. 
Impeller vector diagrams are shown in Figure 32. 
Impeller splitter aerody~amic and stress analyses were success-
fully completed. To reduce a locally high splitter leading edge 
stress, the hub leading edge was moved axially forward from the orig-
inal position to make the edge more radial (Figure 33). The circum-
ferential position of the splitter leading edge then was shifted to 
match the 50-percent mass flow streamline across the entire blade 
height. This meanline shift was accomplished as shown in Figure 34 
for each streamline calculation. The repositioning was performed to 
eliminate a potential loss penalty associated with a non-uniform flow 
split which might result if the splitter blades were left in the mean 
tangential position between main blades. This techniqUe has been suc-
cessfully used on previous AiResearch Phoenix high pressure ratio com-
pre$sor designs. 
4.1.1.2 p}ffuser Design 
Based on the reference study and subsequent design analyses, the 
final radial diffusor design consists of three vane rows. The first 
row is a standard 2-D vane island diffuser with a converging end wall 
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fOllowed by a cascade of two deswirl vane rows. During the analysis, a 
tradeof.f was made between the first stage (vane island) diffuser area 
ratio and the tandem deswirl vane diffusion factors, The effect of 
varying the first deswirl vane exit angle on the diffusion factor of 
each row is shown in Figure 35. The first deswirl vane row inlet Mach 
Number was 0.225, a value providing the vane island diffuser with an 
area ratio of 2.59 which is consistent with AiResearch Phoenix 
experience. 
FUrther design iterations resulted in a diffusion system having a 
convergence over the radial vane island of 0.020 inch from the leading 
to trailing edge, trailing edge thickness of the vane iSland of 0.070 
inch and 34 vanes. An axial projection of the diffuser-system is 
shown in Figure 36 and mer idional f.;towpath in Figure 37. Diffuser 
vector diagrams ar.e shown in Figure 38. 
4.1.1.3 Var.iable Inlet Guide Vane Design 
The VIGV is an articulated design (fixed leading edge, movable 
training edge) using a NASA 63-0012 series thickness distribution mod-
ified to a maximmum thickness of 13.5 percent of chord for the artic-
ulated portion of the vane. The fixed leading edge uses 26 percent of 
a NASA 63-0010 modi.fied for a maximum thickness of 13 percent of 
chord. This design (Figure 39) is based on a similar articulated 
guide vane successfully being used on several engine compressors under 
development at AiResearch Phoenix. Results of tests conducted on 
these similar designs have been used in the off-deSign compressor per-
formance for AGT101 cycle calculations. 
4.1.2 Mecl~a!!ical _Q~l5!!l 
4.1.2.1 ImEe,ller lvlech£1.p.19a1 Design 
Impeller material for the compressor test rig and early develop-
ment engine tests will be forged 2219 T6 AL. ",Phis material was 
selected because of forging availability, good fatigue resistance, and 
high temperature s·t::rength. Current analysis and ii.te estimates will 
be based on 2219 T6 properties. A change to a powdar metal alloy will 
be accomplished when this mater ial becomes available. Impeller pro-
perties are provided in Table 5. 
Blastic three-dimensional stress and frequency analysis was per-
formed on the final blade configuration. The blade was optimized to 
provide good aerodynamic performance while maintaining stress levels 
necessary to assure mechanical integr.ity. Blade vibrations primarily 
are cont i ned to the inducer reg ion of low specif ic speed impellers. 
The exducer short blade height makes this blade region insensitive to 
aerodynamic excitations. To assure an inducer region vibratory mar-
gin, stress levels were limited to 20 ksi, thereby permitting vibra-
tory stresS levels of 5 ksi with 2219 T6 AL. Plots showing stress 
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0.1000 0.0507 
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AGT10l Inlet Guide Vane. 
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TABLE 5. IMPELLER PROPERTIES 
Total weight (lbs) 
Blade Weight (lbs) 
Ip (lb-in-sec 2 ) 
Id (lb-in-sec2 ) 
Hub Area (in2 ) 
CG (in) 
(Forward of Blade Root Exit) 
Kinetic Energy (in-lb) 
Density (lb-in3) 
0.549 
0.034 
0.0014 
0.001 
1.185 
0.277 
78700 
0.101 
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results from a three-dimensional finite element analysis are presented 
in Figure 40. This analysis was performed ~'1ith zero displacement 
boundary conditions at the blade/hub interface. Calculated blade fre-
quenci es are shown in Figure 41 and the firs t four mode shapes in 
Figure 42. The first vibratory mode is at 3.SE at 100-percent speed. 
Experience has shown that impeller blades are relatively insensitive 
to distortion related excitations when the first mode frequency is 
above 3E. The first three blade modes will not have interferences 
with 17E IGV wakes in the operating range. With the relatively long 
flow space between the IGVs and blades, higher mode excitation is not 
expected. 
Exducer region stress levels have to be contrOlled to prov:l.de 
adequate rupture life. The combination of 1872 feet/second tip speed 
and 50-degree backward curvature results in a maximum elastic stress 
at the exit of 31 ksi and an adiabatic wall temperature of 374°F. 
A three-dimensional ela.stic stress and vibration analysis was 
performed on the final splitter configuration. Results are provided 
in Figures 43 and 44. The splitter stress levels are similar to the 
levels in the main blade. Frequency analysis of the impeller splitter 
blades shows potential interferences of the first and second vibratory 
modes with the IGV excitation. Thi.s analysis also shows physir.)al 
location on the airfoil where the maximum vibratory strain would occur 
for each of these modes. Since these modes occur at part speed, the 
blade steady-stress level and metal temperatures will. be significantly 
lower than the levels that exist at the lOO-percent speed mechanical 
design point. USing the stress and temperature values that exist at 
the peak vibratory strain location for the predicted speeds of the 
interferences, the analysis shows that the allowable vibratory 
stresses of the first and second modes respectively are 7.5 and 10 
kei. This allowable vibratory stress should provide adequate fatigue 
margin, particularly since the vane to rotor spacing is more than 1.5 
times the chord length of the IGVs. 
Elastic stress analysis was completed for the impeller hub. 
Results of this analysis are shown on Figures 45 and 46 along with the 
isotherms for the 85° F day design point. These stress levels are 
cons is tent wi th AiResearch Phoenix exper ience on similar aluminum 
impeller designs. A preliminary life summary is presented in Table 6. 
These results show adequate bUrst margin and LCF life for the rig and 
ear.ly development impellers. 
The axial and radial displacements of the blade, taking into 
account maximum temperature 100-percent operating speed and cen-
trifugal stiffening is shown in Figure 47. 
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4.1.2.2 Powder Metal 
Initial thermal analysis indicated that the aluminum compressor 
impeller would need to withstand temperatures in excess of 400C)F. 
However, currently available materials lose sttengtb during extended 
exposures at these temperatures. Therefore a more temperature resis-
tant material is required for long term production concepts. Several 
new alloys relying on oxide, oar bide dispersions, or stable phases 
formed by alloy additions of low diffusibility elements show promise 
for better temperature resistance. Advancements in aluminum alloys 
include two primary approaches; mechanically alloyed oxide dlspersion-
strengthened alloys (INCO), and insoluble alloy additions, using 
powder metallurgy fabrication (ALCOA). Both alloys exhibited proper-
ties (Figure 48) in the laboratory that indicated potential as 
possible longterm production candidates. 
These candidate aluminum alloy systems are dependent on secondary 
phase dispersions, which are stable at use temperatures, for improved 
high-temperature strength. The ALCOA Al-Fe-Ce alloy, developed under 
Contract F3361S-77-C-5086, is strengthened by FeA16 and AlaFe4Ce 
intermetallic phases. The IN9081 alloy, being developed by Novarnet (a 
Division of INCO) under Contract F33615-76-C-5227, primarily is 
strengthened by oxide and carbide dispersions. 
The scope of the ALCOA program has been narrowed to an 
Al-7.4%Fe-3.4%Ce alloy and currently is in the material characteriza-
tion phase. Material is produced in alloyed powder form, hot compres-
sed, and then forged to a pancake shape. 
Thus far, data from this program (Figure 46) indicates that 
forged Al-Fe-Ce alloy shows better str~ngth versus temperature oapa-
bili ty than other alloy systems considered. In! tial stress-rupture 
data also is very promiSing for this alloy. 
The NoV'amet (INCO) program is focused on the Al-l. 2Ni-O. 7-Fe 
alloyed (named IN90S1) with a minimum of 3-percent dispersed oxide and 
1.S-percent carbide phases. The powder is prepared by the mechanical 
alloying process and then is hot-compacted and forged. IN9081 proper-
ties also are shown in Figure 48. 
Both Novametand AiResearch Phoenix have obtained mechanical 
property data for IN90Sl alloy extrusions (Figure 49). This data 
indicates that an adequate understanding of thermal-mechanical pro-
cessing characteristics of the alloy is necessary. Similar consider-
ations are expected to apply to the ALCOA Al-Fe-C~ alloy. 
As a consequence of the IN9081 alloy deformation rate sensitiv-
ity, AiResearch has focused on characterizing the mechanical proper-
ties of these alloys in high-deformation rate pancake forgings of suf-
ficient size to yield impellers. Data from these tests currently are 
being analyzed. 
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4.1.3 ~st Rigs 
Compressor development testing will be conducted on a test rig 
suitable to aerodynamically and mechanically evaluate the impeller, 
diffuser, VIGVs, inlet plenum and compressor discharge airflow path. 
4.1. 3.1 Compressor TestJll3. 
The compressor test rig, is a straddle-mounted bearing configur-
ation utiU.zing the AGTlOl engine ball bearings. Power is derived 
from a drive turbine system composed primarily of the Garrett Model 
TVel. turbocharger. hot flowpath components. Actual AGT compressor 
stage hardware (VIGVs, impeller and diffuser) is utilized in the rig 
to permit netailed compressor oesign performance mapping. As shown in 
FigurE: ')() I pm'lcr section dueting has t;· .... n incorporated to ~stablish 
any flO\\1 phenomena effects resulting (rom transitioning compressor 
discharge flow to regenerator high preSRure inlet. In addition, the 
inlet ai r f il ter and assoc iated ducting (not shQwn) can be accommo-
dated to ver ify aerodynamic design intent and again establish any 
detrimental flow effects resulting from the installation. 
Tho rig incorporates the capability for controlling and evaluat-
ing cr it'.ieal compressor impeller running clearance based on capaci-
tance probe measurements at selected stations along the impeller meri-
idonal flowpath. The clearance control mechanism is based on a design 
concept successfully demonstrated on other AiResearch Phoenix pro-
grams. This mechanism features an Acme thread, used to axially adjust 
the position of the impeller under dynamic operation. This is accom-
plished by fixing the internal thread and turning the external th~ead, 
thus forcing the externally threaded members (impeller shafting) to 
move axially. Clearance control capability allows thermal stabiliza-
tion of the test rig and dynamic stabilization of the impeller prior 
to recording data such that desired clearances can be evaluated. In 
addition, this mechanimm will allow performance evaluation of larger 
than desired clearances and/or duplication of engine conditions for 
performance comparisons. 
As shown in Figure 51, compressor test rig instrumentation has 
been identified such that detailed evaluation of individual and system 
compressor components can be achieved. Instrumentation is of a size 
consistent with the small stage dimensions and of sufficient number 
and spacing to provide realistic average values for all parameters 
measured. 
4.1.3.2 VIGV Rig 
In an effort to further quantify the losses and associated vel-
ocity profiled, a secondary test rig has been designed and is shown in 
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Figure 52. The rig is patterned after an existing IGV rig currently 
on test. Vane trailing edge and rotor leading edge surveys have been 
accommodated in addition to static and total pressure instrumentation. 
A simplified indexing mechanism will allow cross passage survey via 
vane rotation relative to the probe. IGV setting angles will be 
accomplished using accurate vane angle tooling. The rig will allow 
evaluation of IGV settings from -20 to 80 degrees. Data generated 
from these tests will be incorporated into compressor design method-
ology, in conjunction with detailed compressor mapping on the compres-
sor test rig. 
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4.2 Turbin~ Develoement 
Three maximum power design point vect.or di.Agrams were evaluated 
with the engine driving cycle. The three turbin~ demignr were identi~ 
fied as -9.8 (lO~l), -2"1 (high) .tlnd -37 degree (maximum) rotor exit 
.wirl designs. As shown in Figure 53, examination of the original 
optimized -9.8 degree case showed significant performance decrement at 
engine idle, and since "system design" objectives are to maximize 
engine performance at low power while maintaining acceptable vehicle 
acceleration capabilities, the -27 degree exit swirl design has been 
,elected for the baseline c~ramic turbine. Vector diagrams for maxi-
mum power and idle are presented in Figure 54 for the -27 degree 
exit swirl design. Also shown is the maximum power vector diagram for 
the Mod I complete metallic rotor configuration. 
The maximum power design point cycle conditions for the selected 
... 27 degree rotor exit swirl design are presented in Table 7. T.he 
predicted 1979 and 1985 turbine efficiency summaries are presented in 
Table 8 and Figure 55. The turbine system station designations are 
mhown in ~'igure 56. Turbine off-design perfot'mance maps are pre.f~ented 
in Figur/as 57 and 58. Note that the predict~d characteristics are 
based on a constant desi9n point Reynolds Number (Re = 1.06 X 105)$ In 
the cycle analysis, the effect of Reynolds Number relative to the 
design point value are accounted for with a correlation of NASA and 
AiResearch Phoenix in-house data. 
4.2.1 AerodY!lamic Design 
4.2.1.1 Stator Inlet Flowpaih 
The turbine inlet duct design has been completed as shown in Fig-
ure 59. Three modified NACA l6~02l airfoil design struts have been 
$elected to reduce strut tip blockage and thus decrease tip loading (Figure'60). The resulting inlet duct velocity distribution is shown 
in Figure 61. A 2-D bounaary layer analysis, which verifies that flow 
~h~ough the inlet duct is stable was performed. 
4.~.1.2 S~ator 
The stator vane profile design objective was to maximize stator 
inlet loading (which is then relieved with end-wall contouring) and 
minimize exit loading from the throat region to the trailing edge. 
Thls approach minimizes total vane loading and~ therefore, secondary 
flow losses. Nineteen vanes have been selected based on turbine rotor 
blade vibration analyses. 
Two stator vane profile deslgns have been completed. The base-
line design is based on a trailing edge thickness (normal) of 0.020 
inch and a fillet radius of 0.030 inch. The design is consistent with 
previous turbine designs used for the specific speed correlation 
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Figure 53. Off-Design Performance Characteristics as a Function 
of Design-Point Exit Swirl for NASA-DOE Advanced 
Gas Turbine Power train System Development Program. 
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(AI 1985 MAXIMUM POWER CONDITION (B) 1986 IDLE CONDITION 
Ct .. 72.35 
Rl~. .. 2.6356 IN Jj .. "15.48 I ~ 
a .. 72.57 
fJ .. 44.35 
W/Acr .. 0.291 
Vu/A'cr .. 0.882 
U/Acr .. 0.960 
Vx/A'c, .. 0.430 
TIN .. 2959.7oR 
N .. 100,000 RPM 
PIPIT ~SYS .. 4.25 
'TIT ~SYS .. 0.868 
W"f .. 0.421 
{3" -81.32 
WU/A'cr .. ~O.786 
W/Ad- .. 0.189 
{J .. -60.02 
a .. +54.6 
W/A'ct .. 0.189 .... ....a._. 
U/A'cr .. 0.285 
RRMS~ .. 1.3494 
~ 
"fiN .. 2604.0oR 
N '" 55,000 RPM 
P/PIT~V.S '" 1,325 
'l'/T ~ys = 0.810 
'!Y.i! ,. 0.263 
Ii 
(CI 1983 METALLIC r,~JRBINE (MOD I COMPLETE) MAXIMUM POWER CONDITION 
Vu/A'cr • 0.9068 
iii A'ct .. 0.9405 
T'IN'" :2659.,aR 
N .. too,Ooo RPM 
P/P)T u"( .. 3,866 
'T1r ~ T .. 0.878 
W ,nr 
_g v_v"" 0.417 
Ii 
V",/A'cr .. 0.407 
R@ ... 2.4064 IN 
RRMS~ .. 1.3494 
~ 
WU/A'cr .. ~O.727 
ALL ANGLES IN DEGREES 
Figure 54. Turbine On~-Dimensional Vector Diagrams. 
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TABLE 7. TURBINE DESIGN POINT CYCLE CONDITIONS 
SEA LEVEL, 85°F DAY, MAXIMUM POWER 
TIN' TURBINE INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE, Oq 
P/P)T_TSTAGE TOTAL-TO-TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 
, 
WgJOj8 , STAGE INLET CORRECTED FLOW, LBM/SEC 
Wg, MASS FLOW, LBM/SEC 
~H, STAGE SPECIFIC WORK, BTU/LBM 
t:&H/8 STAGE COBRECTED WORK, BTU/LBM 
PT ' STAGE INLET TOTAL PRESSURE, PSIA IN 
llt -t' STAGE TOTAL-TO-TOTAL EFFICIENCY 
N, ROTATIONAL SPEED, RPM 
Nt JiJ: CORRECTED SPEED, RPM 
Ut , ROTOR INDUCER TIP SPEED, fT/SEC 
t:&P IP ) TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS FROM 
T T EXHAUST' ROTOR EXIT-TO-REGENERATOR 
INLET 
t:&PT/PT) TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS FROM INLET' TURBINE DUCT INLET-TO-
STATOR INLET 
MAY 1985 
CERAMIC 
=2959.7 
=4.000 
=0.421 
=0.8231 
= 216.68 
=37.970 
=68.637 
=0.901 
= 100,000 
=41863.3 
=2300.0 
=0.0607 
=0.010 
77.0 
I 
MAY 1983 
(MOD I) 
COMPLETE 
METALLIC 
2559.7 
3.866 
0.417 
9.8325 
180.96 
36.669 
66.177 
0.892 
100,000 
45015.6 
2100.0 
0.0312 
0.010 
-16.7 
! 
1 
1 
~ 
aEXIT, EXIT SWIRL, DEGREE = -;... 
~ J 
w 1 
a , • _ ......... --,-,.,-;:: .. ___ .. _.-". ..... _~ ... _ .. _~~. ~ .. , ,,'j"'" ,... ;'.';" ., • ,a"',, ... ,,; '" ,J 
,..-
I ~ 
l 
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CD 
~ 
,. ~) 
TABLE 8. 1979 TURBINE DESIGN POINT EFFICIENCY SUMMARY 
CERAMIC TURBiNE METALLIC TURBINE (MOD I} 
Ut = 2300 Fli ISEC, Ut = 2100 FT/SEC 
N = 100,000 RPM N = 100,000 RPM 
Nb = 13 BLA.DES Nb = 13 BLADES 
MAXIMUM POWER MAXIMUM POWER 
llT-T AllT_T llT-T .111JT_T 
~ 
BASE EFFICIENCY FROM SPECIFIC SPEED 0.948 0.946 
CORRELATION AT Re =3.0 x 105 
REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS FROM 0.937 -1.15 PTS 0.937 -0.96 PTS' 
Re = 3.0 x 105 - to" Re = 1.06 AND 1.21 x 105 
ROTOR INDUCER INCIDENCE EFFECTS D.934 -0.30 PTS 0.932 -0.45 PTS 
ROTOR SHROUD CLEARANCE EFFECTS AT 0.911 -2.35 PTS 0.910 -2.21 PTS 
0.010 INCH CLEARA~CE 
ROTOR BACKFACE CLEARANCE EFFECTS AT 0.889 -2.14PTS 0.894 -1.59PTS 
0.030 INCH CLEARANCE 
ROTOR BLADE NUMBER EFFECTS NB = 13.0 0.884 -O.M PTS 0.888 -0.60 PTS 
ROTOR BACKFACE DISK FRICTION 0.8n -O.68PTS 0.882 -0.56 PTS 
REACTION EFFECTS, (ROTOR BLADE SURFACE . 0.877 0.0 PTS 0.882 0.0 PTS 
01 FFUSIONS) 
ROTOR TRAILING EDGE BLOCKAGE EFFECTS 0.873 -0.40PTS 0.878 -0.40 PTS 
(MIXING LOSS) 
! 
1979 PREDICTED TOTAL-TO-TOTAL 0.873 0.878 t 
STAGE EFFICtENCY,llT T 1 - 1979 . APT/PT EXHAUST, TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS 0.060"1 0.0312 
FROM ROTOR EXIT-TO-REGENERATOR 
INLET 
llT-SYS, STATOR INLET TOTAL-TO- 1 0.241 0.864 
REGENERATOR INLET TOTAL 
- - --------- ------- ------ --
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FY 1980 FY 1981 1 FY 1982 
~ 
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE 
FOR METALLIC ROTOR AT 
TIT = 1'600oF 
Ut = 2100 fT !SEC 
METALLIC TURBINE 
ROTOR AT 
TIT = 21000 F 
Ut = 2100 FT/SEC 
CERAMIC TURBINE 
ROTOR AT 
TIT = 2SOOOF 
Ut = 2300 FT !SEC 
'.)/ 
.. 
FY 1983 FY 1984 I FY 1985 I 
---
-------------
~~~,~--------~----------~----------~--------~~---------.------~ 
uAu ITERATION COMPLETE! JULY 1981 t 
FIRST ENGINE TEST 
MILESTONE 2 MAY 1982 
MOD j BUILD 1---~-----~ 
MILESTONE 3 MAY 19~ 
MOD I DYNO COMPLETE ---.-;..;~-----------........ 
MILESTONE 5 MAY 1984 
MOD II DYNO COMPLETE ------------------------------------~ 
MILESTONE 6 MAY 1985 
MOD II VEHTO EPA-----------------------------------------------------~~ 
Figure 55. Ceramic and Metallic Turbine Performance Milestones. 
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1985 PERFORMANCE GOALS 
WITH PREDICTED IMPROVEMENTS 
• STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY, 
7JT -T = Q.901 
• SYSTEM TOTAL EFFICIENCY, 
7JT -SYS ) @ _ @ = 0.868 
REGENERATOR 
L P INLET 
~ 
~ 3 STRUTS 
" 
~ RADIAL 
13 BLADE ~----~{~{--.~I~I-ROTOR-----
CENTERB·ODV 
TURBINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
DIFFUSER 
AREA RATIO 
= 1.750 
Figure 56. Turbine Design Summary. 
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(Le., no additional aerodynamic performance penalty is required). 
This profile, presented in Figure 62, is based on the selected vane 
number of 19. Vane suction and pre~sure surface velocity distribution 
is presented in Figure 63 with the end-wall contour established from 
the inlet duc~, optimization. The second vane profile is designed to 
facilitate tooling for an integral vane ring. Trailing edge thickness 
has been increased to 0.030 inch and the fillet to 0.050 ik'lch. In 
addition 6 the entire pressure surface and a portion of the suction 
surface have been modified to straight lines. Profile modifications 
are shown in Figure 64. The effect of a linear pressure surface on the 
vane velocity distribution is presented in Figure 65. 
4.2.1.3 Rotor 
Figure 66 shows the meridional view of the ceramic and metallic 
rotor design. Since the metallic rotor blading geometry is identical 
to the ceramic, the metallic rotor is achieved by a simple tip cutback 
to reduce stresses in the rotor. 
The turbine rotor blade angle distribution for the hub, mean, and 
shroud streamlines are shown in Figure 67. Calculated radial rotor 
loss distribution as a function of blade height is shown in Figure 68. 
These calCUlations are consistent with past design and AiResearch 
Phoenix empirical experience wherein rotor exit survey data shows that 
the radial loss characteristics for radial turbines are similar. That 
is, in the hub region the losses are low (due to lower loading) and 
pro gressively increase to about 80-per~ent blade height, and then are 
fairly uniform to the tip. Velocity distributions for the rotor are 
shown in Figure 69. The ve10c! ty distr !bution for the ceramic and 
IIletalli.C rotors are similar at shroud, mean, and hub streamlines 
except~ :1.n the inducer area where the higher inducer lClading of the 
metallic rotor is evident. 
'4.2.1.4' Exhaust Diffuser 
For the exhaust diffuser, additional calculation stations were 
added to the rotor flow solution, since the velocity distribution into 
the exhaust diffuser is strongly dependent on the rotor exit radial 
swirl and associated loss distribution, both uniform and ,on-uniform 
'inlet conditions are being evaluated. The current configuration is 
shown in Figure 70 for an area ratio of 1.75. 
'4 ~ 2. ~ ~amic Turbine Rotor Mechanical Analyae(3 
The 13-bladed ceramic radial turbine rotor stress and thermal 
~nalyses are complete. Evaluation of the rotor included steady-state, 
normal start, normal shutdown, worst-case start and worst-case sput-
down using finite element three-dimensional analysis techni~ues (Figure 71). The rotor also was analyzed for cumUlative probab~lity 
of success (CPS), using Weibull analysis, accounting for fast fracture 
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mode of failure. Two candidate materials are being considered for the 
turbine rotor, silicon carbide (SiC) and silicon nitride (Si3N4). 
Since these rna ter ials are n()t fully developed, only projected streng th 
proper ty values \"ere used as depicted in Figure 72 and Table 9. In 
addition, turbine blade vibration characteristics were evaluated. 
The following paragraphs discuss transient operating character-
istics, analy'hical model and results or analyses. 
4.2.2.1 0eer ~ ting CC2.Dd i tipl).~ 
The analyses were conducted fo.t engine operating conditions 
outlined below: 
o Maximum power - steady-state 
o Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT) = 2500°' 
o Engine Speed == 100,000 rpm 
o Enginp Mass 'low = 0.885 Ibm/sec 
o Engine Pressure Ratio. 5:1 
0 Idle 
-
s teadY-s ta te 
0 TIT == 2144 Q , 
0 Engine (Speed 
== 55,000 rpm 
0 Engine Mass 'low == 0.1581 Ibm/sec 
0 Engine Pressure Ratio == 1.325:1 
o worst Case Start-up Transient (Figure 73) 
o Cold Start to Maximum Power 
o TIT from ambient to 2500°' in 4 seconds as speed 
increases to 75,000 rpm in 10 seconds 
o Following delay of 150 seconds, engine speed increased 
to 100,000 rpm 
o Worst-case Roll Down Tral'lslent ('igure 74) 
o 'lame out at maximum power 
o TIT reduced from 2500 to 1800°' immediately, and con-
tinuously reduced to 600°' after 40 seconds 
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TABLE 9. CERAMIC TURBIN~ WHEeL PROPERTIES < 
Inlet: Temperat:ure, (OF) 2500 2500 
Number of Blades 13 13 
0.118 0.114 I 
0.22 0.14 II Poisson1iJ Ratio Weight: (lb) 1.:6 1.32 l. __ ._Ip __ (-1-b---in---s_e_c_2) ______ ".-_, __ ~ ______ 0_._O_O_3_3 ______ ~ _______ 0_._0_O_3_3 ____ __ 
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Engine speed decreased to 65,000 rpm in 10 seconds, 
held for 30 seconds, then reduced to zero 
o Normal Start (Figure 75) 
o Cold start to idle conditions 
o Star t eng ine, ignite pilot, rais lng TIT to 1500 0 F 
increasing to 2225°F in 5 seconds 
o Engine spee~ ;hcreased to 65,000 rpm within 10 seconds. 
o Normal Shutdown (Figure 76) 
o Idle conditions to rest 
o TIT reduced from 2160 to 1960 0 F immediatelYr gradually 
reduced to 700°F in 25 seconds 
o Engine speed reduced from 60 f 000 rpm to 55 j 000 rpm 
immediately, held for 19 seconds ,rolld()wn to zero 
within 25 seconds from initiation of shutdown 
4.2.2.2 Analytical Modeling 
Three-dimensional finite element models were constructed for the 
thermal and stress analyses. Fast fracture was cons idered as the 
primary mode of failure, although other failure mod":1s could be 
present. 
Thermal boundary conditions were determined based on two-
dimensional boundary layer analysis, using prescribed velocity distri-
butions, along seven pressure and suction surface streamlines. 
Transient boundary concHtions were calculated as functjons of tran-
sient turbine speed, TIT, mass flow rate, and pressure ratio. 
Rotor backface and shaft thermal boundary conditions were imposed 
based on available empir ical correlations. These later condi tions 
have only a second order effect on computed cI.lmulative probabili ty of 
success (CPS). 
For shutdown transients, analyses were carried to a time at which 
engine rpm reached zero. Thermal conditions subsequent to this time 
are not included in the current analys is. Work continues in this 
area. 
4.2.2.3 Cumulative Probability of Success (~ 
CPS values were calCUlated based on the computed mUlti-axial 
stress field utilizing material predicted characteristic strength and 
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Weibull slope, which were assumed constant with respect to temperature 
and service life. 
4.2.2.4 =Re~s_u_l~~ 
The transient and st:,c.ady-state thermal and stress results are 
presented in Figures 77 tht'ough 86. 
Table 10 summarizes the computed CPS values for the engine 
operating conditions analyzed for the third-year properties. Minimum 
computed CPS values are 99.54 percent for worst case transients, and 
99.97 percent for normal transient operation. Using first-year prop-
erties, minimum values obtained were 80 percent and 98.57 percent for 
worst case and normal transients, respectively. An overspeed screen-
ing test at 115 percent cold speed raises the CPS values during worst 
case sturt from 83 to 94.2 percent but has no appreciable effect on 
other transient CPS values. As shown in Table 10, comparative dif-
ferences are small in CPS values for Si3N4 and SiC for third-year pro-jected property values. 
Blade vibration analysis results are shown in Fiaure 87. Since 
the stator (19B) is expected to be the primary source of blade excita- I 
tion, no vibration problems are anticipated. Although the rotor !' 
passes through two resonant frequencies during start, acceleration 
through the exitation is rather rapid. Superimposed steady-state 
blade stresses at these low rpm levels are negligible. Figure 88 
depicts the mode shapes for the two natural frequencies excited during 
star t. 
4.2.3 Metallic Dual Alloy Mechanical Ana!Y,ses 
Thermal and stress analyses were conducted for the Mod I dual-
alloy turbine rotor at maximum power (100 ,000 rpm) and idle power 
(55,OaO rpm). Turbine inlet temperature is limited to 1930°F relative 
blade temperature to maximize life during the Mod I development. The 
rotor is comprised of a Mar-M 247 cast blade ring and a powder metal 
astroloy hub HIP bonded as shown in Figure 89. The rotor .is bore 
cooled using one percent of total mass flow. 
Ii 
'l'he predicted temperature distributions for maximum power and 
idle are shown in Figures 90 and 91, respectively. Maximum power 
equivalent stress distribution is shown in Figure 92. Blade vibration 
analysis results are shown in Figure 93 and 94. No signifi.cant 
problems are anticipated. Table 11 summar izes the dual alloy rotor 
mechanical properties. 
4.2.4 ::g.§!st Rigs 
Turbine performance mapping will be conducted on a cold turbine 
test rig oapable of mapping the turbine stage components at corrected 
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TABLE 10. AGT101 CERAMIC TURBINE CUMULATIVE PROBAB!LITY 
OF snCCESS 
--
ICUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS (CPS), PERCENT TURBiNE OPERATING FIRST YEAR PROPERTIES THIRD YEAR PROPERTIES CONDITION -~~ Si~N4 SiC Si3 N• 
'" -
ROTATION ONLY 97.53 96.90 99.95 99.94 
RPM == 100,000 
ROTATION ONLY 51.15 32.76 98,63 97.73 
RPM == 115,000 
(SCRE:ENING TEST) 
STEADY STATE, MAX POWER 96.00 96.4 99.92 99.92 
TIT :.= 2500oF, RPM = 100,000 
WORST CASE START-UP 83.00 85.00 99.62 99.51 
TRANSiENT TO 75,000 RPM 
IN 10 SECONDS. TIT TO 
25000 F IN 4 SECONDS, 
CASE 4 WITH SCREENING 94.20 99.88 99.80 99.99 
TEST AT 116,000 RPM 
WORST ~~ASE ROLL DOWN 80.0 95.10 99.54 99.90 
TRANSIENT FROM FUll .. 
POWER 
(NO SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMEIIJT 
BY PROOf TEST AT 115,000 RPM) 
NORMAL START -UP 98.70 99.80 99.97 9~.99 
TRANSIENT TO 65,000 RPM 
IN 10 SECONDS. TIT TO 
22250 F IN 5 SECONDS 
NORMAL SHUTDOWN 99.87 99.99 99.99 99.99 
FROM 65,000 RPM AND 
21600 F TIT IN 25 SECONDS 
NORMAL START·UP 98.67 99.80 99.97 99.99 
AND SHUT DOWN 
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TABLE 11. DUAL ALLOY ~~RBINE WHEEL 
Metal Turbine Wheel Properties 
Inlet Temperature (QF) 
Number of Blades 
Material 
Weight (lb) 
Ip (lb-in-sec2) 
ProEerties 
Tip Speed (ft/sec) 
Ave. Tangential Stress 
Burst Margin 
Energy (lb-in) 
S-R Life (Hrs) at R = 
at Max Power 
(ksi) 
1.96 in 
2100 
13 
Mar-M 247 (DS)/Astroloy 
3.82 
0.0092 
~100 £ 000 REm) 
2100 
64 
1.49 
503,400 
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operating conditions. In addition, a hot turbine rig will be utilized 
to develop the ceramic turbine rotor at speeds and temperatures dupli-
cating engine op.erating conditions. The following paragraphs describe 
these test rigs. 
4.2.4.1 Cold Turbine Tes~ Rig 
Cold turbine testing will be conducted using the test rig shown 
in Figure 95. This rig is a double overhung assembly supported by tWO 
angular contact ball bearings. During the turbin() and rig desi.gn 
effort, an investigation w~s conducted concerning off-design perform-
ance mapping, part.icularly accurate performance measurement at the 
idle-cruise regime of the CFDC. A summary of the investigation and 
s ubsequen t impact on the cold t.urb ine tes trig des i9 n is ou tlined 
belOW. 
132 
o The aerodynamic analysis has shown cold turbine rig horse-
power requirements at maximum power of 26 to 27 hp with a 
temperature differential acrOGa the rig of 208-224°F. The 
horsepower. level drops t.o 0.75-3.2 at. idle-cruise and t.he 
temperature differential decreases t.o 37-67°F for these con-
ditions. The hp/rpm ratio varies from 5 x 10-4 at maximum 
power to a low of 3 x 10-5 at. the idle conditIon (see 
Table 12) 
o preliminary results of the heat transfer analysis of the 
cold turbine test rig indicates heat transfer losses could 
introduce significant errors. Revisions have been intro-
duced to the test rig design to provide insulation both 
internal and external to the rig, and to introduce conduc-
tion heat transfer barriers where possible 
o The survey of the industry fnr precision instrumentation 
confirmed the availability of platinum resistant tempera-
ture sensors and direct-coupled, high speed electronic 
torque met.ers with t.he desired accuracy 
o 
o The high speed, direct-coupled, torque meter represents 
the instrumentation with accuracy both for high and low 
power mapping (MFG, Torque Meters Ltd., Northhampton, 
England) 
o The platinum resistive temperature sensors provide 
secondary or backup measurement of performance and pro-
vide an important reference for the temperature surveys 
at various points in the turbine system 
The combination of direct coupled torque meter and platinum 
resistive temperature sensors as backup provides the most 
desirable performance measurement system to assure design 
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TABLE 12. AGT101 COLO TURBINE RIG OPERATING CONOITIONS 
Maximum Cruise 
Parameter Power No 1 
P/PT-System 4~263 1.767 
TIN' of 304.3 159.5 
TOUT' of (Assumed) 80~0 80.0 
N, rpm 52,000 30,804 
N/.[e, rpm 41,863 28,194 
w.Je/o, Correoted 0.423 0.377 
Flow, J.b/sec 
W, Physical Flow, 0.35141 0.11556 
lb/s,eo 
Reynolds Number, 1.0xl0 5 38,128 
ReI == W/RtM 
PT ' psia 14.816 4.92 IN 
P TEX1T 
, psia 3.50 2.75 
hp 26.76 3.119 
hp/rpm 0.0005 0000010 
NOTE: Gamma effects not inoluded will 
alter results by few percen~ 
134 
Cruise Maximum 
No 2 Throttle 
1.639 1.6"6 
146.5 145.5 
60.0 80.0 
28,379 24,870 
26,251 23,025 I 
0.362 0.376 
0.10120 0.0983 
34,130 33,150 
4.44 4.15 
2.71 2.476 
2.28 2.186 
0.000081 0.00009 
Idle 
1.341 
J.17.4 
80.0 
25,849 
24,507 
0.259 
0.0566 
20,600 
3.52 
2.625 
. J 
0.7468 
0.00003 
" 
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goals and CFOC mileage estimates are properly assessecl 
during the cold turbine mapping program 
A l~yout of the turbine test rig with the direct-coupled torque 
meter is shown in Figure 96. lnstrumentation stations and types ate 
shown in Figure 97. 
4.2.4.2 Hot Turbine Test Rig 
As the ceramic turbine analysis progressed it appeared that the 
test objectives for the hot turbine rig could be altered to simplify 
this expensive test rig. The turbine analysi~ supports the fact that 
hub stresses can be induced in a room temperature overspeed test and 
defecti ve parts screened out by this process. This allows the test 
objective for the hot turbine rig to be altered to impose maximum 
thermal stresses in the rotor blades. The maximum thermal stress in 
the blade occurs during the start transient.. Therefore, the hot 
turbine rig is to test the rotor blade thermal stress integrity by 
impinging hot gas (up to 2500 0 F) on the ceramic rotor during startup. 
Therefore, the hot turbine rig do~ign concept can ch~nge f.rom a com-
plicated rig utilizing engine structural parts to a simple blow torch 
on a pin wheel approach. 
Conceptually the hot turbine rig would include the test rotor/ 
shaft assembly mounted t>n a bearing assembly dr i ving a small power 
absorption device. Two or more ceramic ducts carrying hot gas from a 
lab combustor would direct flow onto the rotor at the desired entrance 
angle. A firebr ick-lined casing could be utili zed to enclose the 
assembly and dlrect the exiting hot gas away from the rig. Conceptual 
layouts of this rig will be developed in October/November 1980. 
4.2.5 Ceramic Turbine Shaft Attachment 
The selected means of attachment for the ceramic turbine rotor to 
metallic shaft is a thermal shr ink fit. While analysis of this 
attachment method is in progress, results to date are discussed below. 
Referring to Figure 98 ~ IN903 is selected as the metal sleev(:; 
material due to its high strength at temperature and low thermal 
coefficient of expansion (see Figure 99). At this time, both SiC and 
Si3N4 are the ceramic rotor mater tal candidates. Figure 100 illus- f 
trates attachment temperature distribution at steady-state maximuJ\\ 
power operating conditions for the respecti.ve ceramic materials. 
At this time, two major concerns with the shrink fit attachment 
are the possibility of thermal ratcheting and locally high axial 
stresses (end effects). To assess these concerns, a finite element 
analytical approach has been developed. Axial and radial force ratios (Fz/Fa) at each nodal point along the interface of the two contacting 
surfaces are evaluated. These values are compared to the static 
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(Coulomb) frict.ion coefficient {p,}. If (FZ/FR) ~p., an equivalent p, FR 
force is applied to each surface, and relat.ive slippage is allowed. 
If (FZ/FR) <p., no-slip results. The solution is iterat.ive in nature. 
Sample results are shown in Figure 101 for a 0.0034 inch shrink-fit.. 
Corresponding differential displacements are shown in Figure 102. 
Figure 103 shows differential displacements when temperature and 
speed effect.s are imposed from assembly to maximum power for two 
initial interferences. 
Utilization of either Sic or Si3N4 as the turbine rotor material 
has essentially the same effect Ofl t.he net stress patterns at the 
interference~ Si3N4 has a lower coefficient of thermal expansion than 
SiC, but as shown in Figure 100, Si3N4 t.emperature levels at may.imum 
power are somewhat lower than Sic. These two factors tend to offset 
each other with respect t.o result.ing cont.act. stresses. 
Alt.hough the stress pat.terns ~re quit.e similar, different.ial dis-
placements from assembly to operat.ing conditions vary for the two 
material considerations, as shown in Figure 104. 
Results of the analyses indicate that ex.perimental determination 
of the friction coefficient versus interference fit is essential to 
successful application of the selected joining method. A comprehen-
sive test program is being formulated to resolve this parameter. In 
addition, alternate methods of turbine/compressor/tiebolt shaft 
loading are being examined. Figure 105 illustrates an alternative. 
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4.3 Combustion System 
4.3.1 'Jar iable Geometrl' Comblls t9LDes ign 
The variable geometry combustor is shown in Figure 106 and the 
attendant air flow splits and effective areas as a function of fuel 
flow are shown in Figure 107. As shown in Figure 108, streamline and 
isotherms are plotted as a function of axial and radial location for 
the idle power point. The cross-hatched section represents blockage 
due to the change in diameter from the vaporizer to the main combus-
tor. The streamline plot shows the large recirculation zone repre-
sented by the area under the zero streamline. The large central 
recirculation zone at idle is created by the swirling flow from the 
nozzle and should provide a stable combustion region for lean fuel-air 
ratio idle conditions. The isotherm plot shows that the maximum tem-
perature in the recirculation zon~ is 1700°&. Similar plots are shown 
for a maximum power case in Figure 109. The increased flow through 
the vaporizer has elimina:.:,.:!d the cent.ral recirculation zone and the 
revers€:\ flow region is adjacent to S~~\$P change in cross-sectional area 
created by the sudden area expansion. The isotherm plot 8hows that 
there is a potential problem with ear ly 19n1 tion in the vapor izer 
experimental work on the auto ignition and element te:.-1t rigs will 
assist in evaluating this potential problem. 
4.3.1.1 PilQt Combustor 
To assist in col<:1 stat ting, a pilot combustor has been designed 
axially in-line with main combustor. During a start, approximately 20 
percent of engine fuel flow is fed to the pilot combustor, a small 
amount of air is bled from compresDor discharge, boosted 1 to 2 psia by 
an external pump and fed into the dome of the pilot combustor for fuel 
atomization and combustion. Dilution air for the pilot combu~tor is 
supplied from the the main combustor inlet air, while the remainder of 
the air passes through the main combustor dilution orifices. 
'rhe pilot combustor configuration, boost pump airflow, fuel flow 
split, pilot discharge temperature, and combustor inlet temperature 
ar.e shown in Figure 110. Based on preliminary performance estimates, 
the pilot will operate for the first 23 seconds of the start, at which 
time regenerator discharge temperature is high enough to adequately 
vapotize fuel in the main nozzle. 
4.3.1.2 Variable Geometry Thermal Analysi~ 
A preliminary thermal an~lys is of the combus tor has been com-
pleted. The thermal model consisted of analyzing two separate combus-
tor cross sections. One section was the radial plane which includes 
the webbed section of the sliding outer shell. The second section was 
the plane which does not intersect the shell. 
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Figures III through 113 show the results of this analysis for the 
idle power condition (worst case) for three ceramic materials 1 sin-
tered silicon ni tr ide, s intered silicon carbide, and REFEL silicon 
carbide. 
4.3.2 Diffusion Flame Combustor 
To assist in early development (Mod I, Build 1) a scaled version 
of the Garrett GT601 truck engine combustor design has been completed 
(Figure 114). The system incorporates the same pilot combustor 
designed for the variable geometry combustor except that the discharge 
diameter has been enlarged to decrease the gas velocity into the main 
burner. 
The system is designed to operate with a pressure drop (cold) at 
maximum power of 3.76 percent while allowing a 2.34-percent pressure 
drop at idle to provide adequate air blast fuel nozzle operation. 
Maximum combustor air inlet and discharge temperatures for this system 
respectively are 1862 and 2059°R. Hastelloy material will be used 
for fabrication with conventional film cooling used to protect the 
liner surfaces. Total combustor volume is approximately 0.042 ft 3, 
which results in an overall reference velocity of approximately 84 
ft/sec and a loading parameter. of 0.103 Ib/sec/atm ft3 • The overall 
residence time is 0.0057 second at maximum power, which should result 
in good combus tion eff iciency values with minimum CO, HC, and NOx 
emissions. Operating parameters of Mod I, Build I, Mod I and GT601 are 
tabulated in Table 13. 
4.3.3 Fuel Nozzles 
Work currently is underway on the design and fabrication of fuel 
nozzles for the AGTIOl program. The Delavan Corporation will supply 
aerated and airblast type fuel nozzles in simplex and duplex designs 
for the var iable geometry combus tor. In parallel wi th this work, 
Delavan also is developing nozzles for the diffusion flame combustor 
and the pilot combustor. 
All noz~les for use in the var iable geometry combus tor will 
incorporate means for fuel cooling and will be configured such that 
the air swirlers can be changed to optimize atomization and mixing. 
4.3.4 Combustion Test Rigs 
The following paragraphs describe the test rigs that will be used 
for AGT combustion system development. The rig description includes 
rig function and purpose along with the type and placement of instru-
mentation. 
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4.3.4.1 Autoignition R~ 
The purpose of. the autoignition rig will be to obtain ignition 
delay data at inlet temperatures and pressures similar to those 
eKpe(~ted in the AGT combustion system. The data will be used for: opti-
mization of the f.uel injeotion-vaporh:er: design for the AGT varial.Jle 
geometry combustors and further, for: comparison with analytical model 
p~edictions and evaluations of appropriate r:eaotion rate oonstants. 
A schematic of the autoigni tlon rig is shown in Figure 115. 
Facility air: is supplied to the rig inlet elbow~ Before entering the 
preheat combustor, the air passes through a screen to create a uniform 
flow distribution to the preheat combUstor. The preheat combustor 
elevates the air temperature to the required level at the fuel injec-
tor inlet. Upon leaving the preheat combustor, the air passes through 
the turbulence generator, simulating different miKing inten~ities and 
reduc,ing any temperature or velocity distortion exiting the preheat 
combustor. Air then is routed to the fuel injection station. The 
injector, similar to the NASA conical injector, is made of a number of 
ventur 1s fC.t..lowed by a gradually eKpanding cone. Fuel is injected 
into the venturi throat and atomized by the high velocity air. Static 
pressure and total temperature instrumentation is located just 
upstream of the fuel injection to verify inlet conditions. In addi-
tion to the conical injector the simplex and duplex injectors will be 
evaluated. 
Downstream of the fuel injector are two 6-inoh test s.e(''tions. 
The test section length can be reduced by one-half by removing one 
section and placing it between the preheat combustor discharge and the 
turbulence generator. Changing the test section length will allow 
investigation of a wider range of residence times. Autoignition is 
detected by a temperature rise measured by a thermocouple located 
upstream of the water-cooled flame holder. A scavenge combustor is 
located downstream to burn fuel when autoignition does not occur. 
In summary the testing will cover the following configurations 
under the listed test conditions: 
o Fu~l Injectors: Conical, Simplex anc Duplex Airblast 
o Test Section: 6 and 12 inches 
o Pressure Range: 15 to 100 psia 
o Temperature Range~ 1000 to 2000 0 F 
o Equivalence Ratio Range: 0 to 0.7 
o Reference Velocity Range~ 50 to 450 fps 
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The abovA parametric study will result in residence times of 0.5 to 20 
milliseconds for conditions similar to the AGT combustor inlet condi-
tions. Residence times less than 0.5 millisecond will not be measured 
due to approaching sonic conditions in th~ throat of the venturi fuel 
injector. 
4.3.4.2 Element Test Rig 
The el.ement test rig is similar to the autoignition rig. The 
major purpose of the element test rig is to define the optimum nozzle 
type and location at idle, and the best flow rate at maximum power. As 
shown in Figure 116, the fuel injector and test section of the auto-
ignition rig is replaced with a new test section. The new test section 
simulates the actual fuel injector-vaporizer combination for the vari-
able area combustor and/or diffusion flame combustors. The fuel 
injector can be positioned at various axial locations. Emissions from 
the combustion process are taken via a rotating water-cooled probe and 
the gas c,'I~centration le~,els measured by ehe following equipment; 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Hydrocarbons 
Carbon monoxide 
Carbon Dioxlde 
Oxides of nitrogen 
Beckman Flame Ionization Detector 
Beckman Model 315B Analyzer 
B~ckman Model 315B Analyzer 
Thermo Electron Chemiluminescent 
All tests requiring emission measurement on any rig will use the 
above equipment for gas composition. 
The element test rig also is fitted with a cooled quartz window 
for observing flame location, shape, and type. For any portion of 
testing when the sampling probe and the view port are not being used 
the thermocouple I;,pstream of the water-cooled flame holder will be 
used to detect autoignition. 
Element rig test results, will determine the optimum fuel nozzle 
axial location in the vaporizer idle and the correct amount of airflow 
through the vaporizer air swirler at maximum power. These conditions 
will be detemined by visually observing the flame as well as emission 
sampling. 
4.3.4.3 92~bustor Test Rig 
A preliminary schem&tic of the initial full scale combustor rig 
configuration is shown in Figure 117. This l:i9 will duplicate the 
flow from t,he regenerator discha~ge to the cOi'itbustor discharge. A 
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screen in the inlet plenum approximates the flow characteristics exit-
ing the regenerator. Thermocouples, kiel probes, and flush pressure 
taps respectively, will measure combustor inlet temperature and total 
pressure measurements taken at various axial and circumferential posi-
tions. combustor discharge temperatur(!), pressure and emission levels 
will be measured by an axially traversing rotating r.ake. This will 
allow temperatures and pressures to be recorded at a location corres-
ponding to the inlet of the turbine transition duct, forward limit of 
the rake. The rearward limit of the rake is a volumetric plane down-
stream of combustor discharge replicating the flow volume from combus-
tor exit to radial turbine nozzle inlet. 
A second version of the combustor test rig, currently in design, 
fully replicates the engine flow path; in particular, the combustor 
baffle, transi tion liner and radial turbine nozzle inlet. flow path. 
Test.ing with this revised configuration will allow determination of 
detr imelltal effects created by the turbine flow path. The stepwise 
testing facilitates combustion system testing by allowing initial com-
bustor geometry development activities to proce2d IOn a timely basis. 
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4.4 Regeneracor 
4.4.1 lord Regeneracor Syscem 
The regeneracor "syscem" design, during che last six months, has 
focused on the following areas: 
o Regeneracor Matrix Performance 
o Core Durability 
o Elastomer 
o Mount and Drive 
o Seal Coatings 
o Seal Configuration 
o Seal Stress 
o Regenerator "Pocket" 
4.4.1.1 Regenerator Matrix Performance 
Figure 118 indicates the matrix performance goals established for 
the AGT program by 1983. Ford shuttle rig tests, used to determine 
matrix performance, show that to achiewe these design goal levels, the 
regenerator matrix oonfiguration must evolve as follows (Figures 119 
and 120): 
o Matrix fin thickness reduced from 0.005 to 0.0025 inch 
o . Matrix geometry - extruded rectangular or isosceles triangu-
lar 
o Core thickness increase from 2.8 to 3.3 inches for AGT pack-
age size 
Significant matrix performance improvements over the baseline 
sinusoidal triangular (2 sheet thin wall) matrix are shown in Fig-
ure 119. 
4.4.1.2 Core Durability 
Regenerator core durability testing under the Ford/DOE/NASA Con-
tract DEN3-8 concludes that Cornings AS and NGKs MAS will meet the 
2000°F program object! ve for a minimum of 3500 hours on the CFDe. 
Typical durability records for AS and MAS coreS as of September 1978 
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Figure 119. Regenerator Matrix Configuration Comparison. 
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ar.e shown in Figures 121 and 122. Subsequent data from that program 
now is being prepared for a final report to be published later. 
4.4.le3 Elastomer 
There are two key areas involved in the 
gear to regenerator matrix design for the AGT 
within Ford Regenerator ~System~ experience. 
operating temperature and compliancy. 
elastomer bonded ring 
application that fall 
These are: elastomer 
Figure 123 compares AGT analytically predicted elastomer temper-
atures with those of the Ford 707 engine. Experience indicates this 
elastomer will have no difficulty meeting AGT cycle conditions. From 
the standpoint of compliance, several candidate configurations again 
have been selected from prior Ford experience. Figure 124 shows the 
sslected configurations in order of increasing compliance. 3-D finite 
element stress analysis of the AS regenerator outer rim indicates the 
lower radial MOR of this material in compression requires the higher 
compliance elastomer design. All three configurations have been suc-
cessfully tested in the Ford 707 engine on both AS and the higher 
strength MAS material cores. 
4.4.1.4 Mount and Drive 
The regenerator mounting and drive system is a derivative of the 
707 engine support system. Support roller locations have been opti-
mized as shown in Figure 125 based on the interacting forces of the 
system as well as ring gear flexure. This optimum configuration mini-
mizes the load concentrated on the pinion and support rollers (Fig-
ure 126) and provides a durable system consistent with prior Ford 
el1gine experience. A comparisot\ of the AGT mount and drive systems is 
shown in Figure 127. 
4.4.1.5 Seal Coatings 
An extensive evaluation of seal substrate temperatures was per-
formed on a 707 engine system in which projections were made for seals 
at 2000°F gas side core temperatures. This test provided temperature 
data for all critical seal. locations (Figure 128) and was the basis 
for the seal coating selections of Table 14. Further evaluation of 
the 1-112 coating at 2000 0 F is scheduled for the hot seal wear rig dur-
ing the first quarter of FY8l. Thi!:'l is the only coating to be used on 
the AGT that does not have documented durability at the required oper-
ating temperature although the material has demonstrated stability at 
temperatures in excess of 2000 o F. 
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CALCULATED ELASTOMER TEMPERATURES 
Configuration Temp {GF) 
Ford 707 Standard 550 
Ford 707 Undercut Experimental 650 
AGT as Metro/Hwy 369 
AGT as Wide Open Throttle (WOT) 5'/6 
AGT MAS - Metro/Hwy 448 
AGT MAS - WOT 651 
Figure 123. Calculated Elastomer Temperatures. 
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Figure 125. Regenerator support Roller Locations. 
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Figure 126. Regenerator Support Loads. 
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Figure 127. Drive and Mounting System Comparison. 
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TABLE 14. AG~lOl SEAL COATINGS 
*, 
Current '" 
Ford AGT 
Seal Component Coating Coatings 
1. INNER SEAL 
A. High Pressure 1-85 1-112 or 
"C" Show 1..,·151 
." ; 
B. Low Pressure 1-85 1-112 or 
"c" Show 1-151 
C. Cross-Arm 
1. HP Carry-Over 1-112 1-112 
2. LP Carry-Over 1-112 1-112 
2. OUTER SEAL 
A. Periphery 11-26 1-85 
B. Cross-Arm 
1. HP Carry-Over 11-26 1-85 
2. LP Carry-Over 1-85 1-112 or 
1-151 
. 
Method of 
Appllcation 
Plasma Spray 
Plasma Spray 
Plasma Spray 
Plasma Spray 
11-26 Temperature 
and Pressure Bonded 
1-85 Plasma Sprayed 
Plasma Spray 
Plasma Spray 
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4.4.1.6 Sea+ Configuration 
Several inner. seal configurations were analyzed for AGT usage as 
shown in Figure 129. The analysis looked at a variation in flow split 
from the HP to LP sides and conclw"ed that although a slight gain in 
effectiveness might be achieved a't:.. .Jigh power factor operation (Le., 
WOT), the added seal complexity and cost could not be justified. Con-
figuration 1 wit~ an equal flow split therefore has been selected for 
AGT application. 
4.4.1.7 ~l Stress 
Regenerator seal shoe stress has been calculated for the X-arm 
location where the combination of temperature and pressure differen-
tial create a high stress picture. Figure 130 shows the stress level 
var iation in the inner seal X-arm as a function of temperature and 
pressure - the LP carryover position having the highest temperature. 
The seal diaphragm design has bee~ based on Ford experience. The 
maj(. consideration in thi? regard has been with the design of an air 
cooled inner seal X-arm (LP carryover) configuration (Figure 131) 
that: incorporates a third diaphragm to form a cooling air passage. 
Cooling air requirements have been analytically predicted (Figure 132) 
to be approximately 0.1 percent of engine flow. This will be con-
firmed 011 the hot regenerator rig dur ing FYB1. Diaphragm stress 
levels are significantly reduced by cooling in this region and are not 
expected to hinder seal life~ 
4.4.1. 8 Ford Regenerator Sy'stem Summaa 
Performance 
o Extruded matrix meets effectiveness objective 
o Leakage rig indicates objective can be met 
gg~urabili ty 
o Cornings AS and NGKs MAS meet 2000°F objective 
Elastomer 
o Will exceed 5000 hours at 2000 0 F and 1000 hours at WOT 
Mount and Drive 
o Will exceed 5000 hours at 2000~F and 1000 hours at WOT 
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Figure 129. AGT101 Inner Seal Confi~uration Study. l '~ 
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·~~al Coatings 
o All satisfactor.y at 200QoF 
o Rig test "X" arm needed to confirm 2000 0 F 
peal Configuration 
o Similar to 707 and Stirling 
o ~O.l percent cooling required 
Seal Stress 
o Shoe exceeds 5000 hours at 2000°F and 1000 hours at WOT 
o "X"-arm diaphragm exceeds 4000 hours at 2000°F and 1000 
hours at WOT 
o "e" diaphragm exceeds 10,000 hours at 2000 0 F and 1000 hours 
at WOT 
4.4.2 AiResearch Phoenix Test Rigs 
4.4.2.1 Regenerator Low Pressure (LF) Cold Rig 
The LP regenerator cold rig design concept, Figure 133, is based 
on Engine/Model similarit~ in areas of flow path geometry, regenerator 
matrix frontal area and pressure drop, and engine corrected mass flow 
in the turbine discharge plane. Rig objectives include baseline tur-
bine diffuser performance mapping and regenerator flow pattern 
mapping. Instrumentation requirements for the diffuser performance 
are shown in Figur.e 133. Special instrumentat ion (hot wire anemom-
etery) is required for accurate low level velocity measurements in the 
regenerator core mapping test. 
The hot wire technical capability required for testing was devel-
oped in a specially designed calibration tunnel (Figure 134). The 
calibration tunnel was utilized to calibrate a total of eight, 2-D and 
two, 3-D hot wire probes for use in the C0re survey test. Addition-
ally, an in-house hot wire probe repair capability was developed to 
support the test. 
Analytically predicted turbine discharge condi tions had to be 
duplicated for the diffuser testing. Specifically, turbine exit 
swirl, radial pressure profile, and corrected flow rates were dupli-
cated for the idle, cruise, and maximum power engine conditions. 
Hardware configurations to meet these requirements are shown in Fig-
ure 135. Freswirl assemblies for idle (+55 degrees), cruise (0 
degrees), and maximum power (-27 degrees), were fabricated along with 
various percent open area screens to generate the analytically pre-
dicted 5-percent radial pressure gradiant. 
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The regenerator survey test (baseli~~ velocity profile data) will 
be conducted to determine the effects of the diffuser exit swirl condi-
tion, mas~ flow rate, and core delta P on the flow profiles upseream of 
the core. A computer program to calculate gas side effectiveness, 
based on the cold rig flow distortion data, currently is being modi-
fied. The 3""D hot wire anemometer will be used to measure the down-
stream velocity enabling calculation of the upstream pressure profile, 
and therefore the flow and temperature distribution in the core. 
4.4.2.2 Reg~nerator High Pressure -<HP) Test Rig 
The HP side regenerator cold rig (Figure 136) has the same cri-
teria for engine similarity as the LP side of the cold rig. The 
objectives of this rig are to match the flow patterns of the LP side 
such that the maximum heat transfer conductance is consistently real-
ized. Flow control techniques for this purpose include various hole 
patterns and radial web stiffeners in the exhaust housing and possible 
internal recontour ing of the housing. Here again, a 3-D hot wire 
probe is installed immediately downstream of the core for direct low 
level velocity measurement. Additional instrumentation is included 
for the determination of the combustor annulus inlet velocity profile 
such that an optimum shape can be determined for the regenerator 
exi t/cowbustor inlet guide vane. A uniform circum,f.etential flo\'1 pro- I 
file is desired at the combustor inlet to assure the best flame con-
trol and secondary mixing in the combustor:. Effects of this guide , 
vane selection on the regenerator flow profile also will be determined '1 
and corrected as required. 
4.4.2.3 ~generator System Structures 
Results of the 3-D finite element temperature and pressure dis-
tortion analysis on the regenerator system structures indicated a 
large thermal growth differential between the engine outer case and 
flow separator housing support. This excessive growth differential 
was manifested by large regenerator "pockp.tll' dimensional changes. 
These large "pocket" dimensional changes, Table 15, created the need 
for regenerator seal systems capable of absorbing seal gap closures as 
high as 0.091 inch from maximum power cold to hot idle condition. Seal 
platform distortion of this magnitude would make the 3.5-percent seal 
leakage prediction a difficult goal to achieve. A further compli-
cation of the internally supported flow separator housing is in the 
cold stack tolerances of the components that make up the regenerator 
pocket. Selective assembly would have been required to achieve the 
cold pocket dimension, adding complexity and cost to the power 
section. The solution to this problem of excessive regenerator pocket 
dimensional change was to shorten the load path to the inner seal 
platform by supporting the flow separator housing to the outer case, 
thereby eliminating the number of components involved in the stack. 
This solution isolates the outer case pressure distortion, thus main-
taining the seal platforms in a flat and parallel configuration 
throughout the operatir1g cycle. 
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4.4.2.4 Exhaust Housing (Header) Design 
The design oriteria for the exhaust housing pr.imarily is related 
to the requir.ement for axial stability of the outer seal platform. 
The ~lowoff loads imposed on the housing (HP side) have a tendenoy to 
rotaUe the oenter of the cover forward, translating the outer seals 
iune. periphery out of the desired seal plane. A 3-0 finite element 
analysis again wan utilized to determine the magnitude of this trans-
1ati&n and the e~tent of the radial stiffening required to limit the 
axial movement to 0.005 inoh or less. The model used for this analysis 
is showr. in Figure 137. Web stiffeners also were analyzed with 
Yari~us hole geometries to aooommodate the ciroumferential flow from 
the l!!P side of the housing. These geometries will be tested to deter-
mine an optimum hole configuration for the desired flow match with the 
LP rig. Figure 138 shows the HP rig exhaust housing oonstruoted of 
olear aorylio for 3-0 flow visualizatio~ purposes. 
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4.5 Gearbox/Transmissio~ 
Single-shaft gas turbine engine optimization for automotive 
applications requires the use of a continuously variable speed trans-
mission. In addition, the transmission must provide a high ratio 
speed reduction between the high speed turbine engine and the rela'· ... 
tively low speed of the vehicle drive line. 
The transmission system selected for the AGT10l consists of a 
high-speed var iable singl~-stage differential planetary gearbox in 
conjunction with a modified four-speed automatic overdrive (AOD) 
transmission. This combination results in a nearly stepless, continu-
ously variable speed transmission required for single-shaft gas 
turbine vehicle system optimization. 
The planetary gearbox incorporates a differential in which power 
is spli t into tW{) paths. Power is input at the planetary sun gear and 
extracted from the planetary carrier. In this planetary system~ all 
elements rotate and the relative speeds are interdependent. One powe'r 
path extends directly from the sun gear to the carr ler 1 the second 
power path passes through the planetary ring gear to a variable stator 
torque con~~rter (VSTC) that is used as a speed ohanging device. The 
torque converter variable output speed il~ connected to the carrier 
through a clutch that is open during vehicle idle operation and closed 
durlng normal driving modes. Speed ratio modulation across the VSTC 
results in a variable output speed of the planetary carrier, which in 
turn geared directly into the AOD transmission. Step ratio changes in 
the AOD are phased with off-setting speed ratio changes in the vari-
able speed gearbox to produce a continuously var iable dr ive line 
system. 
The AGTIOl dr ive sys'tem schematic is shown in Figure 139. Tur-
bine power is introduced into the gearbox through a 22-tooth, 28-
diametiical pitch (0.785 inch pitch diameter) sun gear normally 
operating over a range of 55,000 to 100,000 rpm. The sun gear drives 
three 112-tooth planets and a 248-tooth ring gear. Fur ther speed 
reduction in the differential leg to the VSTC is obtained in a com-
pound layshaft using l2-diametrical pitch gearing. This layshaft 
reduction is identif ied as the "X" ratio. A common dr i ve shaf t for all 
engine accessories is geared directly to the layshaft. The VSTC is 
driven by the layshaft through a 39-tooth idler and an 83-tooth VSTC 
drive gear. The 83-tooth VSTC drive gear also drives the main oil pump 
for the gearbox and transmission. 
P~;;;wer from the planetary carr ier is transferred to the AOD input 
shaft through a helical ge~r set of 72 and 75 teeth identified as the 
ttz" ratio. An electrical starter is geared to the AOD input shaft 
through a 36-tooth idler gear. 
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The differential nature of the gearbox requires an overrunning 
clutch be added to the 39-tooth layshaft idler gear to prevent the 
accessory dt i ve a'nd VSTC from revolving dur ing an eng ine start. Upon 
starter cut-out, engine power reverses torque through the layshaft, 
and the accessories and VSTC begin to revolve. However, the differen-
tial action is such that the speeds of these components can not be pre-
dicted unless the s~cond differential leg to the AOD input shaft is 
controlled or stopped. An AOD input shaft brake has been incorporated 
to prevent the shaft from rotating while the transmission is in neu-
tral. The brake function can be incorporated in the AOD when produc-
tion warrants modification. 
The AGTlOl transmission system cross section is shown itl Fig'''' 
ure 140. '1'he gearbox gear train has been emphasized by solid black: 
shading for clarification. 
Due to the differential feature of the geartrain, the accessory 
dt iva B,nd VSTC input speeds vary inversely with the carr ler output 
speed a,s a function of the VSTC speed ratio. '"J:'he VSTC input speed, 
accessory dt 1. ve speed and ou'tput carr let speed relat ionships are shown 
in Figures 141 and 142 for 55,000 and 100,000 rpm turbine input speeds 
respectively. Other than starting the vehicle from a stop, the VSTC 
operates at speed ratios between 0.45 and 0,.85 and the VSTC and 
Qccessory drives are limited to approximately 2 to 1 changes in speed 
over the normal gas turbine engine op~r0~ing range. This feature per-
mits selection of accessory speeds for optimum vehicle performance as 
well as VSTC operation in high efficiency areas. 
The geometric characteristics of each gear used in the gearbox 
are summarized in Tables 16 and 17. The stress data for each gear are 
summarized in Tables 18 and 19. In each case, the stress levels and 
other operating parameters are well within current production 
practiqe. 
The bearings selected for the gearbox are listed in Table 20 with 
t. he spe. eds., loads, capacity and Bl-fatigue life specified for each. 
The fatigue life has been determined on the basis of individual 
maximum loads and speeds of the respective bear ing with the engine 
operating at maximum speed. In most cases the maximum speeds or loads 
are not concurrent so that the analysis is conservative. 
Test rig ·design has been initiated and is based on the schematic 
shown in Figure 143. 
4.5.1 Variable Stator Torgue Convertor (VSTC} 
A 9.18-inch diameter VSTC of Ford design and manufacture was 
tested to generate a performance map cover ing the extended speed 
ranges, ratios, and stator blade angles required for the AGT101 appli~ 
cation. The VSTC map is shown in Figure 144. Efficiency islands as 
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TABLE 17. AGT101 GEAR Dl~TA SUMMARY 
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112 o.m 4.878 3.n'l> 
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TABLE l8: AGTlOl GEAR STRESS SUMMARY 
SCORING 
TOOTH stRENGTH TOOTEIWEAR MAXNUK 
SLIDING FLASH 
COMBINED COMBiNED PITCH VELOCITY TEMPERATURE 
TANGEN AGMA COMPRESSIVE AGMA LINE AT"I1F WITH 258" 
TOOTH BENDL"iG K STRESS C !vELOCITY rooTH INLET OIL 
INO OF [roRQUE LOAD STRESS FACTORS FACTORS FPM FPS 'tEMPERATORE 
GEAR lTEETH HP RPM IN -LB LB PSI m ATPD NtAX (9) MAX MAX DEGREESF 
COMPOUND 31 8451 149.148 6804 5.28 . 3Hill 
GEAR (9634" (35,949) 
AISI4340 20 
• 
115.214 11,531 111,131 1.12 6,513 2111.37 
ACC 54 4851.1 259.806 14,174 2.58 (124,750) 31.85 
GEAR (5530" (36,644) 
AlSl4340 
.... ZRATIO 72 1601.3 3660 32,094 1.3448 8.08 
AISI4340 (2588) (43.158) 
93 1094.5 112,965 112,965 1.432 '': 4.528 212.1 
" ~--
·"ZRATlO 75 1537.3 3813 33,885 1.2755 (167,472) 1.90 
.~4340 (2484) (43,213) 
.... ZRATIO 75 320 650.25 6,317 5.436 
AlSl4340 (34,342) 
3 ., .. 
...... 188.2 80,902 8·D,902 2.111 
""IDLER 36 666.6 315.0 11,689 2.86 (219,355 
AISI 4340 (33,484) -
'''''IDLER 
f 
36 666.6 315.0 l1,12~ 3.01 
AlSl4340 (33,482j 
3.33 185.94 118,232 118,232 1.773 
"*STARTER 16 1500.0 140 9,578 4.53 I (209,671 GEAR _I (43,389) .. \151.4340 _ .. _- '-- I --- - ~---.-
(DESIGN ALLOWABLEstRESSESj 
"MAXIMUM RPM FOR THIS GEAR, NOT THE SAME AS FULL VEHICLE SPEED 
"*TF.lS IS EQ. IJFE C-ONDlTION, BASED ON srART CURVE. IT DOES NOT REPRESENT THE FULL SPEED OR HIGH 'tORQUE POIh"T ON THE Sf ART CURVE 
"--DESIGNED FOR MAXL'dUM TORQUE INPUT OF AOD, NOT FULL VEIDCLE SPEED 
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TABLE 20 .. AGTIOI SPLIT PATH LAYSHAFT <;EARBOX BEAR2NG SUMMARY 
BEARING MAX SPEED, DBIGN lOAD, CAPACITY .. 
lOCATION SIZE AND TYPE RPM lSS lBS 
PLANETS 3/8 lH X 9/161H X 1/2 IN NEEDLE 19,134 1UI 891 
RtNG GEAR 5 1121H X 61/8 IN X 5/16 IN BAll 6,053 25 5S8 
51H X 53/41H X 318 IN BAll 6,053 295 IB1fJ 
PLANET 9/16 IN X 3/4tH X 31B IN NEEDLE 2,588 INDETERMINATE 1349 
CARRIER 3/4 IN X liN X 3/8 IN NEEDLE 2,58.8 INDETERMINATE 688 
COMPOUND 25 MM X 52 MM X 15 MIA BAll 8,451 2J4 2638 
WLER 25WdX52MMX 15MM BAll 8,451 3M 2631 
54TIDLEH 25 MM X 52 MM X 15 MM BALL (2) 4,852 61 2638 
39TfDlER 25 MM X 52 MM X 15 MId BALL 6,718 612 263;1 
25 MM X 521tW X 15 MM BALL 6,718 348 2638 
TC OUTPUT 105 MM X 130 MM X 13 Wit ROltER 3,151 aee 92:86 
41H X 43141N X 318 IN BAll 3,151 254 86S 
T C IHTERSHAFT 3 IN X 3 1/2 IN X 1/4 IN BALL 3,151 INDETERMINATE 400 
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high as 95 percent have been ~dentified and the gearbox differential 
ratios were selected to operate the VSTC in the most efficient areas 
over the CFDC. 
The VSTC layout was completed wi th emphasis on optimizing the 
~t.ator blade crank angle position to provide the maximum possible 
l<i!ver arm throughout the blade operating angle. The design is a uni-
tized assembly for plug-in to the AGT10l gear.box. stator cranks were 
increased in thickness from 0.125 to 0.188 inch, and will be made of 
hardened alloy steel, as opposed to the annealed low carbon steel used 
in the prototype design. 
The overrunning clutch design for the VSTC stator .support is 
complete. This clutch design will give the converter an idle K factor 
of 16,000 to 24,000, thus reducing idle fuel losses. 
4.5.2 Transmission 
The transmission to be used in the AGT vehicle will be the Ford 
Automatic Overdrive Transmission (AOD). 
The transmission will use the same oil flow path as the present 
AOD (1. e., f rom pump through the conver ter to the cooler and then 
lube). The VSTC will bring oil in from the transmission, through the 
converter and back to the cooler. Cooler return will be to both trans-
mission and engine lube. VSTC stator piston actuation will have 
transmission line pressure of 60 to 100 psig and the transmission line 
pressure also will be available for neutral clutch actuation. 
.' 
4.6 Structul:es 
. :-. ........ 
Thermal and stress analyses were per formed on the eng ine major 
structural components, including steady-state and transient opera-
tion. Figu~es 145 through 147 show the associated static pressure 
distribution and thermal models for maximum power and idle conditions, 
respecti vely. Figure 148 depicts the "wQ,rst: case .6tar t" transi ent 
used for tlw ceramic structures. Although this start transient is 
more severe than the normal engine operational mode, it: provides a 
conservative analysis of the components and WaS used to isolate pre-
liminary design deficiencies. Durin~ this start cycle, the turbine 
inlet temperature (TIT) increases to 2500 0 F in 4 seconds and engine 
speed to 75,000 rpm in 10 seconds. Temperature and stresses were cal-
cUlated at snveral different time~ during the trBnsi~nt to determine 
peak matltnitlldes as a function of time. Figure 149 identif,ies the 
engine structural components. 
4.6.1 Metal1ic,,§truc~~t~~ ~nalysis 
The major metallic structures analYZed, as shown in Figure 149, 
are the compressor outer housing, compressor backshroud, and exhaust 
housing. Materials for these components are Meehanite GMN-60, cast 
iron 120-90-02, and Mechanite GM-60, respectively. Thicknesses were 
selected\)ased on casting technologies. The following paragraphs 
describe results of these analyses. 
4.6.1.1 ~~mpr~~[g~-2~L Housing 
The compressor outer housing is subjected to internal.pressuriza-
tion and axisymmetric blow-off loads acting over the lower half of the 
exhaust housing/compressor outer housing bolt flange, as shown in 
Figure 150. Maximum power pressure forces were used for this analy~ 
sis. Fourier series loads were used to obtain the axisymmetric load-
ing profiles. 
During the structural deflection analysis, external r tbs (Fig-
llre 151) were added to reduce outer housing movement and maintain 
acceptable regenerator pocket dimensional changes (Figure 152). 
4.6.1.2 90mpressor Backshroud 
The compressor back shroud housing was analyzed at maximum power 
conditions to determine foil bearing surface deflections. The back-
shroud is restrained from axial movement at the outer bolt circle (see 
Figure 149) and was free to radially deflect. As shown in Figurs 153 
deflection at the foil bear ing surface is approximately 0.003 inch, 
which is considered acceptable since most operation is at idle/cruise 
condition. No stress or thermal problems are anticipated. 
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4.6.1. 3 l!)Cl~~u_~~.)!g~81J n,st 
As discussed in S~ctlons 3.1 and 4.4, herein, rpgenerator pocket 
dimfms imlal C'ontrol has been optimiIIH~d. I].'his optimiztl tiOll includes 
th('l compressor au t,t.9l' housing deflec tian anal.ys is, discussed above, 
flO\\I sep~u~at~,or hnuaillg support and the exhaust housillg. Figure 154 
pl'~s~nts the ~xhaust housing 3-~ finit~ element model. utilizing high 
pl~eS,Jm'E' fl.ow control d~,vicest (Le. f r.ibe.l , as effective stiffeluu's 
r()l~ deflectic)l1 t1t"mtrol) f t;,he exhaust housing defleotions a,re mlnlmized 
and there:ft.))~e arf!;' only a small con tr ibu ti n9 factOl~ to regeneratOl: 
pocket:, gl:owth. lHgm'e 155 S\l1\\tlulriles the exhaust hom;ling defli."'ctions. 
No th('lrmal or stress problems are anticipated. 
11.6. 2 qel~,nmit~ ~ttl',~l(:H\~lr::!!'.,~. ,.~!.'.!l.:~:i~J! 
S(\ven mnj(.")l' cC'nuni c s tr lIe tt.lral componen ts havt'" been analyzed t 
turbin~ inn~r diffuser housing, turbine outer diffuser housing, 
turbine shroud, tlll~hillO bn<.~ksht'oud, comhustor' baffle r flow aoparatOl~ 
houoing and turbine stator (sae Figure t49). Str~ssea calculated and 
rep<'H: t(\d hN~ci n are for HBSN mat:or ia1 that will be uscd i';or all t'lom- I 
pOll~11ta ~l(Ct'7Pt the flmv oeparator hoys iug wh leh ,,,ill be fctbldca ted i 
f)"Olll fIAS. \~()rk Clu:rently is 111 pl:ogress to cal(~ulat;e stresses I'm: l' 
t,hcsc same comp(ments, N(~cpt th() 1:10\'1 separator housing, using 8in- ., 
t~{H·t)d t\,S:lt\ mat.cr ial Pl'OP(lJ: tJ es. , 
The element grid used :for both heat transfer and stress anAlysis, 
including utcndy-stat(' maximum power heat. t,nmsfcr bOlmc1~u'Y c't'mdi-
tiona for the turbine inner diffuser housing, is shown in Figure 156. 
'1'ho peak maximum princ:dpal stress location and lnagnit.\.ldc as a 
1:Ullo,t,i(m (l,f: tlm(\ du.t7ing ttl'/' worst:, case start: t~xansi~nt COl'ltUti.on is 
ahm"l'l In It'igm'C' 1!l7. St.l~osses Sl\(,)Wll a.t'~ thermally and meclH'mtcmll~t 
induced. The peak stress is dominated by the thermal stresses with 
very lit.tlt~ t'lt)nl\:ributit'ln from the pressLU~0 c'iif:ferelltial aCl~osa tJH'~ 
cnmpc'lllol\ t • 
". 6.2. 2 :~~H~,~1Jn~~,Q~ts~}:J'2lf~~,~1t1S~!:~,<gp11§1na"J!n~tJ?'b£2~,S! 
The turbin~ outer diffuser housing and shroud arB coupled in tho 
~lement grid shown in Figure 150. Alsa included arc the hoat transfer 
boundary (:~(mdi tiona t val' led nppropr in tely as a function of time. 
The peak maximum principal stress occurs during the "worst caso 
st.art." t.ransient and is pl'et'omlnantly a t,hermally induced stress ,dth 
very little contribution from mechanical loading. The stress distri-
bution at 95 seconds into the start, and the location and magnitude of 
the peak stress as a function of time are shawn in Figure 159. 
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Figure 154. Exhaust Housing - 3-D Finite Element Model. 
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Figure 158. Turbine Shroud and outer Diffuser Housing Grid 
With Maximum Power Boundary Conditions. 
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4.6.2.3 Turbine Backshroud and Combustor Baffle 
- --
The turbine backshroud and combustor baffle were considered 
together in the combined model shown in Figure 160, along wi th the 
heat transfer boundary conditions associated with the maximum power 
operating condition. This particular model was used to evaluate the 
effect of a thick (0.40 inch) versus thin (0.26 inch) well configura-
tion with respect to thermally induced stresses, particularly during 
the transient operating condition. 
The thermally induced stresses caloulated for the two oonfigura-
tions are shown in Figure 161. Note that the trend is to have somewhat 
higher stresses with a thiok wall design; however, the stress levels 
are well within the strength capabilities of the RBSN mater ial. 
Additionally the peak stresses shown occur at the same looation and at 
the same operating condition for both designs and are equal in magni- I 
tude. 
Therefore, comparative analysis results indicate that either wall 
thickness provides a safe design. The thick wall design has been 
ohosen for the final design because it provides a simpler interface 
between the baffle, backshroud, and stator segments. 
4.6.2.4 Flow SeEarator Housing 
A 3-D thermal and stress analYSis of the flow separator housing 
evaluated maximum stresses dur ing steady-state, wor s t-case star t-up 
and shutdown conditions. Two conditions of 00 inSUlation were consid-
ered; on~ with perfect inSUlation (i.e., no heat transfer at the outer 
boundary) and the second which assumed a O. 65-inch thick layer of 
Fiberfrax ceramic inSUlation between the 00 and compressor discharge 
flow. Two configurations of 00 were investigated~ the baseline design 
(old) which has a flat outer surface and the current design (new) 
which incorporates a stiffening ring or flange on the 00. Figure 162 
depicts the applicable heat transfer boundary conditions. 
Maximum thermal stresses were found to be relatively low pri-· 
marily due to the low thermal expansion and elastic modulus of the 
lithium-aluminum-silicate material and the large thermal mass of the 
component. Peak thermal stresses of 1.4 and 1.8 ksi occurred during 
the start-up· transient for the insulation exposed to compressor dis-
charge and perfectly inSUlated cases, respectively. The addition of 
pressure loading increased the maximum pr incipal stress to 3.4 ksi 
dUring start-up for the old configuration and 2.7 ksi for the new con-
figuration. The addition of a stiffening ring to the 00 results in a 
Significant reduction of peak stress level. Figures 163 and 164 show 
the locations of the peak stresses, and a tabulation of stresses for 
various operating conditions. 
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4.6.2.5 Turbine Stator 
... . 
The turbine atator was analyzed in detail using a combination of 
structural analyses programs. Figure 165 and 166 show the 3-D finite 
element model used in this analysis. The material is RaSN. The ther-
mal model grid was compatible with the stress modal and the require-
ments for obtaining good transient temperatures. The model was 
designed to have small elements in regions of high stress and rapid 
temperature change. The effects of contact resistance, enclosed cavi-
ties and radiation were included. 
Figures 167 and 168 show the transient temperatures of the 
turbine inlet gas during a normal start and worst caSe shutdown. The 
highest thermal gradients occur approximately 10 seconds after start. 
Stresses were evaluated at points of maximum thermal gradient. 
Stress results ~how the maximum principal tensile stress occurs 
near the center of the trailing edge. E'or normal start condition, 
this maximum stress is 23 ksi for RBSN material. Analysis is underway 
for siC material and an .integral design using RBSN material. 
A risk assessment for the ceramic stator was performed using the 
finite element stress r(esul.ts. The RBSN material parameters used in 
this evalua tion were a charao ter is tic ~~ treng th of 42.8 ks i and a 
Weibull slope of 8. Tl'H~ results are summarized on t},'able 21. 
4.6.2.6 ~alllic StruC?..E,1!F_~..s Summary' 
The current deSign configuration has been shown satisfactory for 
RBSN materia'" during b<:>th maximum power and "worst case start" tran-
sient operating conditions. Currently sintered aSiC is being evalu-
ated for these same c(:>ndi tions. l!"Iuture plans also call for an 
investigation of thermal stresses during a shutdown transient condi-
tion. 
The maximum principal stresses in the structural components are 
summarized below: 
Stress Operating Condition (ks i) 
0 Combustor Baffle 
Thln Wall 9.5 Worst start at 30 seconds 
Thick Wall 6.5 Worst start at 30 seconds 
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TABLE 21. AGT CERAMIC STATOR THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS 
-. 
AGT Ceramic Stator Structural Summary 
• 
Stress (ks i) CPS 
Cycle Vane 
Conditions FWD Shroud AFT Shroud Vane per Vane Segment 
Steady State 2.0 3.9 3.5 100.0000 
Normal Start 11. a 11. 6 23.3 99.9998 
Worst Start 15.2 15.3 35.4 99.9948 
~orst Shutdown 7.9 5.7 7.9 100.0000 
CPS = Cumulative Probability of Success 
I j 
I 
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Stress Operating Condition {'ks1l 
0 Turbine Backshroud 
Thin Wall 22.0 Maximum power 
Thick Wall 22.0 Maximum power 
0 Turbine Shroud 23.8 worst start at 85 seconds 
0 Turbine Outer Diffuser 10.4 Worst start at 85 seconds 
Housing 
0 Turbine Inner Diffuser 16.3 WOtst start at 152 seconds 
Housing 
0 Flow Separ a tor Housing 2.7 Worst start at 300 seconds 1 0 Turbine Stator 35.4 Worst start at 10 seconds I 
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4.7 Ceramic Component Development 
This section discusses ceramic material and component development 
and evaluation at AiResearch Phoenix and at the subcontractors. 
4.7.1 Ceramic Material Evaluation 
4.7.1.1 Evaluation Test Plan 
Baseline specimens of each candidate material are being evaluated 
at AiResearch Phoenix to obtain data for design support, establish a 
basic understanding of strength/microstructure relationships and to 
identify sensitivity to time, temperature and environmental effects. 
Table 22 lists tests being conducted on baseline specimens. Results 
of these tests and associated fractography analysis will identify 
materials that have acceptable probability of survival for each compo-
nent or if additional material improvement is required. The quanti-
tative test output will provide direction to the amount and nature of 
improvements required. 
Most of the tests in Table 22 are being conducted on specimens 
2-inches long with 0.25 x 0.125 inch cross sections. All strength 
tests at AiResearch Phoenix are being conducted in quarter point bend-
ing with an outer span of 1.5 inch and an inner span of 0.75 inch at a 
crosshead speed of 0.02 inch/minute. A steel fixture was used for the 
room temperature measurements and a hot-pressed silicon carbide fix-
ture was used for the high temperature tests. The latter were con-
ducted in air using a fast response C-M Rapid Temp furnace with a hold 
time of 5 to 10 minutes. Weibull analysis of the data is conducted 
with a computer program using a least squares fit with median ranking 
~ ~ ~:~ of the data. 
As testing of spec imens progresses, test procedures and facil-
ities will be presented in more detail along with the specific data. 
4.7.1.2 ACC Baseline Materials 
Samples of th~ee silicon nitride materials, RBN 104 (slip cast 
RBSN), RBN 126 (injection molded RBSN) and SNN 522 (injection molded 
silicon nitride sintered with a-percent Y20~ and 4-percent A120~) have 
been received from ACC for material char~cterization. No samp~es of 
ACC SNN 502 slip cast sintered Si N have been received for evalua-
tion. Characterization studies indldde room temperature and elevated 
temperature 4 point flexure of as-received materials1 room temperature 
4 point flexure strength evaluations of transverse ground longi-
tudinally ground and/or heat treated bars: stress rupture testing in 
static and gas fired environments; oxidation exposures; and SEM, EDX 
and X-ray diffraction analyses. 
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TABLE 22. BASELINE MATERIAL EVALUATION 
TEST 
Flexure Strength 
Room Temperature 
3 Elevated Temperatures 
Transverse Machined 
Longitudinal Maghined 
Oxidation/Corrosion 
Gradient Furnace 
Static OXidation 
Cyclic in NASA/AiResearch 
Phoenix Rig 
Stress Rupture 
Static Air 
Gas Fired 
Contact Stress/Interface 
Compatibility 
EVALUATION 
Charaoteristic Strength 
weibull Modulus 
Fractography 
Micros truct:ure 
X-ray Diffraction 
Residual Strength 
Fractography 
EDX 
Stress/Temperature versus Life 
Residual Strength 
Fractography 
EDX 
Residual Strength, Coefficient of 
Friction, Fractography, Computer 
modeling 
--------------------------------------------,-------------------------
Post Fabrication Treatment 
Oxidation 
Annealing 
Coatings 
Infiltration (RBSN only) 
24.2 
Strength, oxidation resistance, 
Stress Rupture, Fractography, 
Microstructure, X-ray diffraction 
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Where transverse and longitudinal machined surfaces were e~alu-
~ ated, all test surfaces were prepared by grinding with 320 grit dia-
mond wheels. 
Characterization of the ACe materials is not complete; however, a ~ 
summary of current results is presented in the following paragraphs. I 
l 
4.7.1.2.1 RBN 104 ~ 
RBN 104, a 2.8 g/cc slip cast reaction bonded Si N , is the pri-
mary ACC material candidate for st.atic structural comp&n~nts excluding 
the turbine stator. Test bars of this mater ial were machined from 
green slip-cast plates then nitrlden. Slips were prepared from air-
classified Si powder with a 3-percent Fe 0 nitriding aid. Unless 
otherwise stated, all test bars were evalua~e~ in the as-nitrided con-
dition to simulate most component surfaces. Test bars 
2 x 0.250 ~ 0.125 inches were used for all evaluations. 
Result.s of flexure testing bars with as-nitrided and as-machined 
surfaces at 72; 2200 and 2500 0 F are presented in Figure 169. Material 
str.ength distx: ibutions are presented in the Weibull plots of Fig-
ure 170 for the as-nitrided materials. As illustrated in Figure 171, 
strength is slightly higher at 2200 and 2500 0 F than at 72°F. A similar 
result has been reported by Carruthers et al.(5) and by others with 
RB8N materials and is attributed partially to surface flaw blunting by 
oxide formation. 
Examination of longitudinall.y ground and as-nitrided test bar 
fracture surfaces revealed surface and subsurface low density agglom-
erates and porosity as the primary fracture sites. These are typified 
in Figures 171 and 172. Figure 172b also illustrates the formation of 
an 8i bead at a low density site after a 250QoF fracture. Figure 172a 
illustrates the microstructure of the RBN 104 material and shows the 
free silicon content of the structure. Occasionally, large laminar 
low densi ty regions, possibly a result of cracks in the Si billet 
prior to nitriding, were the source of loW strength fractures. This 
type mater ial flaw is responsible for the low flexure strength (17 
ksi) bar tested at room temperature, and the bi-modal strength distri-
bution of Figure l70a. 
Results for machining and oxidizing treatments on RBN 104 test 
bars are surr~arized in Figure 169 and 173. As shown in Figure 171, 
surface damage resulting from machining in the longitudinal direction 
has no significant effect on material strength. However, results show 
that machining in the transverse direction (perpendicular to the prin-
ciple stress direction) reduces the characteristic strength by approx-
imately 65 percent. Results shown in Figure 173, also show that 
2-hour heat treatments at 1650 and 2460 o F, performed subsequent to the 
transverse grinding e'peration, partially or fully restore the material 
strength. 
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Oxidation exposure results also indicate that heat treatments 
performed on as-nitrided RBN 104 at 2010 and 2460 0 F for up tlO 
166 hours have a strength-enhancing effect. This strength improvement 
is particularly evident from the ACC furnace exposure of 166 ht)U.r.f:l at 
2460 of. Weight gains dur ing all exposures were less than 0.2 percent .. 
Stress rupture testing of RBN 104 test bars is currently bei.ng 
performed. Initially eight test bars will be tested simultaneously in 
a gas-fired atmosphere at 2500 0 F for 300 hours. Bars will be loaded in 
bending at 16 ksi for the initial 150 hours, and survivors will b~~ 
loaded to 20 ksi for the remaining 150 hours. 
4.7.1.2.2 ~ 
RON 126, injection-molded reaction-bonded Si N is the primary 
ACC material candidate for the turbine stator va~ei'. Test bal:s of 
this material were tested in the as-injection-molded and nitrided con-
dition. 
Results of flexural testing RBN 126 at 72, 2200 and 2500°I:~ are 
presented in Figure 174. Mater ial streng th distr ibutions ;;1l:0 prc~· 
sen ted in the Weibull plots of Figure 175. A compar ison between t.hCl 
RBN 104 (ll'igUl:e 169) and RBN 126 (Figure 174) shows RON 104 to be 
stronger at 72 and 2500°1". At 2200°1" the materials showed 0(1Uo1 
strengths. Fractography of the RBN 126 surfaces revealed that r:rt:l(:~wu 
tures initiated from low density agglomerates and pores, as woll as 
from sover~1 surface debris sites. The lower strengths obtained for 
RUN 126 compared to RBN 104 may be attr ibuted to the surface debris 
and the larger size low density agglomerates observed in the material. 
The surface debris is typified in Figure 176. BDX analyses of the 
debris revealed traces of Al, Na and Ca contaminants. Surfaco debris 
is thought to be a result of die cavity contamination and/or extruding 
products produced during the nitriding process. N() analysis of the 
starting powder was performed. 
4.7.1.2.3 ~~.ttf~!ction,of R~N 126 al'H~LRBN~).04 
As-ni tr ided samples of RBN 126 and RBN 104 WtH~O analyzed using 
X-ray diffraction techniques. Results are presented in Figure 177. 
These results primarily indicate a and ~-Si3N4 structure with smaller 
amounts of S i • Ros\.1). ts also were analyzed u-sing quanti tati vo tech-
niques described by Mencik and Short (4) to dete:cmine the (~ to f3 rat.loB 
of the two mater .tals. fl'hese ratios were determined to be 2.7 for 
RBN 126 and 5.2 for RSN 104. The RBN 126 analysis also indicatcH a 
higher content of 8i than the RBN 104. 
4.7.1.2.4 SNN 522 
SNN 522, injection molded sintered silicon nitride, is the pri-
mary ACC material candidate for the turbine rotor. Test bars of this 
material were tested in the as-injection-molded and sintered con-
dition, and in the transverse or longitudinal ground state. Although 
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test bars of oNN 522 are injection molded in 2 x 0.250 x 0.125 inch 
cavities, shrinkage during sintering results in test bars with approx-
imately 0.214 x 0.108 inch cross sections. All SNN 522 bars tested 
were of these dimensions. 
Results of flexure testing as-sintered and as-machined test bars 
are summar ized in Figure 178. Material strength distributions are 
presented in the Weibull plots of Figure 179 and 180 for the as-
sintered mater ials. These figures illustrate a decrease in flexure 
strength with increasing temperature, but no decrease in strength as a 
result of surface grinding. 
Fractography performed on SNN 522 bars tested from room temper-
ature up to 2200 0 F indicates that these bars typically fractured at 
near~surface sites of porosity or at iron-based inclusions as illus-
trated in Figures 181 and 182. The porosity sites were of three gen-
eral types: tubular, spher ical and irregular shapes, and ranged in 
size from 20 to 200 mi<:rons. Iron-based inclusions as large as 
100 microns also were observed. BOX analyses of these inclusions 
indicated the presence of Cr. The source of these iron-chrome inclU-
sions is not known, although abrasion of the metal cylinder and 
plunger during the injection molding process is a possible source. 
All test bars fractured at 2500 0 F and exhibited slow crack growth, as 
shown in Figure 182b. 
x-ray diffraction analyses of as-sintered and 22000F flexure-
tested SNN 522 primarily indicate ~-Si N before and after the brief 
0levated temperature exposure. An unideAtified peak at 32.7 degrees 
(d = 2.74) is visible in both analyses, as shown in Figure 183. Mate-
rial exposed to 2200 0 F also showed traces of Si0 2 as shown in Figure 183. 
Polished-section and EDX analyses (Figure 184) also reveal the 
presence of Fe, Ca, Ti, Ni, Mo, and $n contaminants in the sintered 
materials. The source of these contaminants is being pursued through 
SEM, EOX, and X-ray diffraction analyses of all powders used during 
the processing of SNN 522. 
Stress rupture testing of SNN 522 has been initiated in static 
furnace conditions at 2000 o F. Stress levels of 35 through 50 ksi 
initially are being evaluated. Although results are incomplete, a 
summary of current results is presented below: 
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Specimen 
_SLN 
7949 
8233 
8012 
8072 
8112 
35 
45 
50 
50 
50 
4. 7 .1. 3.1 S £.r..el19..th 
Sg,~ul£~. 
Discontinued after 325 hours, no failure 
Discontinued after 325 hours, no failure 
Fractured at metallic inClusion at 4 minutes 
In progress, over 220 hours accumulated 
In progress, over 230 hours accumulated 
Thl) ,:ine statlc components being fabricated by Carborundum from 
sintered a-SiC (SASe) ate presented in Table 23 along with the current 
fabrication approach for each item. Due to difficulties in processing 
thick injection-molded shapes, the rotor will be fabricated by bonding 
an injection-molded outer shell to a core fabricated by another proc-
ess such as isopress i ng. A large number of flexural bars have been 
tested to determine the baseline strength properties of the comp~nent 
fabrication materials. In addition. cold-pressed test bars have been 
utilized for a variety of tests to establish the general behavior of 
SASC. 
Figures 185 through J.87 show the Weibull plots for the as-
received materials and the data are summarized in Table 24. All flex-
ural tests were conducted on 0.125 x 0.25 x 2 inch test bars using 
4-point loading with a 1.S-inch outer span, a 0.75-inch inner span and 
a cros~head speed of 0.02 in/min. 
The initial group of cold-pressed test bars had exaggerated grain 
growth due to improper sintering conditions. As indicated in 
Table 24, the second group of cold pressed test bars (Cold-Pressed II) 
appears to have impJ:oved properties at room temperature. The elevated 
temperature tests far the cold-pressed material indicate no change in 
charaoteristio str.ength but the Weibull modulus is significantly 
higher. An examination of the data indicates that, at the extremes, 
the high temperature test bars were neither as strong nor as weak as 
tile bars tested at room temperature. For example, the low temperature 
strength of the orig1naJ. cold-pressed material ranged from 36.3 to 
61.1 ksi. This indicates that the flaw population was modified as a 
reBul t of high temperature exposure. A reduction in the sever i ty of 
machining flaws by oxidation tr.eatment is commonly observed in 911icon-
based ceramics and is discussed below for SASC. This mechanism may be 
responsible for the 1mpl:ovement in low str.ength values. In the h1gh 
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TABLE 23. S INTERED SILICON f"i\ ,~13IPE COMPONENTS 
AND F.ABRICATION A~JROACR 
l!"abr ication 
Approach Component 
-
-
~,,-
S t~ltOr. Segments 
Injection Molded SASe 
Tlu'bine Shroud 
'11 ransi. tion Duct: 
Combllstor Baffle 
Slip Cast SAse 
Innel: niffuser 
Out~r Diffuser 
Turbine Backshroud 
Isopress/Grean Machine SASe Regenerotol.' Shield 
Duct Spacer 
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TABLE 24. WEIBULL PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM FLEXURAL 
TESTS ON AS~RECElVED SAse 
Material Temperature 
(population) ( OF) 
Cold-pressed 1* (30 ) 72 
Cold-pressed I* (10 ) 2000 
Cold-pressed 1* (10 ) 22QO 
Cold-pressed 1* (30 ) 2500 
Cold-pressed II** (30 ) 72 
Isopressed (30 ) 72 
Isopressed (10 ) 2500 
Injection-molded++ (30 ) 72 
Injection-molded+ (26 ) 72 
Injection-moldedo (10 ) 2500 
*Material exhibiting coarse grain growth 
**Fine-grained material 
++As-Fired surface 
Characteristic 
strength 
(ksi) 
56.~ 
53.3 
54.9 
54.8 
58.5 
57.7 
56.2 
48.6 
48.9 
45.0 
M-Value 
6.9 
11.7 
13.4 
13.2 
8.6 
7.7 
11.6 
9.5 
10.1 
5.0 
+Surface machined in longitudinal direction with 320 grit diamond 
. 
°As-fired, surface pitted and inferior to usual injec~ion molded 
a Sic 
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strength range, the oxidation of surface pits and voids may decrease 
strength. Residual stress in the as-received bars also would affect 
the strength but inert gas annealing treatments performed by 
Carborundum (See Appendix III) did not indicate the presence of any 
res ldual stress. 
The characteristics of the isopressed material were similar to 
the cold-pressed material. The injection-molded test bars had a lower 
initial strength which was the same for both as-fired and machined 
surfaces. The low strength correlated with a higher density of sur-
face pits and voids. opposite sides of these test bars were visually 
different, one side containing a much higher density of pits. Thim 
side inadvertently was placed as the tensile side in the 2500°F tests 
and is responsible for the decreased strength observed. From these 
results and the fractography discussed below, it is apparent that this 
group of injection-molded SASC is not representative of good quality 
material. Slip-cast test bars have not yet been received for testing. 
4.7.1.3.2 Fractography 
In general, the predominate flaws in SAse are small voids. In 
the cold-pressed material having exaggerated grain growth, some fail-
ures were associated with large grains but fractures did not appear to 
be due to the large grain. 
Figure IS8 shows two examples of fracture or1g1ns in cold-pressed 
SASC. In one case, fractures originated from a linear pore inside a 
large grain while in another case failure initiated at a pore inter-
secting the surface and adjacent to a large grain. In the fine grain 
cold-pressed material, fractures initiated primarily at voids inter-
secting the machined surface as shown in Figure 189. 
Typical fracture origins for isopressed SAse are shown in Fig-
ure 190. In this particular case, the voids are slightly subsurface. 
In the isopressed test bar group there also were several examples of 
surface-initiated failures with no apparent processing related 
origins. Figure 191 shows two examples of these less typical origins 
most likely due to machining damage. 
As indicated above, the injection-molded material was substandard 
and had relatively large internal voids as well as pits on the as-
fired surface. Figure 192 shows examples of both a large internal 
void and a void intersecting the ~achined surface. Figure 193 shows a 
surface pit on an as-fired surface acting as a flaw initiation site. 
4.7.1.3.3 Oxidation Exposure 
In Jlrevious programs involving Si N4 elS well as other mate-
rials(7, ), it has been demonstrated tha~ transverSe grinding (i.e., 
grinding in a direction normal to the applied tensile stress) results 
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in a large decrease in strength. This occurs because the deepest flaw 
associated with grinding is parallel to the direction of grinding and 
thus becomes the critical flaw during flexural testing. (7) It also has 
been found(7,10) that oxidation treatments can blunt machining flaws 
resulting in a strength increase. 
Cold-pressed test bars were utilized for similar studies on SASC. 
These specimens were remachined at AiResearch Phoenix using 320 grit 
diamond grinding wheels. After measuring the typical strength prop-
erties of the ground bars, the effect of oxidation treatments were 
determined. The ~sults are shown in Table 25 and Figure 194. The 
major points are t1,at transverse grinding decreases the strength by 40 
to 45 percent but that the baseline strength can be recovered by oxi-
dation treatments. It also is apparent that oxioation tends to 
increase the Weibul1 modulus without a decrease in strength. These 
results indicate the need to give all components an optimum oxidation 
treatment, not only to increase the Weibu1l modulus but also to com-
pensate for the fact that component stresses are multiaxial and 
stresses transverse to the grinding direction cannot be eliminated. 
4.7.1.4 Ceramic Interrace Evaluation 
Stud ies under the DARPA/NAVY/AiResearch Phoenix Ceramic Eng ine 
Demonstration Program show that chipping and cracking of static compo-
nents, which ultimately led to engine failure, were due to a contact 
stress mechanism at interfaces. This mechanism was identified in the 
DARPA prograndll ) and a parallel ONR program (12) as localized high 
tensile stress due to biaxial loading resulting from a combination of 
axial aerodynamic loading and radial thermal expansion relative move-
ment. 
Based on the DARPA and ONR program studies, contact stress 
appears to be one of the most cri,tical considerations of static-
structure component design and material evaluation. In summary, these 
studies show that for high contact loads a large strength reduction 
resulted with bare surfaces in contact, moderate strength reduction 
resulted with high temperature lubricants present, and little or no 
strength reduction resul ted wi th a sui table metal compliant layer 
between the surfaces. Addi tional studies are required to further 
evaluate high and low contact loads, lubricants, and compliant layers 
and/or coatings. The test apparatus developed in the DARPA program 
(shown in Figure 195) for interfaoe evaluation is being used to eva1u-
8,te the materials and estimated contact conditions of AGT cor.;ponents. 
The contact rig consists essentially of a furnace, a pneumatic 
cylinder and leveraged load train for applying a normal force and an 
Instron test machine for applying relative motion (which produces a 
tangential force). Perhaps the best way to describe the function and 
flexibility of the contact rig is to describe the sequence conducting 
a test. The sequence is as follows: 
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A, 
A, 
A, 
L, 
L, 
T, 
T, 
T, 
A, 
L, 
T, 
TABLE 25. EFFECT OF OXIDATION ON WEIBULL PARAMETERS OF COARSE 
GRAINED COLD-PRESSED SASC HAVING DIFFERENT GRINDING 
TREATMENTS 
~ 
Characteristic 
Condition Strength 
(population) (ksi) m-Value 
as-received (30 ) 56.4 6.9 
2200 oP/20 hrs (10 ) 60.2 8.5 
2500 oP/4 hrs (10 ) 61.7 12.2 
longitudinal grind (10 ) 56.9 14.4 
2200 oF/20 hrs (10 ) 56.2 14.2 
transverse grind (10 ) 32.3 12.9 
2200 oF/20 hrs (10 ) 57.3 10.7 
2200oF/2 hrs (10 ) 61.1 12.7 
as-received* (30 ) 58.5 8.6 
longitudin<3.l grind* (10 ) 59.3 10.2 
tranSVerlil-0 grind* (10 ) 31.8 7.7 
--"'''''''''/~''' 
*Fine grain material 
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Figure 194. Oxidation Exposure Results for SASC. 
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o Step 1 - SPecimen Posi tioning - The ceramic test bars are 
inserted into notches in the load plate and load block such 
that the long axes are perpendicular to each other. Both 
specimens are crowned on one surface and flat on the 
opposite surface. By selectively pairing the surfaces to be 
in contact, point loading, line loading or area loading can 
be achieved. Fll" '~er test var iation can be achieved by 
placiflg a compliah ... layer material on a lubricant between 
the two test bars. The specimen fixturing is made of hot 
1?ressed SiC. 
o Step 2 - Application of Normal Force - The pneumatic 
cylinder is pressurized to provide the desired normal force 
at the specimen interface. The cylinder has previously been 
calibrated by replacing the specimen and load plate with a 
load cell. 
o 
o 
o 
Step 3 - Heat to Test Temperature - The fUrnace is turned on 
and specimens are heated to the selected test temperature 
and soaked for the selected soak time. During this heating, 
the Instron is set to maintain zero tangential force by 
automatica~.ly re-posi tioning the crossheat to account for 
thermal expansion of the fixturing. 
§tep 4 - Application of Tangential Force - The load block 
and its ceramic specimen (referred to as the moving spe-
cimen) are moved relative to the load plate and the ceramic 
specimen (referred to as the stationary specimen) by trans-
lating the Instron crosshead at a controlled speed (usually 
0.02 inch p~r minute). The tangential force as a function 
of inter face movement distance is plotted on the Instron 
chart recorder. From this data, the static and dynamic 
coefficients of fr iction are calculated. The test can be 
conducted with a single pass or can be cyclic. 
Step 5 - Flexure Strength Measurement - The stationary test 
bar is removed from the load plate and strength tested in 
4-point bending with the original contact surface in tension 
to determine if the contact conditions result in strength 
degradation. 
o Step 6 - Fractogra...PhY - The contact area is compared wi th 
adjacent areas and the fracture surface is compared with 
baseline test bars which have not been exposed to the 
contact conditions. These observations are correlated with 
friction and property data and with stress analysis in an 
effort to understand the mechanisms of contact damage . 
Initial tests to determine the sensitivity of the AGT c&ndidate 
materials to contact loading with ijimultai.eous relative movement have 
been initiated. Data for RBN 104 slip-cast reaction-bonded Si3N4 at 
179 
I 
1 j 
l 
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low contact loads are shown in Figure 196. These results indicate 
that substantial strength loss occurs with bare surface in contact, 
but that no loss occurs when compliant layers and/or lubricants are 
present. Similar results were obtained for the Carborundum sintered 
a-SiC Ji'igure 197, although the degree of strength reduction is sub-
stantially less than for ReSN. 
Testing will continue to determine whether results similar to 
those obtained during the DARPA studies occur at higher contact loads. 
Prior contact studies indicate that friction increases as temper-
ature increases in the 1600 to 2200°F range. In addition, the differ-
ence between static and dynamic frict.ion for a given material also 
increases, suggesting that at least part of the cause or higher fric~ 
tion at high temperature is ~ssociated with ,the contact surfaces 
sticking or binding. To furthet study this and attempt to develop a 
solution, plasma spray ox;,de ¢;\~ramic coatings were applied to both 
a-SiC and RBN-I04. Initi#l .t~:E!ults are summarized in Figure 197. 
Although very few data points are available, the following trends are 
apparent: 
o The coatings were successfully applied to the sintered a-SiC 
without damaging the a-SiC 
o Adherence was exoellent for the mullite but moderate to poor 
for the Cr 20 3 and A1 20 3 
o The RBN-I04 was damaged by thermal shock during coating; no 
further strength reduction occurred due to contact exposure 
o Coated a-SiC showed no decrease in strength due either to 
room temperature or 2000 0 F contact testing 
o All coated specimens had lower coefficient of friction than 
bare specimens 
o Increasing the load from 10 to 30 pounds did not change the 
coefficient of friction and did not result in any visual 
damage 
4.7.2 Subcontractof Ceramic Development 
4.7.2.1 Ford Motor Compa~ 
The Ford semi-annual report is included as Appendix I. 
4.7.2.2 ~search Casting Company (ACC) 
The ACC semi-annual report is include~ as Appendix II. 
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t-.) ROOM TEMPERATURE 
STATIC COEFFICIENT 
OF FRICTION 
10 LB 20 LB 30 LB 
LOAD LOAD LOAD 
SASC AS-COATED • • 
en / SASCfMULLITE • 0.18 0.15 0.15 I-en 
w MULLITE/MULLITE • - - -I-
.... 
0< SASC/ AI203 • 0.17 - -<{ 
l-
z SASCfCr20g • 0.15 0.16 0.16 0 0 Cr203/Cr203 • -RBN-l04 AS-COATED • • j 
en 
I- RBN-104/Cr203 • • 0.25 0.20 0.20 en w 
l-
I- RBN-l04/AI20a • 0.19 0.19 0.20 0 <{ 
I- AI20at Al203 • 0.16 - -Z 0 
0 
r I i I f I i 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 
RETAINED STRENGTH*-(KSI} 
*FOR CONTACT TESTS CONDUCTED AT 10 LB LOAD, LINE CONTACT, 
1/4 INCH RADIUS, 2000oF/O.5 HR HOLD 
Figure 197. Initial Contact Results With Plasma Spray Coatings. 
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4.7.2.3 The Carborundum ComEap-y 
The Carborundum semi-annual reports for common and unique tasks 
are included as Appendices III and IV, ~espectively. 
4.7.2.4 Pure Carbon ComEany 
The Pure Carbon Company semi-annual report is included as 
Appendix V. 
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4.8 Foil Gas Bearing 
Design requirements for the AGTIOl gas foil bear in.g encompass 
large extremes in speed, load, and temperatures. The bearing must be 
capable of thousands of start-stop cycles without excessive wear and 
sustained operation at speeds between. 50,000 and 100,000 rpm for at 
least 4000 hours. Bear ing temperature extremes .for start-stop and 
sustained operation extend from -20 to 1050 o F. 
The bearing is a hydrodynamic design requiring no external air. 
supply for operation. Consequently, the bearing must generate a gas 
film at as low a speed as possible to minimize starting power and foil 
wear. during the sta1.'t-stop cycle. This film generation speed also 
must be compatible with a stable gas film over operating speeds, 
loads, and temperatures. 
Normal bearing operating loads range from 3 to 4.5 pounds fnr. the 
Mod II and Mod I AGTIOl engines, respectively. Gyroscopic bearing 
loads resulting from a skidding or spinning vehicle must be sustained 
as well as short duration 6-g shock loads~ 
These stringent bearing requirements necessitate a foil bearing 
development program to establish and confirm proper bearing operation 
pr ior to actual eng ine operat. ion. Two foil bear lng test rigs have 
been designed to satisfy the development plan. 
One test rig is Co .s1n91e test bear ing rig shown in Figure 198. 
The purpose of this test rig is to screen potential bearing designs 
for stability, load capacity, and power loss. This rig ihoorporates a 
turbine driven 1.35-inch diameter. shaft supported on two slave foil journal bear ings and one bidirectional thrust slave bear ing. The 
single test bearing is located between the two slave journalS and is 
capable of being selectively loaded. The test bearing carrier is 
hydrostatically mounted on a spherical seat that permits self-
alignment of the test bear ing under all loads and also permi ts the 
reactive torque of the test bearing to be accurately measured to 
within ±O.OOl in-lb. 
The single foil bear ing test r ig ~.as been fabr icated and cur-
rently is being used in the development program. Two preliminary 
bearing configurations have been evaluated at speeds up to 110,000 rpm 
and 13 "'pounds sustained load. Bear ing power loss as a funct ion of 
load and speed for the two configurations is shown in Figures 199 and 
200. The maximum start/stop torques and hydrostatic lift-off speeds 
for loads up to 10 pounds have been estab1i.shed for {:ue bear ings. 
These data ate presented in Tables 26 and 27. Testing to establish 
optimum foil bearing parameters for prefor.med radius, backing spring 
stiffness, sway space, foil thickness, and foil length is continuing. 
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TABLE 26. START/STOP CHARACTERISTICS, FOI~ BEARING 
CONFIGURATION NO.1, 0.003-INCH BACKING 
SPRING 
A" 
Maximum Maximum 
Start Stop Hydrodynamic 
Load Torque Torque Speed 
(Lbs) (in-lb) ( in-1b) (rpm) 
. 
0 
J 
2.24 2.10 6,250 
1 2.45 2.20 6,300 
2 2.70 2.45 7,250 
3 3.00 2.62 7,900 
4 3.fiO 3.10 9,700 
5 3.55 3.35 10,250 
6 3.60 3.40 11,550 
7 3.62 3.40 13,625 
8 3.62 3.40 13,250 
9 3.70 3.40 14,750 
10 3.68 3.35 16,500 
.-
tM'~ 
TABLE 27. START/STOP (,~HARACTERISTICS, FOIL BEARING 
CONFIGURATION NO.2, O.005-INCH BACKING 
~\PRING 
-
Maximum Maximum 
Start Stop Hydrodynamic 
Load Torque Torque Speed 
(lb) ( in-1b) (in-1b) (rpm) 
-' 
0 3.85 3. n~ 8,950 
1 3.90 3.70 8,000 
2 3.88 3.84 8,625 
3 3.79 3.64 9,250 
4 3.71 3.49 9,875 
5 3.66 3.40 11,000 
6 3.54 3.36 11,525 
7 3.51 3.28 12,225 
8 3.46 3.25 13,750 
9 3.39 3.24 Indeterminant 
10 3.39 3.18 20,725 
.-
-"1 
" 
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Foil coating screening tests currently are being conducted on an 
existing R&D test rig and ldsults are not yet available. 
The second te2t rig to be used in the development of the foil 
bearing is shown in l!'igure 201. This rig is a variation of the Rotor 
Dynamic Test Rig with modifications to allow radial loading of the 
complete dummy AGT101 rotating group and to simulate thermal gradients 
to the foil gas bearing. This dynamic foil bearing test rig will per-
mit stability and load capacity tests for the bearing under predicted 
th$rmal environmental conditions. Development of the foil bearing 
cooling system also will be conducted on this rig. 
The rig design ha.s been completed and components are being fabJ:i ... 
cated. 
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4.9 Bearings and Seals 
The AGT10l high speed rotating group pinion bearing and floating 
ring seals are shown in Figure 202. The pinton bearing ie a 15 mm 202 
series ball hearing designed to carry a maximum predicted radial load 
of 41 pounds and a thrust load of approximately 300 pounds at 
100,OOO .... rpm. Bear ing loads and speeds vary consid-9rab1y over the 
100,000 mile CFne design goa11 however 58 percent of the required 
3900-hour bearing life operatiotl will be at speeds of 56,000 rpm, 
radial loads 9.5 pounds and thrust loads ot approximately 70 pounds. 
The remaining 4r~ percent of the required crne life would cover tran-
sient operation at speeds up to 85,000 rpm radial loads and thrust 
loads to approximately 240 pounds. 'rhe 100, OOO-rpm speeds and 300-
pound thrust loads would occur only during wide-open throttle (WOT) 
acceleration to ~ehicle speeds above 60 mph. 
by: 
The bearing was designed to meet the following conditions: 
oesign~onditions 
Speed: 55,000 to 100,000 rpm 
Radial loads: 9.5 to 41 pounds 
Thrust loads: 70 to 300 pounds 
Life: CFOC 3900 hours - var iable speed and 
load 
100 hours at 100,000 rpm and 300 pounds 
Lubricant: Au.t.omotive transmission fluid (ATF) 
Lubricant 100 to 300°F 
Temperature: 
Bearing component details are summarized in Table 28. 
Bearings for the AGT10l development program are being fabricated 
o Split Ball Bearing Company 
o Fag Bear lng Inc 
o Barden Corporation 
4.9.1 Gearbox Bearings 
The bearings for the AGTIOl gearbox are discussed under the gear-
box section of this report. 
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.;::. TABLE 28. PINION BEARING COMPOP-ENT DETAIL 
Bearing Description-ball, Split-Innt"!r-Ring t 202; Grade ABEC 5 
Inner RinS-
Material - SAB 52100 STL-R 58-64 c 
Bore - 0.5904-~.5906 (15 rom) 
Width - 0.525-0.535 
Outer RinS-
Material - SAB 52100 STL-R
c
58-64 
OD - 1.3778-1.3780 (35 mm) 
Width - 1[1 .. 4281-0.4331 (II mm) 
Race Depth - 24 min % Ball/Roller Dia Race Dep'th - 16 min % Ball/Roller Dia 
Race Curvature - 51.6-52.4% Ball/Roller Dia Race CUrTlature - 50.6-51 .. 4% Ball/Roller Dia 
Sepalat~ Pilot Land Separator. Pilot Land 
To Groove Runout - TIR To Groove Runout - O. 00il5 TIR 
Separator Rolling Elements 
Material - SAE 4340 STL-R 34-38 
c 
Silver Plated 0.0005-0.0015 
Thick per AMS 2410 
Construction - Machined 
Assembly - One-Piece 
Pilot Surface - Outer Ring Lands 
Pilot Clearance - 0.010-0 .. 016 
Assembled Bearing Characteristics 
Total AXial Clearance of 
0.0078 Max Under 1 Ib Gage Load 
Materia.l - SAE 52100 STL-Rc58-64 
Elements per Row-IO 
Element Dia-l/4 Inch 
Element Length 
at retr= 
~ _.",-~.,, __ '->. __ &~~1L ~ me .$ $ t* .:n .... """'-,~._.~_"'<- ,_ ~_~"~,~=~.o.,-" •. _~,...:.." __ ~ .. ___ .·.c....o-"," ••. "",,,;.....~~"'"' .l :br 
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4.9.2 High Speed Ring Seals 
The high speed ring seals for the AG'l'lOl are ,shown itt Fig-
ure 202.. These seals are a doubl.e floating carbon r log design as 
shown in Figure 203 and are designed with provisions for buffer air 
between the calbon elements. 
De'l\~lopment of the high a,peed ring seal for the AGT will be 
accompt:lshed on two test rl~'s. The rig to be used in preliminary 
screening of seal materials and saRl lea~age tests is shown in 'ig-
ure 204 ~ The r.ig consists of a hi9h speed turbine driven shaft 
mounted on foil gas bear ings. The test seal is mounted a·t the end of 
the shaft with provisions to introduce and measure buffer air between 
the car bon ,: ings. Leakage flow through the r iogs also can be lneasured. 
Inst.rumentation to measure shaft runout and temperature has been 
included. 
This test rig has been designed and currently is being fabri-
cated. 
Additiona.l development of the ring seal will be accomplished on 
the Rotor Dynamics Test Rig as deser ibed in section 4.0 of this 
report. The seal development on the Rotor Dynamics Test Rig will 
permit seal evaluation under actual rotor conditions prior to incor-
poration in an operating engine. 
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4,.10 ~~tOl'. ,Dy:n.:J(m.:lQ!...Develoement 
The fel.lowing paragraphs tlH.lInmari~e the AGT Rotor Dynamics Devel ... 
opment Task progres's over the p~u~t 6 months and planned activi ty 
through 1980. The purpose of this task is to establish a stable engine 
rotor system comprised of ~ high-Speed pinion g~ar, ball bearing, ring 
seals, foil gas bear.ings, aerodynamic component$ and interfaces, tie-
bolt, and ceramic turbine attachment. 
4.10.1 ~~oEment Approach 
The rotor dynamics development task will be conducted utilizing 
the rotor dynamics test r 19 shown in Figure 205. A dummy AGT rotor 
syst:em will be dr i ven by a 40-hp PTr var iable speed motor and a speed 
step ... up gearboK designed to simulate the AGT gearbox fl.rst mesh and 
planetary c~rrier speeds. A "Terry" turbine has been incorporated in 
the dummy compressor and will be used to load and drive the gear.train 
as required to simulate normal eng ina opetation and eng ine braking 
modes. This development approach will al.low power transmission in 
either direction across the planet/sun gear mesh. 
i\xial thrust: on the rotor is contrOlled by regulating the air 
pressure chamber surroundin9 the large end of the dummy turbine. The 
system has been designed to supply axial loads up to 300 pounds with 
32 psi air. 
The dummy compressor and turbine wheels were designed to simulate 
the mass and inertia properties of the engine impeller and metal tur-
bine wheels. An optional version of the dummy turbine desi9n using an 
aluminum hub with a shrink fit attachment to a metal sleeve will be 
used to simulate the ceramic turbine. 
For simulation of the foil bearing thermal environment a second 
development approach is achieved by converting the rotor dynamics test 
rig into the hot foil bearing test rig shown in Figure 206. To produce 
the desired hot foil bearing configuration, the following modifi-
cations will be necessary; 
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o 'l'he dummy compressor wheel will be moved forward and a ring 
magnet used to supply 30 to 40 pounds of axial thrust to the 
ball bearing 
o A hydrostatic bear ing loader will be used, where the dummy 
compressor was located, to provide rotor side load 
o 
o 
An IN71.8 dummy turbine will be used to repre$ent the dual 
alloy AGT turbine 
A 2219 aluminum dummy turbine will be used to represent the 
AGT ceramic turbine during initial testing 
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o Metallio and oeramio dummy turbines will be used for hot 
testing. The turbines will be heated by radiant heaters 
o An insulated enolosure will be required around the turbine 
wheel to ob'cain a tempc'rature environment a,t the oeramio-
metal attaohment representative of engine oonditions 
4.10.2 ~est Objeotives 
A design review was held for the purpose of evaluating hardware 
designs and test objeotives for the rotor dynemios test rig. As a 
result ¢f that meeting, the followin,~ test objeotives were estab-
lished; 
o Rot:orresponse amplitude over the full engine operating 
spel2d tange 
o Influenoe assessment of the planet gearset on rotor response 
amplitudes 
o Foil bear ing operating oharacter istios evaluation in the 
rotor environment under l-g loads in a room temperature 
environment 
o Balanoe sensitivity assessment of the rotor bearing system 
o Provide a test vehiole for evaluating the oeramio-metal tur-
bine attaohment design in the rotor, environment prior to 
committing to an engine test 
The hot foil bearing test rig will have the following test. 
objeotives: 
0 Evaluate foil bearing load oapaoity in the rotor environ-
ment 
0 Evaluate foil bearing toleranoe to high temperature oper-
ation 
0 Gain insight into foil bear inl9 cooling requirements 
Oil bearing oooling will be aohieved via the liquid ooolir~ pas-
sages in the support struoture a,ndlor by forCing oooling air axially 
through the bearing. 
4.10.3 Rig Test Parameter Rangell 
The following is an operating range summary of the various test 
rig oonfigurations: 
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Speed 
Gear T ...oad 
Oil Temperature 
Oil Pressure 
Foil Bearing Journal 
Temperature Range 
Thrust Load 
Foil Bearing Side Load 
o to 100,000 rpm 
20 to 40 hp 
70 to 250°F 
50 psi nominal 
11000F maximum 
300 pounds maximum 
18 pounds (6-g load) 
4.10.4 Instrumentation 
The following is an instrumentation requirement list f{)r the 
rotor dynamics version of the rig: 
o Speed 
o Torque 
o Oil supply pressure 
o Oil inlet temperature 
o Forward sump temperature 
o Shaft e:.cursions radially at the oil slinger dummy com-
pressor, dummy turbine and axially at the dummy turbine. 
Two probes at 90 degrees will be used at each of the above 
locations 
o Shaft temperature adjacent to the foil bearing 
o Thrust piston pressure 
The following instrumentation changes will be required for the 
hot foil bearing rig: 
o Hydrostatic loader pressure 
a Delete shaft excursion m\~asurements at the dummy turbine 
o Foil temperature 
o Foil bearing coolant temperature 
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4.10.5 Test Schedul~ 
The rotor dynamics and hot foil bearing test rigs presently are 
in the hardware procurement stage for all component parts and instal-
lation fixturing. 
4~10.6 qonclusion 
The AGT10l program will pursue testing of a rotor dynamics test 
rig configuration designed to simulate the actual engine environment. 
Critical rotor speeds are absent throughout the continuous operating 
speed range of 55,000 to 100,000 rpm, but two critical speeds will be 
encountered in the acceleration transient. These nominally are rigid 
body modes and can be routinely encountered without excessive bearing 
loads or vibration amplitude due to the dissipative influence present 
in the bearings. A third critical, which is ftrimarily a bending mode, 
is well above the maximum operating speed. 
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4.11 Controls and Accessories 
. PJ;;,.;;;..;;;..;;;.,;;..;.;;.,.;;..;;, .... 
The AGT controls and accessories effort is comprised of five 
major areas of activity; 
o Systems analysis and integration 
o Fuel control system 
o Electrical accessories 
o Electronh; control 
o Accessories 
Systems analysis and integration primarily is an analytical 
effort involved with the design, analysis, and transient modeling of 
the control system. In add! tion to the controls, the transient model-
ing activity also includes representations of the engine and vehicle 
as a part of the fully integrated system. The transient model is an 
important and necessary analytical tool providing insight into perfor-
mance and interaction of the controls and accessories, and the 
engine/vehj,cle system. 
Systems analysis and integration activities also entail the 
integration of all elements of the controls and accessories hardware 
into a complete and fully operational system. The other areas of 
activity discussed herein, involve the analysis, design, and dev~lop­
ment of the various specified elements of the controls and accessories 
hardware. A simplified schematic overview of the AGT control system 
is shown in Figure 207. 
4.11.1 ferformance S~stem Analysis 
4.11.1.1 Model Description 
The computer model is an analytical tool for designing control 
logic and evaluating various vehicle/powertrain transients. As a 
transient model, it includes dynamic simulation of the various sensors 
and actuators as well as inertias of the powertrain components. A 
simplified system block diagram is shown in Figure 208, with the major 
control elements enclosed in dashed lines. 
4.11.1~1.1 powertrain 
Simulation of the powertrain may be described using the block 
diagram, starting with the engine map. Engine torque, airflow, tur-
bine exit temperature, and compressor exit te.mperature are calculated 
from engine speed, IGV position, and turbine inlet temperature. Of 
the torque generated by the engine, a portion goes to accelerate the 
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engine and the remainder goes to the wheels. Whe torque split between 
the engine and vehicle is controll.d by the position of the variable 
stator in the torque converter (louated in the gearbox). En9~ne speed 
is calculated based on the unbalanced torque on the engine rl.)tor, and 
rotor inertia. Torque to the rear wheels is determined from the vari-
ous gear ratios and powertra.in efficiencies. This torque then is 
employed to obtain veh icle velocity consider. ing grade, aerodynamic 
drag, and rolling friotion. 
Air temperature entering the combustor (exiting the regenerator) 
is calculated, assuming steady state operation, based on airflow rate 
through the regenerator, compressor discharge temperature (T~), and 
turbine exhaust temperature (T). For transient operation, tne com-
bustor inlet temperature is calCUlated by applying a first order lag 
to the previously determined steady state value. Turbine inlet tem-
perature (T4 ) then is obtained lJsing an empirical model of the combus-tor. InputS to this model are combustor inlet air temperature, air 
flow rate, and fuel flow rate. Fuel flow rate (Wf ) and IGV position are set by the controls and described below. 
4.11.1.1.2 controls 
Basically, the only powertrain control exerted by the driver is 
the throttle. This directly affects commanded engine speed and IGV 
position. All other controls are automatic. The major controls are 
described below. 
IGV Control - At steady state, IGV position is exclusively a 
functIon of throttle position, as stated above. However, during 
transient operation, the pOSition is biased by engine speed error (i.e., commanded minus actual speed), 
V$TC Vane Posi~ion ~@} Control - Torque converter vanes are con-
trolled by englne temperature, either turbine inlet temperature (T4) or turbine exhaust temperature (TS)' depending on which is highest with respect to the set point. As engine temperature 
rises, the vanes start to close, effecting A decoupling between 
the engine and vehicle; this tends to unload the engine. 
The torque converter vanes also are controlled integrally to keep 
engine temperature up to the set point during steady state oper-
ation for maximum efficiency. 
Fuel Meter i"g Con..tf.g! - The commanded eng ine speed is set by 
throttle position. To avoid abr~pt changes in fuel flow during a 
transient, the governor speed setting gradually moves toward the i 
commanded speed at a rate that is a function of speed error ~1 (i.e., commanded minus actual speed). The rate at which the gov-
ernor moves is biased by ambient pressure to provide good drive- j." 
ability at aUi tudes. At steady state, actual eng ine speed is I 
307 
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equal to oommanded speed, and the governor speed setting is suf-
ficiently above aotual speed to provide the required fuel flow. 
If the engine temper.ature exoeeds the overtemperature limit, fuel 
is reduoed via a proportional oontrol. This control is effeotive when 
the VSTC vanes reach the closed limit. 
4.11.1.2 ~lEical Acoelera~10n Transient 
Figure 209 shows various caloulated vehiole parameters as a func-
tion of time for a typical 0 to SO mph transient. At 0 .. 1 seconds 
throttle pOSition is inoreased from 0 degrees (idle) to 60 degrees (maximum). As velocity approaches 50 mph, a simulated driver grad-
ually adjusts throttle setting to a st~ady state setting. 
During the initial portion of the transient, a rapid increase in 
fuel flow oauses high eng ine temperatures. During this in! tial 
period, VSTC vane angle is at the closed limit and fuel is limited by 
the overtemperature control. Because the VSTC vanes are fully closed, 
engine power is split in favor of the engine. Thus, engine speed 
quickly rises while vehicle velocity lags. 
As engine speed rises temperature falls, allowing the VSTC vanes 
to start openi.ng, allowing more power to go to the vehicle. 'llhere-
fore, vehiCle acceler~tion inoreases at about 2 seconds. 
Up to 9 seconds, the throttle is at maximum setting, which causes 
the IGVS to fully open, for maximum power. 
With the present transmission shift logic, shifts ocour when the 
VSTC vanes reach a maximum open (maximum ooupling) position. The 
shifts are noted on the Figure 209 plot. 
4.11.1.3 Summary 
The basic computer modal including powertrain simulation and 
associated controls, now is complete and available for use as an ana-
lytical tool for further control development. Gains for the basic con-
trol have been defined to provide stable operation. This control 
logic, developed wi th the model, has been implemented in the AGT wi.r-
ing diagram (FigUre 210). 
It is anticipated that the model wj.ll be a valuable tool in 
future development of a number of control components. This will 
require considerable refinement both in the cont.rol and powertrain 
simUlation logio. 
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4.11.2 ruel System 
The fuel delivery system for the AGT must opElrate over a broad 
range of fuel pressures and delivery rates. As a rQsult of these oon-
straints, speoifioally the ability to meter fuel at rates as low as 
one pound per hour, most of the more oonventional gas turbine fuel 
systems were eliminated from oonsideration. After oareful, review of 
various approaches, two primary conoepts were seleoted for further. 
investigation. (1) These conoepts are based on a variable admission, 
three piston pump as shown in Figure 211 and (2) Bosch automotive fuel 
injeotors depioted in Figure 212. 
4.11.2.1 Piston PumE 
Initial testing of the variable admission pump demonstrated 
exoessive leakage, resulting in higher minimum flows than desired (see 
Figure 213). Two ohanges were made to improve low flow oapability and 
linearity; aoourately held metering edges and a olose valve clearanoe 
of 0.00015 inoh diametral. Test results for this oonfiguration, 
Figure 214, show the signifioant improvement In low flow oontrol. 
The automotive fuel injeotor system (Figure 212) is bein9 oon-
sidered as an alternative to the piston pump oonoept. Testing of the 
injector system revealed some p.roblems with linearity ot the output 
fuel flow. Based on recommendation of Bosch, an injector. from the J 
1980 Lincoln was tried. The pulse effect of fuel pressure was eval- j 
uated and determined to be on the order of 25 percent of the signal. 1 
This is felt to be unacoeptable and would require evaluation of 1 
pulsator~ to provide a more constant pressure, in the event that the 
fuel injector ooncept were implemented. 
4.11.3 Electrical Accessories 
Drawings are complete for the thermocouple probes ua~dfor T~, 
T and T. Thermocouple design consists of dn enclosed lea", r~~aced-tip5platinell II probes. Each thermocouple assembly consists 
of two staggered junctions connected in parallel and averaged intern-
ally. The output leads are chromel-alumel connected in parallel with a 
right and left probe assembly to obtain a ci.rcumferential average 
included with the short radial average. The mounting configuration is 
a nut and ferrule design to all.ow variable immersion during the devel-
opment effort. A unique sealing technique will be incorporated to 
minimi~e leakage. 
The hydraulic system low oil pressure (LOP) switch incorporates a 
"shunt disc" actuating element. A resistive element temperature sen-
sor is specified to monitor high oil temperature and ambient air tem-
perature . 
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VSTC posi tion sensor LVDT has been selected and the mounting 
approach established. Development release rough draft drawings are in 
design for formal drawing activity. As shown in Figure 215, the 
actuating rod f rom the VSTC is supported on an antifr iction ball 
bearing Ok'l the rotating i.nput shaft. The lever is fixed at the LVDT 
connecting 1i~k via an anti-rotational constraint and is allowed to 
travel in an uxial direction only with respect to the LVDT core. 
Engine speed sensing currently is under further evaluation to 
establish alternate sensor locations. The transducer type will be the 
eddy current killed oscillator (ECKO) type using a miniature 
0.070 inch diameter probe tip supplied by Bently Nevada Corp~ Prelim-
inary bench tests were successfully completed using AiResearch Phoenix 
design excitation and signal conditioning electronics. After evalu-
ation of the a1 ternate sensor locations and mounting constraints, a 
high speed test rig will be fabricated to further evaluate and final-
ize the mechanical and electrical design of t.he ECKO transducer sys-
tem. 
A 3-way solenoid design, for the hydraulically actuated gearbox 
clutch and brake assemblies has been established. The design consists 
of existing solenoid subassemblies to be integrated into a low-volume, 
low-weight package. The actuators are a direct-acting ball and seat 
configuration using a low current draw (1.5 amperes maximum) contin-
uous operating coil. 
Connector~l select,ed for development use are readily available, 
in-house, MIL-C-50l5 threaded connectors with l6-gauge contacts. The 
ECU and the APU harness will have two connectors with 48 and 36 con-
tacts for a total of 84 terminations. The 48- and 36-contact connec-
tors are common with all boom cables and interface connectors in the 
tes1~ cells. The A,PU harness wiring will utilize standard la-gauge 
stranded wiring throughout. 
Provisions have been m~de on the pilot combustor to accept a high 
tension igniter plug to be used wi th ei ther a high energy or low 
energy high tension ignition system, or alternately accept a low ten-
sion plug for use with a low energy system. The final ignition system 
an~ minimum energy requirements will be evaluated during engine devel-
opment. 
Efforts are continuing in the evaluation and selection of a 
viable battery and charging system compatible with automotive require~ 
ments. 
4.11. 4 Electronic Control. Unit (ECU) 
1 
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Four hybrid (analog/digital) ECUs are being designed and fabri- .• 1· ... 
cated for use in the early engine development program. 
• I 
I 
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The digital hardware design, based on use of the Intel 8086 
microprocessor, has been completed and all parts have been ordered. 
Software development has been outlined and preliminary timing esti-
mates for the temwerature calculation loops have been performed. 
The present control configuration includes 10 analog and 2 digi-
tal control buards. Design and fabrication of the control is approx-
imately 50 percent complete. Design of an ECU teste!: is 90 percent 
complete. 
4.11.5 ~echanical Accessories 
Engine accessory performance data were analyzed and various com-
ponents were selected. Initial accessory array layouts were made, 
however, final determination will not be accomplished until the 
engine/vehicle configuration is finalized. 
The transient analysis r~quired for actuator sizing was completed 
for the VSTC and VIGV. 
The VIGV and variable geometry combustor actuators were ordered. 
Components have been selected for the VSTC actuator. 
The performance requirements of the hydraulic and lubrication 
circuit have been determined and the circuit design was compl.eted (see 
Figure 216) ~ 
Most hydraulic circuit Qomponents are incorporated into a hydrau-
lic module. The module and miscellaneous component designs were 
started. 
Analysis and sizing of the gearbox clutch and brake assemblies 
were completed. 
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Task 2.3 - Ceramic Rotor - Ford 
Introduction 
The development of mono1ithio rotors in pressureless sintered 
Si3N4 was se1eoted as the primary approaoh for this program. Two 
approaches were proposed: a pr imary approach on sintered reaction 
bonded S13N4 and a back-up approach on the more conventional sintering 
of Si3N4 powder. There are a number of advantages to the SRBSN 
approach as compared to sintered Si3N4: 
o The starting material, primarily silicon, is readily avail-
able 
o RBSN fabrication technology, slip casting and injection 
molding, is highly developed 
o The high green densities of RBSN (72 to 85 percent) result 
in sintering shrinkages of only 5 to 10 percent 
With either approach, prior to producing a complete turbine 
rotor, var ious developmental tasks must first be successfully com-
pleted. These tasks include a material development effort combined 
with a fabrication development effort leading to the production of a 
simulated turbine rotor. This bladeless rotor .usb then be success-
fully spin tested before work on the actual rotor begins; allowing for 
i terati ve mater ial and/or fabrication development on a telati vely 
simple shape which can then be evaluated in a manner representative of 
the final application. During this development-testing loop, 
experience can be gained which increases the probability of success-
fully producing a fully bladed monoli thic turbine rotor of good 
quality and having requisite properties. 
Sintered .Reaction Bon.d~dSi3N4 
As the principal approach, a fabrication method was selected 
which oonsisted of the sintering to near full density of reaction 
bonded silicon nitride shapes; the method involves adding the sinter-
ing aid to silicon particles, fOllowed by shaping ana nitridation. 
The resultant Si3N4 article can then be pressureless sintered to form 
a high density sintered Si3N4 (SRBSN) component. 
Prior to this program, 
approach can be used to 
componeslts (1) • An example 0.£ 
presented in Figure 217. 
it was demonstrated that the SRBSN 
fabricate complex shaped turbine 
this technology, a turbine stator, is 
The fabrication method chosen for the monolithic turbine rotor is 
a Ford-patented fugitive wax slip casting technique(2,3). This 
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Figure 217. Sintered Reaction Bonded Turbine Stator 
(98 Percent T.D.) • 
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prooess has been used to sucoessfully fabricate a number of complex 
ceramic turbine components. 
In1 tial. SRBSN mater ia1 seleotion is the Si3N4 -Y203 system. A 
potentially severe oxidization problem has been observed in this 
system at low temperatures (600 to 10000 C) (4,5). However, this 
problem has recently been found to be due to contamination by W, WC or 
carbon (6, 7) • If these imp'urities are absent, the Si3N4-Y203 system 
becomes very att:racti ve (8,9) • This system has inherently good high 
temperature strength properties, with only minimal loss in strength to 
over 1200°C. It has excellent creep resistance. It also have been 
demonstrated that this system can be pressureless sintered to high 
densities. The following sections will discuss material and process 
development on the SRBSN approach during this reporting period. 
Slip Development 
The slip development effort consisted of determining the effect 
of a number of slip variables (pH, viscosity, specific gravity, 
particle size and particle size distribution) on the casting time and, 
more importantly, the green density of the casting. All the slips 
used in this study were in the Si-B~percent Y203-H20 system varying 
the water content to change the slip'~ specific gravity. The castings 
were made in a 1 ~" x 1 ~.fl· x 6 in plaster mold. The wet Weights of 
the castings were used as an indication of the greeh density, and con-
sequent ly the ni tr ided densi ty. FigUre 218 shows how the ni tr ided 
density of a casting varies with its wet weight. 
Slips were produced using two different particle size distribu-
tions of silicon (Figure 219). The 253 dist.ribution is coarser and 
broader than the 245 distribution. 
The slips were allowed to mix for a period exceeding seven days 
to insure chemical stability(3,lO). 
The results of the slip casting exper iment can be summar ized as 
follows: 
324 
o Viscosity of a slip can be controlled by the pH of the slip. 
Increasing pH results in decreasing slip viscosity at each 
specific gravity level which was evaluated (Figure 220) 
o The higher the viscosity, the lower the casting time (higher 
casting rate) (Figure 221) 
o 
o 
For a given slip viscosity, the higher the specific gravity, 
the higher the greeh density (wet weight) (FigUre 222) 
The higher the viscosity, the lower th~ cast density 
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These generalized rerl~lts were found to be independent of par-
ticle size or particle size distributions. It il expected that the 
s~.ze and shape of the partic~,e size distribution will have some effect 
on the green density of the castings. From particle packing con-
side~ations, the material with the broadest particle size distribution 
curve should result in the highest density casting. This was shown to 
be true at least for the low specific gravity (1.65 glee) (Figure 223). However at the higher specific gravity (1.70 g/ce), no 
difference in wet weights were observed. 
The work performed thus far has shown that s.?,1.\,s in the Si .... 8r~ 
12030 system do behave in a predictable and reproducible manner. 
~iE Cast FabricationDeveloemen~ 
Concurrent with the sl.ip development effort was a slip cast fab-
r ication development program to produce the simulated rotor. The 
patented method(2) which is to be used to produce this component is a 
modified fugi ti ve wax slip casting technique. This technique is 
expected to be adapted to the fabrication of fully bladed rotors in 
t '-- ":··t··~- TI.. J s .. __ 1.. ... 1' _ .. - ...... ... ........ l~ ... A ",.. ,,"'4.,. '"'o-.... on.,. ... ·~· ~ j!I dhow'" lIU .l.U UJ.U. u.... \.~·."'.U ":l\.4~' QQ ""1:'1:' ............ v ........... '"' JIll:' ......... , ........... nu 
pictorially in Figures 224 and 225. The process begins with the fab-
rication of a positive model of the desired part (Figure 224A); from 
which the was molds will be made (Figure 224B). In this case, the 
positive model of the top portion of the simulated rotor was machined 
from aluminum. The wax mold is made from a water insoluble/organic 
solver.\:. soluble was, and is formed by the repeated dipping of the 
metal model into liquid wax. The bottom portion of the simulated 
rotor is cast directly in a plaster mold (Figure 225C). The caoting 
assembly is shown in Figure 225D. The max cold (top portion of simu-
lated rotor) is set in the maohined formed plaster mold (bottom por-
tion of simUlated rotor) ano filled with slip. The plaster draws the 
water out of the slip, reSUlting in a uniditectional casting starting 
from the bottom. Casting times of 2 to 6 hours are typically required (depending on slip parameters) to cast the part. After the casting 
has solidifed, the wax mold is removed by dissolving in an appropriate 
solvent. Figure 225E shows a green casting. 
After controlled drying at room temperature, the parts are 
nitrided. A completed "as nitrided" simulated rotor is shown in 
Figure 225F. 
Initially many problems were encountered during oasting~ the two 
most severe were cracking of the castings and bubbles forming on the 
part surface dUring the casting operation. 
Development is underway to achieve density control such that 
castings can be fully nitrided (refer to nitriding section). Castings 
with reproducible density have been made, but this density is slightly 
higher than desired for complete nitridation. Work in the next period 
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BLACK AND WHJTE PHOTOGRAPH 
A. METAL MASTER PATTERN 
FOR A PORTION OF THE 
ROTOR 
B. WAX MOLD CAST AROUND 
METAL PATTERN 
Fi g ure 224 . Modified Fugitive Wax Mold Slip Ca s ting Process 
for t he S imulated Rotor. 
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C. PLASTER MOLD FOR CASTING THE 
REMAINING PORTION OF THE ROTOR 
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D. WAX MOLD MOUNTED 
ON PLASTER MOLD 
Figure 22 5 . Modified Fug i tive Wax Mold Slip Ca sting Process 
for the Simulated Rotor. 
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also will be aimed at eliminating internal casting flaws of the type 
shown in the bottom portion of rotor No. 26 (Figure 2308). 
Nitriding Develoement 
Previous programs (11,12,13) have examined the nitriding of 
silicon in great detail with a nQmber of unique methods being 
developed such as the nitrogen demand nitrlding cycle and the use of 
1l\ix~d gas nitriding atmospheres. Most of this work has, however, been 
performed using relatively thin cross-section (1/2 inch) silicon 
compacts. The simulated rotor, however, has a maximum section thick-
ness of 3.6 inches and required nitrogen penetration of 1.2 inohes 
from all sur faces to completely ni tr ide the center section. The 
direction of nitriding development has been to examine the effect of 
known ni tr iding techniques on the ni tr iding behavior of simulated 
rotors. The major variable is the density of the rotor. It has been 
assumed that if the rotor dellsity is systematically decreased, a 
density level will be reached which allows for complete nitridation. 
Two cycles were employed for the ni tr iding studies. The cycle 
descriptions are given in Table 29. The principal difference between 
these cycles is the cycle time, the time-temperature profile (Figure 226) and the nitriding rate. 
A number of simulated rotors of var ious densi ties have been 
nitrided Using these two cycles. The significant data are summarized 
in trab1e 30 with the results itemized as follows: 
o For a giVen density and nitriding cycle, an Argon sintered 
rotor will not ni tr ide as well as one that has not been 
Argon sintered. (Compare rotor 5 with 6 and 17). 
o If the densi ty is low enough, Argon sintered rotors will 
completely nitride (rotor 12). 
o For constant densi ty and processing t the flJll demand cycle 
will nitride l.'otors more completely (compar~ rot,or 20 with 6 
and 26 with 17). 
o Rotors with densities of 2.35 g/cc can be completely 
nitrided with the full demand cycle (rotor 26) 
Various other observations can be made about the overall quality 
of the rotors produce~ thus far. Various rotors have had large cracks 
extending well into the interior. The material appears to nitride due 
in part to nitrogen diffusion alol19 these cracks (e)tam.ple - rotor No. 
5) • 
Various other rotors appear to have smaller cracks throughout the 
interior, such as cracks in rotors, 12 and 20, axial or radial cracks 
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TABLE 29. NITRIDING CYCLE DESCRIPTION 
Modified Full 
Demand (Ref 13) Demand (Ref 13, 14) 
Furnace Hood 45000 9 45000 g 
Baokfill Gas 4% H2/N 2 4% li2/N 2 
Nitriding Gas 2% He/N2 2% He/N2 
Time-Temperature Figure 226 Figure 226 
Input Program 
Time-Temperature Profile Figure 227 Figure 227 
Cyole Time ·170 hours 174 hours 
Nitriding Rate 9.9 2/hr .... 17.2 2/hr 
Atmosphere at the End 4% H220-25% He/N2 4% H2/20-25% H- IN '=f 2 
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Rotor No 
5 
6 
12 
17 
20 
26 
TABLE 30~ SUMMARY OF NITRIDING DATA FOR SIMULATED ROTORS 
Nitrided Argon Nitriding 
Cycle Type Density Composition Sintered Rating 
Modified Cemand 2.35g/cc 8% Y20 3 Yes Poor 
Modified Demand 2.41g/cc' 8% Y20 3 No Fair 
Modified Demand 2.16g/cc 8% Y20 3 Yes Good 
Modified Demand 2.33g/cc 8% Y20 3 No Fair, good 
Full Damand 2.43g/cc 8% Y20 3 No Fair, good 
Full Demand 2.35g/cc 8% Y203 No Good 
"@. /'~- ... ",.."....." 
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Pertinent 
Figure 
Figure 228 
Figure 228 
Figure 229 
Figure 229 
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in rotor 12 and 26. Rotor 12 and 26 also have pronounced radial 
casting planes across the interior. These problems will be attacked 
during the next reporting period. 
The rotors which were not completely nitrided had regions of dark 
material in their interior (example Rotors 5 and 6). Micrographs of 
these dar k reg ions show a large amount of unreacted silicon and 
porosity relative to a "normal" region (Figure 231A and B). Rotors 
also exhibit a "lighter gray" reg ion in the center of the inter ior (example Rotor 20). These regions were examined and were found to be 
completely nitrided, but contain high porosity (Figure 231C and D). 
Work performed thus far has shown that simulated rotors with a 
dens i ty of 2.35 glcc can be completely ni tr ided. Rotor s of th i s 
density will continue to be produced. In addition, work in the next 
report period will evaluate the effect of a nitriding aid (le203) on 
the nitriding behavior of ro~ors of various densities. 
Sirlter ing 
The sinter!ng approach taken during this reporting period was the 
sintering of reaction bonded Si3N4 (SRBSN) under a nitrogen overpres-
sure(1,14,15). The work during this period is an extension of these 
previous studies. 
As explained in the introduction, the primary advantage of the 
SRBSN approach is low sintering shrinkages. This amount of shrinkage 
is always dependent on the densi ty of the I/grf'len" compact (in this 
case, the nitrided density of the compact). Figure 232 shows the 
shrinkage curve for the 8 percent Y203-SRBSN syatem as a function of 
the nitrided density. Simulated r~:)tors have been shown to be com-
pletely nitrided at a maximum density of 2.35 g/cc. Consequently, the 
expected shr inkage of these components should be 10 percent. The 
amount'of shrinkage would change slightly with compOSition, because of 
changes in the theoretical density for the different Y203-Si3N4 compo-
sitions as shown in Figure 233. 
The initial sintering runs were made using an 8 percent 
Y203/Si3N4 composition with a nitrogen overpressure in the furnace of 
20 amospheres. The temperature range of the runs was 1875 to 2000 o c. 
The principal variable in these runs was the nitrided density of the 
test coupons. 
The results from these 20 atmosphere runs are illustrated in 
Figure 234. 
A number of observations can be made: 
o The green density of a compaot affects the sintered density. 
For example, a compact with a low nitrided density will have 
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a lower sint-ered densi ty than one with a higher ni tr ided 
density 
o This "n:i.trided density effect" appears to become slightly 
less severe with increasing temperRture 
o The higher the sintering temperature, the higher the 
sintered density, for any gi~en nitrided density 
o For compacts with nitrided densities of 2.3 to 2.4 g/cc (the 
density range anticipated for simulated rotors), the maximum 
sintered density which could be expected is 3.0 to 3.1 g/cc 
(90% to 93% T.D.). 
Experiments were conducted (at 20 atmosphere N2) to examine the 
effect of incr~ased sintering times. These results indicate minimal 
increases in densi ty (Figure 2lS) when samples were sintered for 
8 hours instead of 4 hours. . 
Add i tiona! sinter ing exper iments were under taken to at tempt to 
increase sintered density, culminating with Run #48~ The results of 
this run are shown in Figure 235. Densities of 3.27 g/cc were 
obtained, with these densities being independent of the starting 
densi ty. This type of sinter ing cycle was the most successful to 
date. 
Physical Property Evaluation 
Figure 236 shows the average room temper.ature strength of the 
sint-ered materials (8% Y203) as a function of sintering temperature. 
The strength increases (along with density) as the sintering tempera-
ture is increased to 1875°C. As the temperature is further increased 
to 2000°C, the strength remains cqnstan't (515 MPa) even though the 
density continues to increase. This behavior is explained by the 
exaggerated grain growth which begins to occur at l875°C(14). 
The strength of the baseline 8% Y203 mater ial at beg inning of 
work on the AGT program is illustrated in Figure 237, showing a room 
temperature characteristic strength of 526 MPa with a Weibull modulus 
of 10.3. The strength of the 8% Y203 matQrial sintered in Run E48 waS 
the best obtained during this reporting period, resulting in a room 
temperature strength of 741 MPa with a Weibull modulus of 
17.8 (Figure 238). 
Sintered ·e.i3N4 
Al al ternate and back-up approach for the manufacture of the 
ceramic turbine rotor and simulated rotor consists of the slip casting 
and sintering of Si 3N4 Q 
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'. Preliminary work was performed to investigate the feasibility of 
this approach. Slip casting and sintering experiments were pet formed 
using a variety of Si3N4 powders along with a variety of additives. 
Four types of Si3N4 powders were studied: Starck LCl and LClO, 
AME CP85, and GTE502. Various mixtures of the LCl and LelO were also 
studied. 
yttrium Oxide (6 wt%) w~s the most common additive ~ However, 
15 wt% Y203 also was employed as well as mixtures of 8% Y202 and 4% 
A1203 and 8% Al203. In all cases the powders were used in their "As 
Received" conditions, with the additive being mechanically mixad into 
the slip casting slurry. 
Aqueous slips were made from these powders, with the solid 
content of the Slips being between 76 and 75 wt. %. The slips were 
cast into plaster molds. The green densities varied between 1.5 and 
2 g/cc depending on the powder and the casting conditions. The most 
common green densities'were in the 1.75 - 180 g/cc range. 
These castings were then sintered along wi th the SRBSN samples (same conditions and same runs). In every case the Si3N4 samples had a 
significantly lower sintered density than the SRBSN samples. The 
sintered densities ranged from 2 to 2.3 g/cc, seemingly independent 
of sinter ing conditions, powder type or addi ti ve composi tion. One 
sample, however, achieved a sintered density of 2.87 g/cc in Run E48. 
This sample was made using LC-l powder with 10% Y203 and 4% A1203' 
The suspected reason for these poor sintering results is the low 
as-cast densities. As pointed out by Mann (15), a threshold green 
density exists in this system in order for the system to undergo 
sintering. He states that this threshold density must be greater than 
2 g/cc. In no cases were our cast densi ties above this threshold, 
conseq~ently sintering to high density should not have been expected. 
Futut'e Plans 
During the next reporting period, work in all of the preceding 
areas will continue. The slip developme'nt and sintering work will be 
expanded to investigate the effect of Y203 concentration on sintering 
and strength. The characterization effort also will be expanded to 
evaluate the high temperature strength, o'xidation behavior and micro-
structure of the var ious sintered mater i,als. Sinter ing of simulate 
rotors will begin, with the expected completion of 5 simulated rotors 
by the end of 1980. Test bars of this r.otor material also will be 
delivered along with the rotors. 
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Task 2,3 - Mechanical Testing 
Cold spin testing of sample sintered silicon ni tr ide simulated 
rotors will utili~e a previously developed bonding tecnique to connect 
the rotor to a metal spin arbor. Since the technique was deve~oped for 
2.55 g/cc RBSN and the sintered rotors will be much denser, a reduced 
size pull test specimen of HPSN was fabricated to determine if the 
bond joint integr i ty was affected by the density of the ceramic. 
Figure 239 shows the double ended pull test specimen before testing. 
This assembly successfully supported 125 pounds up to a temperature of 
324°F. Calculations relating the differential thermal strain in this 
test to the centr ifugally ,1 nduced differential strairl encountered 
dur ing cold spin testing ind icated speeds in excess of 130,000 rpm 
should be achieved with this joining technology. 
In order to check out the bonding and removal of rotors following 
cold spin testing, a section of hot pressed silicon nitride having the 
dimension of the mounting region of :he simulated rotor was bonded to 
a full size metal spin arbor as shownin Figure 240. This absembly was 
successfully cold spun to 130,000 rpm without incident. Inspection of 
the bond point showed it to be intact. Subsequently the parts were 
disassembled successfully. 
An available low quality simulated rotor which had been processed 
through the reaction sintered stage only was bonded to a metal spin 
arbor (Figure 241). Visual and dimensional inspection indicated a 
good bond had been achieved. This assembly will be balanced and cold 
spun to destruction to checkout the balancing and spinning procedures 
of a full size component. 
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:rask 27 - Stator 
Introduction 
Injection molding of a one-piece ceramic stator was selected as 
ti'te fabrication approach for AGT10l stators, based upon several years 
of material and process development and component evaluation of axial 
turbine mOh.olithic ceramic stators, React.ion bonded si3.icon nitride (RBSN) of 2.7 g/cc density (85% TD) was selected as the initial mate-
rial, although injection molded material of a higher density(l, 13) 
may be substituted later in the program. 
Wor k dur ing the firat year of the pliogram is divided in twC' ~cti v-
ities. 
o Analytical study of mold cavity filling 
o Molding process development 
Progress in eaol. of these activities will be discussed in turn. 
Analytical Study of Mold Cavity Filljng 
A program to apply mathematical modeling of the injection molding 
process as applied to the AGT10l stator desi~n was initiated at 
Cornell Uni verst ty. The overall objectives of this program were (1) to determine if specific problems existed in the stator geometry 
which would produce molding problems (knot lines in part.icular) pr ior 
to tooling fabrication, preventing expensive and time consuming 
tooling rework, and (2) to reduce experimental time in the deter-
mination of molding parameters. 
The work by Cornell University was planned in three stages as 
follOWS': 
6 
o 
Calculation of non-isothermal stati!;, cavity filling of a 
single blade with an appropriate geometric representation 
Calculation of non-isothermal dynamic cavil,:, filling with 
advancing melt front 
Caloulation of the processing and thermal bonding conditions 
on flow behavior during cavity filling 
The finite el~ment grid in the X-Y plane is shown in Figure 242. 
It contains uniform mesh increments across the variable thickness in 
the Z direction. As in subsequent models, material enters the cavity 
along AB and leaves along COEF. Resul ts obtaine(~ wi th this model 
agreed with predictions for velocity variation, temperatute gradients, 
and pressure gradients. A foundation for further modeling was thus 
established. 
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Parameters of temperature, time, and flow rate were assumed to be 
those that have been used to mold the axial integral stator (i.a., To = 
3a3°K, tfill • 0.35 sec., Q = 3 cc/sec.,. Viscosity at 383°K had been 
investigated on various rheological instruments prior to this work. 
The mater ial exhibited thixotropic and Bingham behavior. Thermal 
properties were determined by a commercial laboratory. Values used in 
work to date have been taken as: 
k = 2xl0 5 erg/sec em oK; Cp = 9.2X106 erg/gm oK; P ~ 1.89 gm/cc 
Cornell has undertaken a study of stator material rhetological 
properties at various temperatures using knurled cylinders as well as 
smooth ones in a rotary viscometer, which has been fOlmd to be most 
suitable for this material. This information will add to the confi-
dence level of process variable options available to achieve a desir-
able material flow pattern in the mod~l. 
Dynamic cav~ ty fill analysis is sufficiently complex that an 
isothermal progrc:ml was needed be:::ore under taking a non-isothermal one. 
Figure 243 shows the isothermal finite element representation of the 
melt=front location at t = 0.28, 0.38, 0.48, and 0.58 second. This 
analysis strongly suggests that when the right boundry (CDEF in Fig-
ure 242) is not impermeable but, rather, attached to another cavity 
(thf! opposi te sidewall) that mater 1al "Iill tend to flow into the 
cavity rather than turning its flow direction towards the inner 
sections of the blade. In this case the :'>lade will be filled at a 
later time and at a reduced pressure, with the thin-sectioned portions 
of the blade tending to be filled from the left rather than from above 
or the right. 
To address the question of whether back flow from the shroud to 
the blade may result in a knit line, an analytical program is under 
development which treats the flow in two separate planes, correspond-
ing to the blade and the segmented sidewall. The finite element grids 
for blade and segmented shroud planes are shown in Figures 244A and B, 
respecti vely. Mathematical coupling between the two domains is 
affected by requir ing that~ the pressures along BC be the same in both 
planes and that the VOlumetric flow rate across BC in FigUre 244A be 
equal to the flow emanating from BC in Figure 244B. The direction of 
flow across BC is left to the calculation, thus allowing for possible 
back flow and knit line generation. 
As a part of this study Cornell has fabricated a mo'ld which sim-
ulat.es the stator vane in order to verify analytical results through 
injection molding experiments on an available injection molding 
machine. 
Molding Process , Development 
To aohieve the highest quality components possibl~, precise and 
rapid control of process temperatutes, pressures, and times are neces-
sary. The injection molder cont.tol system t.hat is being developed, 
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incorporates a microprocessor. In its final configuration, the system 
will control a 160 ton Tempcratt vertical injection molding machine. 
This molder will be used to mold AGTlOl stators and test specimens. 
The program will be loaded into the microcomputer system. 
Pertinent data will be displayed for the operator via a CRT terminal. 
'rhe operator can "start", or "hold" the automatic injection process 
from this terminal. 
The system will be designed to monitor and/or control the process 
temperatures at up to eight different ~ones. During machine set-up, 
the ~one temperatures will be displayed and updated on the CRT term-
inal so that the operator will know when to initiate the injection 
cycle. During the molding cycle, up to eight different zone temper-
atures will be recorded at the peak injection pressure. After the 
molding cycle is completed, the component will be removed from the 
mold, and the operator will input the results of his visual examin-
ation. A complete data sheet then will be automatically printed. 
This sheet will contain a part number as well as all pertinent data. 
In its final configuration, the magnetic tape will be used primarily 
for data storage. 
A process monitor panel allows the operator to monitor the injec-
tion molding process. In addition to showing the current status of 
the injection molding process, several "run time" options can be 
Aelected. The process also can be put on "hold" or switched to 
"manual" once the injection process has been stat ted, which would 
allow the operator to complete the process manually. When the control 
system is completely developed, these data tapes will, receive further 
processing, as shown in Figure 245, through the use of a computer 
system (Hewlett-Packard 9845). 
During this reporting period development of the statot software 
for the microprocessor machine control and data acquisition system was 
started. Temperatures and pressures will be recorded on magnetic tape 
for data storage and future analysis. 
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Task 2.7 - Flow Separator Housing 
Introduction 
The flow separator housing, Figure 246 is a ceramic component 
that provides a gas flow path from and to the heat exchanger, acts as a 
support structure for hot flow path commponents, and provides a seal-
ing surface for the rotating heat exchanger. 
The material selected for this component is a low thermal expan-
sion lithium aluminum silicate (LAS) ceramic. Specifically, the com-
ponent will be made by Corning Glass Works in their Code 9458 LAS. The 
process for making the flow separator houslng consists of slip casting 
an aqueous suspension of crushed glass into the desired shape using 
Plaster of Par is molds. 'l'he component then is removed from the mold, 
dried to remove residual water, sintered, and critical surfaces are 
diamond machined. 
Physical Properties of 9458 LAS 
Physical property data on Code 9458 material is shown in Table 31 
and Figures 247, 248, and 249. 
The bulk densi ty of 9458 LAS measured approximately 2.3 g/cc. 
The apparent or open porosity is zero, for all practical purposes. 
The mater ial is estimated to be about 92 percent. of theoretical 
density. 
The thermal expansion of 9458 shown in Figure 247 is character-
istic of beta spodumene type ceramics. The material has a negative 
expansion from J.'oom temperature to approximately 300°C followed by a 
much sharper positive expansion up to 900°C. 
The flexural strength data in Figure 247 shows a slight decrease 
in strength over the range from room temperature to 500°C. Above 
500°C the strength increases somewhat indicating the possibilty of 
microcrack healing. 
Thermal conductivity, based on measurements of specific heat and 
thermal diffusivity, has been averaged using two different techniques 
and is shown in Figure 249. Unlike most ceramics, there is an 
increase in conductivity with temperature. 
Design Modifications 
A full scale model of the flow separator housing, shown in Fig-
ure 246, was fabricated using foam plastic material. This model 
proved useful during discussion of design iterations. The model also 
served as a guide for the development and fabrication of a more perma-
nent wood model at Corning Glass Works. This wood model in turn will 
be used to fabricate patterns for the plastic tooling. 
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TABLE 31. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CORNING 9458 LAS 
Bulk Density 2.3 g/cc 
Apparent porosity 
Thermal Instability - Linear 
(500 hrs at l800 0 F) 
Zero 
±lOO ppm max 
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A number of design iterations in the flow separator housing were 
made to facilitate fabrication and minimize mechanical and thermal 
operational streases. The latest stress analysis of the current 
design, as conducted by AiResearch Phoenix, revealed that maximum com-
bined stresses (meohanical and thermal) have been reduced from 
3.4 kpsi to 2.7 kpsi. Detailed drawings of the design are now avail-
able and fabrication development will begin shortly. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
ACC is conducting efforts in both rotor ~(ld statio component 
fabr ication development for the AGT10l Program. Rotor effor ts are 
directed toward fabrication of both injection molded and slip cast 
rotors of both sintared silicon ni tr ide and sintered RBSN. Severdl 
injection molding approaches using different injection equipment and 
injection approaches are being evaluated. Injection molding studies 
have indicated a problem of an air entrapment during injection. 
Efforts to eliminate this entrapment have dominated the injection 
molding studies. 
For slip cast rotors, several variations of casting, drying and 
sinter Ing have been made. Pr imary pt'oblems enoountered have been 
cracks occurElng during drying and sintering cycles. 
Static component development is directed toward fabr ication of 
reactlon-bonded Si3N4 static hardware. Efforts have been directed 
toward coordinating. AiResearch Phoenix design goals with Ace fabri-
cation capabilities, and demonstrating fabr ication capabili ties of 
complex shapes. 
Baseline test bars of all mater ials anticipated for use in the 
AGTlOl also were prepared and provided to A,iR';search Phoenix. 
A more detailed discussion of the ACC development efforts is 
presented in the following para9raphs~ 
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2.0 ROTOR MATERIALS AND FABRIC~TION DEVELOPMENT 
2.1 Baseline Materials 
All of the 300 baseline SNN522, injection molded sintered Si3N4 
test bars have been shipped to AiResearch Phoenix for eva.tuation. 
Five additional test bars ware selected at random and subjected to 
room temperature four point bend tests. The results are shown in 
Table 32. 
TABLE 32. ROOM TEMPERATURE FOUR POINT BEND TEST RESULTS 
" 
Specimen No Sln~ered Density MOR (ksi) 
-, 
1 3.07 gm/cc 75.5 
2 3.17 gm/cc 91.4 
4 3.27 gm/cc 84.0 
5 3.17 gm/cc 80.9 
7 31,17 gm/cc 88.7 
-Average MOR: 84.1 ksi1 Standard Deviation: 6.3 ksi 
Ten additional SNN522 test bars which were injection molded from 
another batch were selected for room temperature and 2200 0 F bend 
tests. The average of the five bars broken at room temperature was 
87.5 ksi. Standard deviation was 2.2 and Waibull modulus was 29.7. 
Figure 250 shows the Weibull plot. The average of the five bars broken 
at 2200~F was 63.9 ksl. Standard deviation was 4.7 and weibull modu-
lus was 10.9. Figure 251 shows the weibull plot. Eleven SNN522 test 
bars were submitted to IITRI for rOOm temperature evaluation approxi-
mately one year ago. The values obtained on these bars plus those 
described above for room temperature results were used to obtain a 16 
point we.ibull modulus. The results, as shown in Figure 252, reveal an 
average MOR value of 83.1 ksi, 5.3 ksi standar<l deviation and a 
Weibull modulus of 15.9. No slip cast SNNS02 test bars have been tabr i-
cated successfully for evaluation by AiResearch Phoenix. 
2.2 Injection, Molded Rotors 
Tempcraft injection molder was received, installed and put into 
operation. In order to certify the operation and mold fill capabili-
ties of the Tempcraft unit, a batch of silicon powder with binder was 
injected into the simulated rotor tool. Although flow lines were 
obser vahle on the s.ur face 1 the mater ial appeared to completely fill 
the mold. This rotor also was successfully used to evaluate thebinder 
ext~action cycle. Through weight calculations, it appeared that all 
of the binder was removed. The rotor is in the present nitriding run. 
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A large number of silicon nitride simulated rotors were injected 
to evaluate the wide variety of molder adjustments. These include 
variations in injection pressure, tool clamp pressure, flow control, 
barrels and nozzle temperature, injection and cooling time. In spite 
of the wide choice of parameter variations, a problem of air entrap-
ment within the rotor was not alleviated. 
It was decided to modify the simulated rotor tool configuration. 
Originally, the base portion of the tool was made in two halves in 
order to permit future simulated vanes at the vertical parting lines. 
However, it was found that the tool could not be clamped with suffi-
cient pressure to resist flashing. This caused release of injection 
pressure resulting in poor surface and incomplete mold fill. A new 
one piece base section was built which eliminated the flashing problem 
and improved surface cosmetics but did not eliminate air entrapment. 
In the original tool design the ingate was in the shaft end. It 
was felt that the swirling action created by having the injected 
material enter the shaft first and thell the backface could entrap air. 
The tool was again modj,fied so that the ingate was reversed to permit 
material entry into the backface first and ultimately into the shaft 
end. This modification reduced the amount of air entrapment but did 
not completely eliminate it. The next tool modification designed to 
solve the problem of entrapped air was to provide the capability to 
evacuate the cavity prior to injection. It was found that the vacuum 
had to be turned off simultaneously with mater ial injection or the 
material would flow into the vacuum system requiring extensive clean-
up. However, even with the ability to evacuate the mold cavity, air 
within the injection molder barrel with the injection batch enters the 
mold with the batch material when injected. 
In an al~~rnate approach, channels were machined into the top and 
bottom sections of the tool to permit the flow of controlled tempera-
ture water capable of heating and/or cooling each section. Several 
rotors were injected wi th var iations in tool temperatures. To a 
greater or lesser extent, all contained voids. Where rotors were 
injected that exhibited significant reduction of entrapped air, tool 
temperature was maintained while other injection parameters were 
varied such as injection speed, injection pressure, barrel and nozzle 
temperatures, injection and cooling time. None of these efforts were 
compl~tely successful. 
It was felt that possibly the direct.ion of mater ial injection 
from top to bottom was creating an improper flow thus causing poor 
moJd fill. The tool was again modified to permit material injection 
from the bottom of the tool. This was accomplished by adding remov-
able plates to one side and the bottom into which runners were 
machined. The tool was inverted so that injection was still into the 
backface of the rotor. Injected material flow is down the side of the 
381 
· tool between the tool and added plate, across the bottom and up into 
the cavi ty. Several attempts to inject a rotc'r by varying setting 
parameters described above were also unsuccessful. 
In order to determine the actual flow path, the ceramic was thor-
oughly cleaned out of the molder and replaced with clear polystyrene. 
After two attempts to cast a plastic rotor shape, it could be seen that 
instead of flowing into the cavity in a solid wave front pushlng the 
air in front to be voided at the top, the material entered the cavity 
flowing up the walls leaving a void in the center. As the material 
continues to flow, it ultimately seals off at the shaft leavlng the 
trapped air void within the part. 
Therefore, it appeared that another form of warm molding, such as 
transfer molding, would be required for a successfully injected rotor. 
The original two-piece rotor tool is being modified to permit its use 
on the extruder which will serve as a transfer molder. Heater bands 
will be attached to the mold to control temperature and the entire 
assembly will be encased in a steel jacket and attached to the 
extruoer. 
2.3 SliE casting 
Slip rheology improvement with respect to the casting character-
istics of SNN series slips were performed. It was felt that increas-
ing the sl.:>lids content could eliminate observed surface oracking by 
reducing the excessively long casting time required with previous slip 
composi tions. Var ious deflocculents were evaluated until a slip 
composed of 78 weight percent solids content was produced with good 
casting char8(~ter istics. Several test plates were cast and dr ied 
without observable surface defects. 
Five baseline SNN502 (slip cast) test bars were formed and 
sintered'~ The room temperature resull:s are show~ in Table 33. 
TABLE 33. 
SPecimen No. Sintered Density MOR (Ksi) 
-2 3.23 64.9 
3 3.23 64.5 
8 3.23 64.5 
9 3.23 62.4 
10 3.18 59.5 
Average MOR value: 63.2 ksi, standard devjation 2.3 ksi. The Weibull 
plot is shown in Figure 253. 
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Five additional ceet bars were cast in conjunction with a simu-
lated rotor. One bar was broken prior to Sintering. The remaining 
test specimens were sintered along with the rotor. These test results 
are shown in Table 34 and the Weibull plot can be seen in Figure 254. 
TABLE 34. 
SpeCimen No. Sintered Density MOR (Ksi) 
1 3.20 67.S 
2 3.23 86.0 
3 3.23 78.2 
4 3.22 77.2 
........-...1tT .-
Average MO~ value: 77.2 ksi, standard deviation 7.6 ksi. 
The rotor that was-. cast and sintered wi th the test specimens 
noted in Table 34 cracked in the hub area. 
Several additional rotors were cast without observable surface 
defects. One of these was pJ.aced in a sinter ing run but cracked 
extensiv~lY during the cycle. A second rotor was embedded in loose 
silicon nitride powder in an effort to provide a more even heat 
distribution during heat-up. This rotor also cracked but not as 
extensively as the first one which indicated that slower heat-up rates 
would be advantageous. 
The original casting technique for fabricating slip cast rotors 
involved a plaster mold for the backface shape with a two piece metal 
mold for the hub and shaft portion as illustrated in Figure 255. Slip 
was poured into the shaft end. It was decided to increase the p1aster-
slip contact 1n order to accelerate casting time. This was accom-
p1isned by forming a two-piece plaster mold for the hub and shaft 
shape and a domed backface shaped in wax. The casting direction was 
inverted so that slip was then poured into the "dome" end (see 
Figure 255). 
This variation in mold position and plaster contact resulted in 
several successful castings of simulated rotor shap~ss. These wer~ 
sliced in half longitudinally and showed complete fill. One of the 
castings was sintered to a 2.98 gm/cc density. This part was placed 
back in a subsequent sintering run resulting in a density of 
3.1 gm/lcc indicating that longer time at sinter Ing t,amperature is 
necessary to optimize sint:ered density. 
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Figure 254. SNN502 Baseline Slip Cast Test 
Bars - Room Temperature MOR. 
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The pro sent mode of cycle control for the sintering run is manual 
which provides very little latitude for cycle time var iations and 
virtually no capabili ty for pot.entially optimized longer cycles. 
Automating the Inductother:m power supply will permit the needed cycle 
time latitude deemed to be necessar7. Automated cyclic controls have 
been procured and one Qxpected to be operational in September 1980. 
Four additional SNN502 slip cast totors were fabricated during 
this report period. One cracked upon removal from the mold. A second 
rotor cracked after air drying. The third and fourth appeared to be 
crack-free. One of these was placed in a drying oven and the tempera-
ture was slowly increased until the chamber temperature was at 170 0 F 
and the skin temperature of the rotor was lOooF. At this temperature 
cracking could be observed and the teat was discontinued. The fourth 
rotor will be dried in a humidity controlled oven where, at the start 
of the cycle, the humidity wilt be high as the temperature is 
gradually increased and the humidity is gradually decreased. This 
oycle is typical of drying classical clay-ware and may also be appro·· 
priate for this system. 
Other slip improvement experiments involved calcining the 
GTE-SN502 "as-received" powder, pUlverizing the agglomerates and 
screening the rasu.lt,ing powder. Slip was prepared and a 
3 inch x 3 inch x 1/4 inch plate was cast along with a 1/2 inch diam-
eter x 1/4 inch disa. Both were sintered without cracking. The plate 
densi ty is 3.17 gm/cc and that of the disc; 3.20 gm/cc. Additional 
experimentation in both systems is in progress. 
2.4 Alternate Materials 
Sinter able silicon n1 tr ide powder systems other than GTE-SN502 
material was also evaluated. 
A . small sample of Lucas SYALON 342/32 powder was received and 
prepared into an injection mold batch. Efforts to inject this 
material into a stator vane tool were unsuccessful in that the 
material would not fill the cavity and exhibited excessive shrinkage. 
A small quantity of lubr icant was added to the batch w~)ich 
improved the mold fill. These vanes were sintered and X-rayed. The 
X-Rays revealed internal flaws such as voids and density variations. 
Inasmuch as the Lucas SYALON material is considered to be a viable 
candidate for the rotor, the efforts to inject stator vanes was dis-
·continued and attempts to fabricate rotors were initiated. 
After several simulated rotors were injected and sectioned for 
examination, it was decided to alter the direction of material enter-
ing the mold. Orig~nally the sprue was located at the shaft end but it 
was found that the powder/binder chilled out befole complete mold fill 
~ould be realized. The sprue was plugged and a new sprue was drilled 
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i~to the opposite end where the material would enter the larger mass 
area first. Although this configurat;on has not eliminated the incom-
plete mold fill, homogeneity is ~xpected to improve with the ability 
to control mold ten,perac.ure. However, the limited quantity of remain-
ing powder forced the abandonment of rotor fabrication for the ptes-
ant. The remaining SYALON material has been injected into test bars. 
One-half of these were shipped to Lucas for sintering and the remain-
ing half will be sintered at ACC in a standard sintering run. Lucas 
will retur~. the bars after sinter ing for evaluation simultaneously 
with ACC sintered bars to evaluate the efficiency of each sintering 
cycle and equipment. 
A small sample of sinterable alpha silicon nitride powder from 
Toshiba (Japan) also was pr0cured. Several small batches of varied 
Si3N4: Y203: A1203 ratios tlere prepared and cold pressed into discs 
and sintered. The mater ia1. looks promising in one composition which 
sintered to 3.27 gm/cc density. A larger beltch of this composition 
was prepared for injection molding. Test bars were molded but were of 
very poor quality. X-Ray radiography reveal~d material lamination and 
internal flaws. Flexural strength tests could be conducted on only 
three bars at room temperature and three bars at 2200 oF. The average 
value of the room temperature bars was 47.7 ksi with a standard devia-
tion of 8.7 ksi. The average value of the bars broken at 2200 0 F was 
67.4 ksi with a standard deviation of 4.6 ksi. 
Low shrinkage, high density (SRN series) material compositions 
were experimentally evaluated. Two compositions containing differant 
nitriding aid chemistries were injection molded into test bars. 
Group 1 bars were sintered after nitriding with the density increasing 
from 2.7 to 3.1 gm/cc and the room temperature MaR increasing from 32 
to 40 l<s1. Group 2 test bars increased from 2.7 to 3.05 gm/cc and 
room temperature MaR increased from 35 to 59 ksi. 
Several SRN series rotors were slip cast along with test bars. 
However, the green density was high and the we ight gains dur ing 
nitriding were low indicating substantial amounts of unreacted 
silicon. 
An SRN802, slip cast rotor with lower solids content than previ-
ously cats rotors in this mater ials system was cast and is in the 
present nitriding run. Results will be reported in the next report 
per=iod. 
A summary of several C'itst simulated rotors is illustrated in 
Figure 256. 
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Figure 256. AGT Rotor Development. 
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RBN104 'Jasolino slip was cast into plates which were machined 
into tost bal:s at AiResearch l}hoenix. These WQrt1 ni tl~ idt1d and the 
required 300 test speCimens wore shipped to AiRthsonrch Phoenix for 
eV(.\luation. 
RUN126 ba&~line injection mOlded test bars were also nitrided and 
shipped to 1\iRe~oarch l'hot1nix for evaluation. 'rho shipments (,)f lUlN104 
and Rma26 completes the l:equired numbor of baseline RBN scr ies cost 
specimens for the primary and back-up fabrication processQs. 
EllCper imel'll~s aimed towllrd densi t:y cont:rol of ail icon slips pre-
pared with various fraations of air classified powdor were performed. 
Limits exist botweon pH and green density such that the controllable 
range of green density by pH adjustmsnt alone appears to be botwoon 
1.65 and 1.75 gm!ca. 
Anotl'lC1t' expel: iment: aimed toward slip improvemont involved wet: 
milling in an effort: to disperse agglomel:ul::es. A slip butch Wc:.U3 
prepared and permitted to age until outgassing had apparently ended. 
One half of the slip batch was remilled for two hours after which botn 
ba.ltches were C\Ult into plates and, subsequently machined into test 
bat'S ane) nitridcd in the same run. 'fi.lble 35 shows the comparative 
results of the experiment. 
wet Milled Baseline 
Green Density 1. 74 1. 71 
Nitrided Density 2.72 2.77 
Percent Weight Gain 59.1 60.5 
ChI.H. dcter istic Strength Kai 
Weibull Slope 
Judging by the improvement in Weibull slope, wet milling appears 
to ~e advantageous. Continued experimental work will be conducted for 
more definitive evaluation. 
Another materials improvement evaluation involved post nitriding 
heat treatment of flash oxidation • 
.390 
Flash oxidation of RBNI04 test bars was conducted to determine 
the potential improvement in oxidation resistance of reaction bonded 
silicon nitride. Figure 257 shows the results recorded as an average 
of 10 test bars for each oxidation treatment and each subsequent post-
oxidation exposure. In additi~n to the 900°C/50 hour exposure shown, 
each group was also subjected 900 oC/150 hour exposure. An identical 
flash oxidation experiment was conducted on baseline RBN126 (injection 
molded) test bars. Table 36 presents a comparison between slip cast 
and injection molded test specimens at identical heat treatments. 
In order to determine the actual degree of oxidation, five test 
bars w~re inserted in the oxidation furnace and the temperature was 
raised to 11000C and held for 2 hours. Four place weight measurements 
weL'e taken before and after and the percent weight gain was calcu-
lated. Four of these bars were again placed in the furnace at 11000C 
and held for 166 hours. Weights were again taken and percent change in 
weight both from unoxidized bars and 2 hour oxidized bars wer~ calcu-
lated. The identical experiment was performed on five other. test bars 
at 1350°C. After the 1100' and 1350b'...(1 166 hour exposure, the test 
specimens had very low weight gains. At 11000C the gain was 0.138 
percent and &t 1350 0 C the gain was 0.100 peroent. 
Other material and processing parameter variations that have been 
conducted dur ing this per iod include ni tr iding capabili ty of thick 
sections, nitriding aid chemistries associated with different levels 
and combinations of ni tr iding aid and the effect of particle size 
blending of powders. Also the effect of a 4 percent helium addition to 
the normal H2-N2 nitriding atmosphere. Test plates of RBNI04 material 
were cast in thicknesses ranging from 1/4 inch to 1-3/4 inches to 
evaluate the nitriding capability of the standard cycle. These plates 
have been nitrided and are presently being evaluated for the presence 
of unreacted silicon. Plates cast to determine the effect of nitriding 
aid changes included baseline 3 percent Fe203' 1-1/2 percent Fe203' 
and 1-1/2 percent Fe~03 Cr203' Plates that were cast to evaluate the 
effect of particle Slze blenaing included slips prepared from 1-10~m, 
1-20~m and 2-20~m fractions. 
Both the nitriding aid and the particle size fraction test speci-
mens were machined into test bars. One half of each of these groups 
were nitrided in a standard nitriding cycle and the remaining half was 
nitrided in cycle containing a 4-percent helium atmosphere addition. 
The data on each of these studies are presently being evaluated. 
B. f._~bfication Development 
!urbine Baffle 
As part of the feasibili ty study, the simulated baffle wi t.h 
integral struts was successfully cast and nitrided. The unit was 
delivered to AiResearch Phoenix for evaluation. Figure 258 shows the 
simulated shape. 
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Oxidation Exposure 
.-
Baseline-No exposure 
I IlooeC/l hour 
1100oC/2 hours 
1100 oC/4 hours 
No flash-900oe/50 hours 
1looaC/l hour-900oe/SO hours 
1100°C/2 hours-900oe/SO hours 
IIOooC/4 hours-gOO°C/SO hours 
No flash-900°C/150 h0urs 
1looeC/1 hour-900oe/lSO hours 
110QoC/2 hours-900 c C/ISO hours 
I l10C eC/4 hours-900°C/ISO hours 
TJl..BLE 36 .. 
Slip Cast 
MOR (ksi) SID (KSl) 
40 .. 2 5.2 
43.9 S~9 
44.4 11.2 
48.8 4.1 
46.2 5.9 
53.2 5.5 
48.0 6.2 
48.0 9=4 
50.7 B.4 
55.1 5.0 
51.6 6.4 
48.0 7.8 
--
~------
"'" ~ 
Injection Molded 
M ~R (l<si) SID (ksi) M 
7.5 33.4 I 3.3 9.3 
7 .. 0 33.2 4.3 7 .. 1 
3.8 35.0 6.8 4 .. 7 
11.4 36.9 4.2 8.1 
7.4 36.1 see 5.4 
8.6 38.1 5.3 6.4 
7.21 39.4 3.0 12.1 I 
t 
4.9 39.5 3 .. 3 11.3 
5,9 36.6 2.9 12.1 I 
10 .. 3 38.5 4.9 7.3 
7.8 40.4 4.2 8 .. 8 
I 
I 
f 5.8 41.5 4.1 9.6 
I 
---- - --'. ----- ----_ .. - -
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Figure 258 . Simulated Turbin Baffle With Integral Struts. 
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Turbine Inner Diffuser Housing 
The simulated turbine inner diffuser was successfully cast and 
nitrided (Figure 259). This also was shipped to AiResearch Phoenix for 
evaluation. 
Both the simulated baffle and simulated inner dlffuser had 
nitrided weight gains of 59 percent. 
A mE-)eting was held at AiResearch ,Phoenix on April 8, 1980 to dis-
cuss each of the MOD A component prints. As a result of: t.he me~ting 
several changes were effected and prints have been r8\daed accord-
ingly. Final tooling design prints for the components of ACe respon· 
slbility will soon be ready to submit to tooling vendors for quotation 
and delivery dates. Tooling orders are expected to be placed shortly. 
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Figure 259. Simulated Turbine Inner Diffuser Housing. 
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APPENDIX III 
CARBORUNDUM COMPANY ADVANCED GAS 
TURBINE (AGT) POWERTRAIN PROGRAM FIRST 
SEMI-ANNUAL TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT, 
COMMON WORK 
............ 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This Semi ... Annual Progress Report of the AGT Program Common Wot'k 
summarizes the te~hniC!al activities between October 1979 and 
June 1980. The objective of the Common Work is to provide baseline 
technology for fabrication of both AiResearch and DDA AGT components. 
The work plan consists of five tasks: 
o Rotor Fabrication 
o Nondestructive Evaluation 
o Mechanical Properties 
o Physical Properties 
, Machining Studies 
2.0 ROTOR FABRICN!'J' ,:1:N 
2.1 lQjection-Mololna 
Because of the present limitations il1, baking thick seotions of 
injection molded SiC, an alternative nppr'jach is to injeotion mold 
segments, process them separately and then join them by appropr iate 
means. A rotor tool from an earlier Chrysler p~ogrdm was modified to 
evaluate this approaoh. The tool modification consisted of fabr i-
eating a series of inserts which when placed into the existing tool 
cavity, allowed a shell, an inner oore, and a bottom plate to be formed 
separately. Th~! segments could then be used for bonding studies. 
Leaving out the inserts still allowed solid rotor hubs to be molded. 
Molding, b~king, and sintering of rotor segments made with the 
modified tool were aohieved with a minimum of visual defects. These 
segments were used for joining development studies by hot pressing. 
Baking of large solid rotors could not be accomplished by using 
an extended baking cycle, plasma bake or vacuum bake approaches. It 
is recommended that some efforts be undertaken under the unique AGT 
programs where mold tool design is better. 
Successful joining of rotor segments was achieved by hot pressing 
using an extrudable silicon carbide mix at the interface. Consist-
ently high densities (>3.13 g/cc) for the final assembly were 
obtained. Grajn growth across the jOint interface was also observed 
by optical microscopy. In test bars, base material or joint material 
failure occurred in many instances rather than joint failure. 
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2.2 Alt~rnate Fabrica~ion Methode 
.... • t ........ A4 Ii 
Significant progress was made in the thixotropic casting of 
reaction bonded silicon carbide rotors. Using a mix with an optimized 
carbon content resulted in crack ... free casting and curing, and complete 
siliconization. 
A shaft attachm~nt to a thixocast reaction bonded silicon carbide 
rotor using a thixocast reaction bonded silicon carbide mix was suc~ 
cessfully demonstrated. Visual examination revealed the bonding to be 
excellent. 
As an initial effort, 125 injection molded test bars of a ... SiC 
were fabd,cated, inspected, and divided into 5 groups of 25 bars. 
Twenty-five (25) bars were retained as a control to evaluate strength. 
Twenty-five (25) bars each were shipped to: 
San Fernando Laboratories 
Materials Technology Corporation 
Deposits and Composites, Inc. 
Refractory Composites, Inc. 
Five (5) bars will be used to establish coating conditions and 
twenty (20) bars will be coated by each for Carborundum evaluation. 
The first phase of the HIPI'iog program will evaluate densifi-
cation of partially sintered silicon carbide with various densities 
and hence decreasing amounts of open porosi ty. H.i~ping will be con-
ducted at NASA. Microstructural analysil:s of bab3 of a-SiC .hipped, 
earlier at NASA indicated ksi pore shrinkage at 1950 0 C but nc:i'1: at 
lower temperatures. 
3.0 NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 
The seeding and fabrication of large (125-250 I-lIn) and inter-
mediate (50-125 I-lm) size void diskQ of a-SiC of all thicknesses have 
been completed. The fabrir.Jation of disks with large (125-250 I-lm) 
carbon inclusions was t,.'ompleted. NDE will follow for these specimens. 
The fabrication of disks with B4C inclusions is in progress. 
An evalu~tion of Knoop flaws on as-fired SiC specimens has been 
completed by Prof. R. L. Thomas of Wayne State University using the 
SPAM technique. Although the SPAM traces show good resolution and 
reproducibili ty and display the character iatio defect features of 
these surfaces, the intrinsic defects on the SiC surface made charac-
terization of the Knoop indentations very difficult. 
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Sonoscan, Incorporated using the SLAM technique. Although all of the 
An evaluation of Knoop flawed SiC disks also W\lS oompleted by 1 
Knoop flaws were deteoted by SLAM it \'~as diffioult to disti nguish them • 
from the background on ar-fired surfaces. , 
4.0 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
The baseline properties data fOE alpha silicon oat bide manufac-
tured by different processing techniques have been evaluated and the 
results are given in Tables 37 and 38. 
In all cases, the specimen cross section was 1/8 x 1/4 inch and a 
total of 30 specimens were tested por each baseline data. 
It should be noted that the strength data obtained for injection ~' 
molded specimens were obtained for as-furnaced surfaoe condition. For " 
the case of cold pressed and slip cast mater ial, the sur faces were 
machi~ed by u~ing 180 grit diamond wheel. The test bars were annealed 
for 2 hours in ar.gon atmosphere prior to flexural test. Fractography 
still is to be conducted. 
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TABLE 37. STRENGTH DATA FOR INJECTION MOLDED ALPHA SiC 
4-Point Bend; 1.5 In Outer Span; 0.5 In Inner Span 
Average Standard Weibull Charact. Low 
Strength Deviation Modulus Strength Strength 
Material (10 3 psi) (10 3 psi) (m) (l03 psi) (103 psi) 
~" 
-', y 
77°F As-Received 54.49 13.07 4.98 64.70 37.26 
Data P"nnealed 
, 2192 of I Data Annealed 
Material 
Cold Pressed 
Slip Cast 
, 
61.52 11.05 5.76 66.19 40.56 
57.46 10.31 5.97 61.85 35.28 
. 
TABLE 38. ROOM TEMPERATURE STB:ENGTH DATA FOR 
COLD PRESSED AND SLIP CAST ALPHA SiC 
4-Point Bend; 1.5 In Outer Span; 0.5 In Inner Span 
-
Average Standard Weibull Charact. Low 
Strength Deviation Modulus Strength Strength 
(10 3 psi) (10 3 psi) (m) (103 psi) (103 psi) 
48.05 6.25 8.42 50.78 36.24 
54.46 11.39 4.84 59.40 29.22 
,. 
--
I 
High I 
Strength I 
(l03 psi) 
83.41 I 
I 78.62 , 
76.92 
j 
1 i I High S::rength 
(103 psi) 
59.62 
72.79 
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CARBORUNDUM COMPANY ADVANCED GAS 
TURBINE (AGT) POWERTRAIN PROGRAM FIRST 
SEMI-ANNUAL TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT, 
UNIQUE WORK 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
This report summarizes the first 6 months work carried out by the 
Carborundum Company for AiResearch Phoenix on the Advanced Gas Turbine 
Powertrain System Development Program authorized under NASA Contract 
DEN3-l67 and sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE). 
As a major subcontractor to the program, Carborundum is required 
to develop silicon carbide components for t.he hot flow path of the AGT 
engine. Overall design of the engine is the responsibility of 
AiResearch Phoenix. However, several jOint meetings were held ir. 
which Car.borundum provided inputs on the capability of various fabri-
cation methoQb to meet the component geometries and dimensional toler-
ances required. As a result, several iterations were required before 
finalization of component design. 
The current development program separates rotor oevelopment from 
static structure~ development • Thus far, inject ion molding, slip 
casting, and green machining have been selected for fabr ication of 
silicon carbide components for the program. Wherever possible, compo-
nents were provided with a sGcondary fabrication method in the event 
that problems arise with the primary approach. 
In principle, the best fabrication approaoh for the rotor would 
be injection molding. This technology has been successfully demon-
strated ~o produce complex shapes economically with a high degree of 
pr8cision on small items such as turbine blades, stator vanes, small 
rotors and the like where maximum cross-seqtions not e~ceeding 1 inch 
are encountered. However, the ·!\.iResearch Phoenix rotor designed for 
the AGT engine challenges the current state-of-the-art because of its 
size, which exceeds 3 inches in diameter at the base of the hub. In 
this thickness, the bake-out of organic binders becomes increasingly 
difficult and even when very slow temperature increases over long 
~eriods of time are used, cracked parts frequently result. Although 
it is anticipated that technology developments will advanced suffi-
ciently so that thick molded sections can be devehicilized efficiently 
by the end of the program. This assumption provides high risk for the 
alpha silicon carbide rotor fabrication approach. Therefore, alter-
native approaches based on currently available technology were 
selected to provide turbine rotors for the early part of the program. 
These include a variety of ceramic-to-ceramic bonding methods which 
are applied to the assembly of smaller components. The Carborundum 
rotor development program emphasized these approaches during the first 
6 months of the project. 
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2. ROTOR DEVELOPMENT 
The AiResearch Phoenix approach to rotor development encourages 
the evaluation of mul t:.,t;>le prooess var iations at the start of the 
program. The number will be narrowed down at milestone points. 
Further, in order to demonstrate that the material properties and fab-
rioation approaches are adequate pr ior to procur ing oomplex tooling, 
it was stipulated that initial efforts be direoted toward producing 
and evaluating a non-bladed rotor which simulates the bladed rotor in 
mass and shape. The simulated rotor design is shown in Figure 260. 
Based on future needs to produce a complex bladed rotor, Carborundum 
selected the injeotion molding process to produce the part. An injec-
tion molding tool was designed with removable cores to produce two 
shell configurations as well as a solid hub. 'rhe shells represent 
thicknesses within the processing limits of current technology while 
the solid hub provides development opportunities for thick section 
binder removal and subsequent sintering studies. 
2.1 Molding Devolopment 
Molding activities for the rotor program were carried out on a 
Reed 250 TG machine equipped with a GE PM 2000 solid state control 
incorporating microprocessors for repeatable set-ups via digital 
inputs. In addition, auxiliary microprocessors by SCI were installed 
for cycle repeatability and fine control adjustment. 
Important molding variables which were investigated include: 
melt temperature, mold temperature, injection velooity, and peak 
cavity pr~ssure. Pressure was measured using a transduoer type sensor 
positioned behind a dummy ejector pin within the cavity. 
Several hundred pounds of molding compound were prepared for use 
exclusively in rotor molding development. 
2.1.1 First Generation Rotor Shell 
The tooling for the first generation simulated rotor shell was 
installed on the 250T Reed Reciprocating Screw Injection Molding 
Machine at G-W* alpha silicon oarbide test molding facility. Prior to 
molding, the ejector mechanism was reworked to provide freer sliding 
action. 
Preliminary molding was carried out to assess functional design 
and to verify dimensional accuracy of the tool. 
*G-W Plastic 
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Figures 261 and 262 show the back and front ;sides of the tool 
mounted on the press platens. The projecting core was designed to 
seat on four sections of the sprue bushing thereby allowing the cavity 
to fill through four equally spaced gates. A molded rotor shell with 
sprue attached is shown prior to ejection in Figure 263. 
All of the rotor shells showed ',isible flow line indications 
concentrated at the lower section of the inner rim. A cross section of 
the molded rotor shell is shown in Figure 264 and the arrows indicate 
the region where the flow linos are predominant. Attempts were made 
to correct this problem by enlarging the gates to allow maximum pres-
sure transmission for a longer period of time. Subsequent molding 
trials with the enlarged gates produced no noticeable improvements. 
A summary of molding conditions is shown in (.i'ab1e 39. 
changes in molding condi tions produced only subtle changes 
product, a deoision was made to modify the core to produce a 
pattern consistently from thick to thin sections. 
2.1.2 Second Generation Rotor Shell 
Since 
in the 
filling 
Since the enlarged gates did.not produce significant improvements 
in minimizing flow lines on the original shell, the core was changed 
to provide a thinner wall in the problem area. This was accomplished 
by shrink fitting a conical ring over the existing core. The riug 
insert can be reconfigured and is removable should the original wall 
be desired in the future. 
Moldj.ng was carr ied out and cond i tions determined to produce 
acceptable parts. As with the original configuration, the range of 
molding conditions investigated produced marginal changes in the pro-
duct. A summary of molding conditions is found in Table 40. The over-
all result of the core modification, however, was a minimization of 
flow lines. The flow lines appeared much smaller and closer to the 
edge of the inner rim. At the present time, the consequences of flow 
lines in this region of the rotor is not known since joining tech-
niques may be effective in filling and healing whatever linear indica-
tions are present. Figure 265 shows a cross section of the molded 
shell. 
Thus far, both configurations are being evaluated in further 
processing steps. 
2.1.3 §£~id SimUlated Rotor 
During this period, a modest effort was made to produce the solid 
simulated rotor configuration. This was accomplished when the origi-
nal core was removed for modification. 
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Figure 261 . Backsid of Simulated Rotor Shell Tool. 
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Figure 262 . Front Side of Simulat d Ro t o r Sh 11 Tool. 
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Figur 263. Mold d Rotor Shell Prior to Ejection. 
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Fi g ure 264 . Cross-S ctional Vi e w of First Generation 
Hotor Sh 11 s Mold d . 
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TABt,E 39. MOLDING SUMMARY FIRST GENERATION SHELf.S 
Part Tllmperat,ur,o Pressure 
No (. J.I') (psi ) 
1 310 NA 
2 310 NA 
3 310 NA 
4 310 NA 
5 310 NA 
6 310 NA 
7 310 NA 
6 310 NA 
9 310 1700 
10 310 1700 
11 310 1700 
12 310 1700 
13 310 1700 
14 310 1700 
15 320 1700 
16 310 1700 
17 310 1700 
18 310 1700 
19 310 1700 
20 310 1700 
n 310 1700 
22 310 1000 
23 310 1000 
24 310 1700 
25 320 1400 
26 350 1400 
27 350 1400 
28 300 1400 
29 300 ;.~')O 
30 300 1400 
31 310 1450 
32 310 1400 
33 310 1400 
34 310 1400 
35 310 1400 
36 310 1400 
37 310 1400 
38 310 1400 
39 310 1400 
1r M. Medium 
S-F • Slow Initial - Fast Final 
F • Fast 
F-S 8 Fast Initial - Slow Final 
Mold 
Velooity* 
Tfmpenture 
(OP') 
Con. tan!: M 100 
ConlLant M 100 
Conltant M 100 
ConstAnt M 100 
Constant: M 120 .. 80 
Conltant M 120 - aD 
Constant: M 125 
Constant M 125 
COOlltant: M 125 
Constant M 125 
Constant M 125 
Variable 5-11' 125 
V~riflblc S-F 125 
Variable S-F 125 
Variable S-F 125 
Var iable S-F 125 
Variable S-F 125 
Variable S-F 125 
Var table S-F 125 
Constant F 125 
Constant !" 125 
Constant F 125 
Constant F 125 
Conatant F 125 
Variable S-F BO 
Variable S-F 100 
Variable S-F 100 
Constant F 100 
Constant F 100 
Constant F 100 
Constant F 100 
Variable S-F 120 
Variable S-F 120 
Variable S-F 120 
Vale lable S-F 120 
Vu lable S-F 120 
Variable S-F 120 
Variable F-S 120 
Vat'lable F-S 120 
Comments 
Short Sht,t 
" 
Gates 
4 Gates 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
4 Gates 
1 Gato 
1 Gnte 
1 Gate 
1 Gato 
1 Gate 
1 G te 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
4 Ooten 
1 Gate 
1 Gate 
4 GatM 
4 Gatos 
4 Gaten Enlarged 
4 Gatos Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gatos Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlar!jed 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gatps Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
4 Gates Enlarged 
• 
i 
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TABLE 40. MOLDING SUMMARY SECOND IGENERATION SHELLS 
1 
~ 
t-' 
W 
Part 
No 
30-1 
31-2 
32-3 
33-4 
34-5 
35-6 
36-7 
37-8 
38-9 
45-10 
46-11 
-
Temperature 
(OF) 
350 
350 
350 
330 
330 
330 
330 
330 
330 
300 
310 
Pressure 
(psi) Velocity 
1400 Constant M 
1400 Constant S 
1400 Constant S 
1400 Variable S-F 
1400 Variable S-l;"' 
1400 VariablE S-F 
I 
1400 Variabl? F-S 
1400 Variable F-S 
1400 Variable F-S 
1400 Constant F 
1400 Constant M 
I 
~! _ de tb'» ____ .,_~ .. _"_,-,,,'_._.'''~M~ _ _ ~u~_, ......... , _ _ ._:-~,,-",.,;.. __ ,..Ji ;./.>-.. ....:..-IfoI ... __ .......... 
Mold i 
j Temperature (OF) Comments 
100 4 Gates Enlarged ~ 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
100 4 Gates Enlarged 
120 4 Gates Enlarged ~ 
1 
1 _n~"n _J 
--, * ,. tt * ~.-; -tN' 
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Figur 265 . Cr oss -S ctional Vi ew of S cond Gen r a ti on 
k o t o r Sh 11 as Mold d . 
.. 
Initially, tho thtcknoJD gf tho part posod problems during mold-
ing due to shrinkaeJo on t:onJJng nnd a it: ontvapmcnt during filling_ By 
changing molding condit:tono, ahrinkage .ould be accommodated and 
porosi ty due to air ent~l~(lpm(\nt couhl be reduced but not completely 
eliminated. Progress in porosity reduction is shown in Figure 266. 
It is expected that porosity could be completely oliminated by further 
work on m'~lding and/or t;ooling modlfi.cationo. This activity is 
plannod for the next reporting period. 
Condjtiono uood to produce four solid configurations for further 
procossing aro listed in Table 41. 
2. 2 !hl!i1t'!~L12.~lYITQ1.'ll?ill!JJlj;, 
Bindot removal is one of the most critical Dtcpo in tho produc-
tion of ointerod alphu oilicon carbide ahapos. Although other tech-
niques were conuidcf0d, thermal degradation of the binder was selected 
since a great doal o[ prior Dxperience existed with this method. 1 
.In order: t.o be Gl1cc<:.!ss'.ful in the romovnl of organics from an I' 
injoction molded silicon oartlido body, hoat must be applied slowly at 
a gradually increasing rato to produce micropasoages which allows the .... 
decomposition products from the binder to escape from the body without . 
causing any crackD. An inert environment is required to prevent oxi- .j 
dation of the SiC at the peak temperatures used. A uniform tempera-
ture distribution is neoded in the ovens to remove the binder without 
introducing cracks throughout the part. The overall length of cycle ~ 
and rate of temporature rise is dppendant on part sIze and cross sec-
tional thickness. 
Cam controlled ovens with percentage on-off timers were used for 
binder bake-out of tht injection molded simulated rotor shapes. 
All of the processed parts from the second generation design were 
baked out crack-free and suitable for sintering7 whereas only 6 out of 
34 from the first generation design were crack-free. auch of the 
cracking on the latter was slight and they could be processed further 
to produce sintered shells for subsequent joining work. 
To date, four sol i d conf igurat ions have been baked us i n9 two 
different tempArature histories. A group of two were baked using a 
standard cyci e normal for large parts. Both i tams were severely 
cracked and could not be processed further. Another group of two were 
baked out using one-half the rate of temperature rise as the standard 
cycle. The overall cycle, therefore, was lengthened by a factor of 2. 
Both pieces were cracked where the shaft is attached to the shoulder 
of the rotor. The hub, on the other hand, which is the thickest part 
of the rotor, remained intact. 
t 1 
\ 1 
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Figure 266. ~ross-Section of Solid Simulated Rotor 
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TABLE 41. MOLDING SUMMARY SOLID SIMULATED ROTOR 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
I-' 
-..J 
Part .... ' 
No ..... 
26-1 
27-2 
39-3 
40-4 
Ii.. 2!I5i ...... ,"".~!..I_"'-__ """_....,~ 
... 
Temperature 
(OF) 
330 
340 
330 
330 
Mold 
Pressure Temperature 
(psi) Velocity (OF) Comments 
1400 Variable S-F 80 4 Gates Enla~ged 
1400 Variable S-F 80 4 Gates Enlarged 
1400 Constant F 100 4 Gates Enlargedj 
1400 Constant F I 100 4 Gates Enlarged 
-.--._L...~ .. ---~ .. -- _ .. - ---- - ---- -- -- --
-- ------ ----- -- - -- --- - -- -- - ----
i& ;# r 1( n 
--'-"----,~~~ __ ." 
~ 
~ 
1 
lj 
Oased Oll this development, additional work '\fIll be done in pro ... 
cess optimization during molding and baking for this configuration. 
2 • 3 §!!1~!lJ2,1n9. 
Tho availability of both continuoul and batch~type furnaces for 
the densificntion step Qf alpha silicon carbide provided an opportun-
ity to ~valuate both systemo for the program. 
A continuous tube furnace was uDed to sinter 10 first generation 
rotor shellS. All contained minor cracks from the baking stop. Thus 
far, mixed r(H1Ul ts were ()btainod on dons i ty meaSU1:cmcnts for items 
sinterod under identical conditions. The reason is not clear at the 
present time. Attempts nre underway to determine differences in prior 
history which could account for this. Another group of 10 first gene-
ration shells were sintercd in the batch furnace. Good densities ware 
obtained in all piecos. 
To date, 11 second generation rotor shells have been sintered in 
the batch furnace. All have good densities Bnd 5 appear crack-free. 
All ar.e useable tor dev~lopment of jolning t('cnniquCiS. Density mea-
Burements are listed in Tabla 42. 
2 • 4 ~r21llin.9.3~v'~5~ 12l2l'lQ}1 t. 
The goal of the joining program is to produce a solid simulated 
rotor having properties equal to or better than the monolithic shape. 
Preliminary worl< wi th pseudo rotor shapos in th",~ Common Work Pr.ogram 
has indicated that a hot pressing technique which bonds a presinterad 
shell to a presinterNl cor~ should be sllccessful. The joining work 
for the unique AiResearch rob'Jr is just gett ing und(~n"ay, and the 
first experiments carried out during the period emphasized this 
approach. 
'rhe hot pressing arrnngcIDl1nt is shown schematically in 
Figure 267. The technique utilizes additional SiC as an extrudable 
mix at the shell/cor.e interface. The core is fabricated from 
isopressed, green machined, and sintcred alpha SiC. 
'l'wo hot pf:eseing attempts were made dur1.ng this period using a 
conical segment and the first generation shell. '1'he first attempt: 
produced a low density interface due to oversized stops during the hot 
pressing procedure. The stops prevent full pressure transmission to 
the core thereby resulting in low density. A seoond attempt was made 
and was unsucoessfu1 due to ruptur ing of the mold housing dur ing 
pressing. Stronger mold stock was ordered and will be used to fabri M 
cate future molds. 
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TABLE 42. DENSITY OF SINTERED SHELLS 
Part, Rotor 
No Configuration 
5 1st 
15 1st 
19 1st 
22 1st 
24 1st 
28 1st 
29 1st 
30 1st 
34 1st 
36 1st 
37 1st 
30-1 2nd 
32-3 2nd 
33-4 2nd 
34-5 2nd 
35-6 2nd 
37-8 2nd 
38-9 2nd 
45-10 2nd 
-
* T = Continuous Tube Furnace 
B = Batch Furnace 
Sintering 
Furnace'" 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Density 
(g/cc) 
2.98 
3.04 
3.02 
2.99 
3.08 
3.10 
3.11 
3.11 
3.14 L 
3.12 
3.14 
3.14 
3.15 
'1 
3.15 
3.15 
3.15 
3.14 
3.15 
3.15 
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Figure 267. Schematic of Pressing Arrangement. 
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3. S'I'A'I'IC STRUC'l'URES i I( ,1 
Several joint meetings were held with AiResearch Phoenix design \1 
personnel and Carborundum process engineers in order to finalize com-
ponent design and to ascertain that fabricability to the necessary 
tolerances was attainable. 
3.1 ~!lrbi.!l£. Sttl!:.2..~ 
Both segmented and integral designs were initially considered for 
the stator section of the engine. For aerodynamic efficiency, the 
airfoil shape contains both convex and concave contours. In order to 
fabricate a functional tool to produce the integral stator, conces-
sions on the airfoil contours would have been required. Aerodynamic-
ally, these concessions wer.e undesirable and not allowed at this time. 
Therefore, Carborundum recommended and is pursuing the segmented 
approach which will produce the preferred airfoil shape. A single 
cav i ty tool has been designed and ordered. Deli very is expected 
during the last quarter of FY 80. 
3.2 Turbine Shroud 
The finalized turbine shroud design presents a challenge to cur-
rent sintered SiC fabricating technology. The slip casting approach, 
or iginally considered for this component, produces a constant wall 
thickness. If this method were to be used, a great deal of diamond 
grinding would be required to produce the final geometry. Carborundum 
suggested and is pursuing the injection molding approach which is 
capable ot net shape fabr icat ion. Technolog ically, it should be 
feasible. however, there is some risk involved inasmuch as a part of 
this size has not yet been fabr icated using the injection molding 
process. The tool has been or.dered. The sl ip cast ing process wit h 
final grinding will be used as a backup in the event that insurmount-
able problems surface in the injection molding process. 
3.3 Spacer, Duct 
Carborundum suggested and is pursuing the green machining of 
isopressed stock prior to sintering for this component. 
Isopressed rods were produced and green machined to shape during 
this period. Sintering will be carried out during the next period. 
3.4 Shield, Regenerator 
Carborundum suggested and/Jis pursuing the green machining of 
isopressed tubes prior to sintering for this component. '1'he tubes J. 
have been formed. Machining is on hold pending a minor design change. 
l' f 
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3.5 E1.51ck~l£.9l:L<k. Turbin~ 
Carborundum suggested and is pursuing the green machining of 
isopressed billets prior to sintering for this component. Tooling to 
produce the correct size billet for machining has been ordered. 
3.6 gQ..mbus_~9J' Bat-fle, 
Since only one surface of the part is critical to the hot gas flow 
path, slip casting was suggested as the primary method of fabrication. 
Because of the need for spacers in 3 places on the gas path side of the 
component, 3 depressions will be produced on the opposite wall corre-
sponding to the spacer locations. These were judged as noncritical to 
the performance of the part. The model to produce the casting mold has 
been ordered. 
3.7 DitK1!seL:, Inner 
Changes were made in the original concept to accommodate the slip 
casting process. Carborundum is pursuing this approach for fabrica-
tion. The model to produce the slip casting molds has been ordered. 
3.8 ~itton Duct 
Two designs for this part have been received for consideration. 
rrhe aerodynamically preferred design shows var iable wall thickness 
which would be difficuJ.t to produce. 
The preferred design in terms of fabricability shows a constant 
wall thickness and was selected by Carborundum to produce via the slip 
casting process. The model to fabricate molds has been ordered. 
3.9 Q,iffuser, quter 
Changes were made in the design to provide constant wall thick-
ness to accommodate the slip casting process. The model has been 
ordered to produce the mold for casting. 
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APPENDIX V 
PURE CARBON CO 
ADVANCED GAS TURBINE (AGT) POWERTRAIN PROGRAM 
FIRST-SEMI-ANNUAL TECHNICAL 
PROGRESS REPORT 
ll.~ . ... 'C'M n b. 
PURE CARBON COMPANY 
AGT POWERTRAIN PROGRAM 
FIRST SEMI-ANNUAL TECHNICAL 
PROGRESS REPORT 
Pure Carbon Co., acting as British Nuclear Fuel Ltd {BNFL) U.S. 
distr ibutor, will provide simulated rotors and test bars of Refel., 
reaction-sintered SiC for AGTIOl evaluation. Reaction-sintered SiC 
products are fabricated by a process in which a porous SiC/carbon body 
is exposed to silicon at elevated temperatures and the carbon is 
converted to bonding SiC. No material shrinkage occur.s during the 
conversion process. "Green" materials Lo be reaction sintered may be 
formed by a variety of routes, e.g., slip casting, injection molding, 
extrusion, isopressing and warm molding, and the green body may be 
machined befol:e fir ing. Requirements of binder remo',al pr ior to 
firing and silicon penetration during firing, howetler, impose thick 
section 1 im! tations on component geometr ies. 1'hese limi tations are 
determined exper imentally, although penetration up to one inch has 
been demonstrated. 
Based on these known limi tations, BNFI, will per form a study to 
demonstrate binder bake-out and carbon conversion J.n the thick rotor 
sections pr ior to the initiation of a rotor fabr ication development 
program. For expediency, this study is being performed using 
isopressed and green machined simulated rotors. Once binder removal 
and 8i conversion have been demonstrated, slip casting or injection 
molding fabrication approaches will be pursued. Successfully reacted 
simulated rotors will be sent to AiResearch Phoenix for evaluation. 
Five simulated rotors have been isopressed and currently are 
being machined. Binder removal and firing are scheduled to begin by 
September 1980. 
Fure Carbon/BNFL also will provide test bars of slip cast Refel 
to AiResearch Phoenix for material characterization~ Test bar 
materials have been fired, but will require machining by Pure Carbon 
prior to delivery. Delivery is s~heduled for October 1980. 
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The following list provides definj tions of aoronyms as used in this dooument. 
ACC 
AGT 
AOD 
APU 
AS 
BNFL 
CBO 
CFDC 
CPS 
DARPA 
DOE 
DS 
EDX 
EPA 
HIP 
HP 
LAS 
LP 
MAS 
Mod I 
Mod II 
MOR 
ONR 
- AiResearch Casting Company 
- Advanced Gas Turbine 
- Automatio Overdrive Transmission 
- Auxiliary Power Unit 
- Aluminum Silicate 
- British Nuolear Fuels Ltd 
- Carborundum 
- Combined Federal Driving Cycle 
- Cumulative Probability of Suocess 
- Defense Advanced Research Project Agenoy 
Department of Energy 
- Direotionally SOlidified 
- Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis 
- Environmental Protection Agenoy 
- Hot Isostatic Pressing 
- High Pressure Side, Air Side 
- Lichium Aluminum Silicate 
- Low Pressure Side, Gas Side 
Magnesium Aluminum Silicate 
- Evolutionary Version of RPD - Metallic Engine 
- Evolutionary Version of RPD - Ceramic Engine 
- Modulus of Rupture 
- Office of Naval Research 
425 
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PM - povlder Metal 
PM/PV - Premixed Prevapori~ing 
RSSN - Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride 
RPD - Reforence Power train Design 
SAse - Sintercd Alpha Silicon Carbide 
SEM - Scunning Electron Microscopy 
8I - Spark Ignition 
SiC - Silicon Carbidc 
Si3N4 - Silicon Nitride 
SLAM - Scanning LUGcr-i\coustic Microscopy 
SPAM - Scanning Phc)to-Acoustic Microscopy 
saBSN - Sintered Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride 
SSN - Sintered Silicon Nitride 
TE - Trailing Edge 
TIT - Turbine Inlet Temperuture 
VIGV - Variable Inlet Guide Vane 
VSTC Variable Stator Torque Converter 
WOT - Wide Open Throttle (Maximum power) 
, 
II 
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